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REPORT

When Ast ANGERS was set up after the French collapse in the Summer of
1940, DERNBACH was called from OSLO to become Leiter	 In that
position he organized. III-F activities in the subordinate region (Brittany,
Anjou and Normandy West of the Seine) and achieved considerable success
in combatting Allied intelligence (particularly that of the British and
de GAULLE).

In February 1943, three months after the occupation of unoccupied
Frrice, Ast.IYON was established to cover this new area. DERNBACH was
transferred to LYON , to become not only Aet -Leiter III.-F but also Leiter
III-F for all Southern France,

When CAYAZ(IS wr,s diaatesc,d it February 1944 the Ably,	 orevent utreorp-
tion by the 7,SILL, Dut moot ITI-F personnel in France intotw /Commandos,
Ieit Tru-oos and Tru-T?s.DERNBACH wrS put in charge of Abw Leit Trupp 351,
the successor of III-F Southern France, which carried on the letter's
activities with virtually unchanged personnel.

At the time of the German withdrawal from Southern France in August
1944, Abw Leit Trupp 351 was sent to Lorraine. In September it received'
adeitional personnel and was converted into FAX 313, with DERNBACH still
in command. The Operations of this FAX against the Allied Intelligence
Services were very ambitious and extensive (a* compared to other PAK*.
DERNBACH remained CO until 11 Mar 45, when he was arrested and court
mr.rtialled on spurious charE,es.

The various annexes of this re port provide a detailed account of the
organizations with which DERNBACH IriPS most closely connected, and of their
relations with other agencies such as the SD, combat unite, higher intelli-
gence Hqs, etc. The methods -and sco pe of operations are described, as are
those cases involving foreign intelligence services which directly or in-
directly came to subject's attention.

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

After some hesitation DERNBACH answered questions freely. His infor-
mation is considered reliable, although he fails to recall the names, of a
number of agents, An attempt to contact some of his immediate associates
in order to complete the picture was not successful.
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A final report will be issued on DERNBACH which will describe his
p ctivities as III—F OSLO and supply administrative details.

MG/JF/

For the Commanding Officer:

A.:4-Z--	 -C. el' LA... 447'

I .JOHN HEINIG
Cexpt	 ANS

. Chief, CI Section
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III—F ANGERS 

Prisoner: DERNBACH, Friedrich
	

Obst/Lt in Abwehr
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1. ORGA7IZATIOf

After the France-erman armistice, occunied France was divided
into four militery administrative districts, in each of which an
Ast was set up. District B, comprising Brittany, enjou and Normandy
'Test of the Seine, was under the command of ^,en/Lt :MiANN-NEUBODE,

with HQ . in ANGERS. In 2elgast 19 40 Ast ANGERS was established under-
the commend of Korv Kip tn 1.71S c:1'ER. ,DERN.B....CH was brought from
'OSLO to become Leiter III7F.i27,ICRS.

.Administratively Ast AGERS came under the jurisdiction of
District B Hq, while operationally it was responsible to A1st PARIS
, and Abw Hq, BERLIN.

All counterintelligence operations in District B were con-
trolled directly by III-F AGERS because the two Yests of Ast
AeGERS (BST and N.TES) had no III-F section, although'in 1942
a III-F Hilfs Off was assigned to BRET temporarily and the CO of
:est Ne2;TES backed up III-F activities to a certain degree.

III-F ANGERS was divided into three sections; registry, card
index, and evaluation. 'echanical facilities, such as telephone,
teletyp e, end telegraph, were supplied by the 21st. In the course
of time, :v 's were established in the following places: ANGERS (1-2),
LA BAULE, NANTS (2-3), TOURS, QJIER, Rn yiEs, ST 1JZO-DIYAED1
LL 1CANS, - ARIS, CHATEA TIBRIAn, and MST.

2. FU-CTIONS 

The general missions assigned to III-F were as follows:

a. Discovery and identification of eneey intelligence in District B.

b. Discovery and identification of enemy intelligence in unoccupied
France and Switwerland.

c. Uncovering of the former French Intellience Service.

d. Penetration of enemy intelligence by single and double agents.

e. Dispatch of agents to England.

f. Discovery of munitions depots.

In the beginnine the executive power was in the hands of the
GFP Gru-pe subordinate to the Aet. But in June 1942 the SD was
given this executive power, leaving the GIP with morelY a police
role. Under the authority of the ' :acht und Nebel rlass, whichp ermitted - the SD to send to Germany all persons whom it deemed of
interest to the RSEA, 1200 suspects were removed. In many instances
this meant for III-F that contacts'with enemy intelligence were
broken, cases .could neither be pursued nor closed, and the useful-
ness of any remaining agent connected with the. one te2:en by the
SD would be destroyed, because silence from the latter would cause
the enemy to become suspicious of all members of the operation
involved.

3, PERS0N'S:7Z. 

a. III-F Ast ANGERS 

DERNBACh, Friedrich, Obst/Lt, CO

BONIN, von, Hntm, Hills Off III-P
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Career: Summer 1942 sent to III-F for training.
Autumn 1942 transferred to OSLO to join his brother-in-law

Kptn S von BONIN.

ECK, Dr, 0/Lt, Hilfs Off III-F (Evaluation)

Career: Author. Autumn 1941 trensferred from Act MUNICH
to Ast ANGERS. September 1942 returned to MUNICH because
of illness and rdvnnced.age.

HALAMA, Rittm, Hill's Off III-F (Evelurtion)

Career: 0/Reg Rp t VIENNA. Summer 1941 was found un-
qualified and sent to Alst PARIS. Later left Abw.

LEIBROCK, Rittm, Hilfs Off III-F (Evalurtion)

Career: Beginning 1942 brought from Ast WIESBADEN to III-F
ANGERS. Sent back tc'WIESBADEN miadIe .1943. ReOrted to
have left Abw.

PALW7SKI, 0/Lt; III-F Hill's Off (Evrluntion)

Career: Autumn 1941 transferred from Alst PARIS to III-F
ANGERS; Found unsuitable and nssigned to a Trupp Spring 1942.
(artificinl right leg)

PUSBACK; Hans Korv Kptn i Leiter Nest NANTES and Hill's Off III-'

Career: Kptn in merchant marine. Summer 1940 III-M OSLO.
October 1940 transferred to Mt ANGERS and made Leiter.:
Nest NANTES. Summer 1942 Leiter Nest ROUEN and III-F Hill's
Off. 1943 Loiter Nest MARSEILLE. Left Abw in July 1944
because of illness.

REINECKE, Walter, Lt, Hilfs Off III-F

Career: Stuaien Rat. October 1940 transferred from Wkr
Ka° VI MUENSTER to ANGERS for III-F training. Was found
unsuitable and returned spring 1941.

ROESGEN, Hptm, Hilfs Off III-F (Evaluation)

Career: September 1941 transferred from Act BERLIN to III-F
ANGERS. Summer 1942 sent to Nest BREST. Later taken by
Navy as III-M and sent to Corsica..

SCHRADER, Maj, Ex 0 III-F ANGERS

b . MK I s of II I-F AN'GRS 

BERDUX, Z, Scif, MC LE MANS end MKCEA' TEAUBRIAND

Career: End 1941 transferred from Felakommandantur to Act
ANGERS, End 1942 sent to Alst PARIS from where he was de-
tailed to LIMOGES. Left Abw 1943.

BUERVENICH @ GILLES, Sdf Uffz, MK NANTES and MK WIMPER

Career: Employee of tourist agency in COLOGNE. 1939 Sdf
III-F Mt WIESBADEN. October 1940 transferred to III-F
Mt ANGERS for duty at MK's NANTES and WIMPER.

CNYRIEM, Kurt FRANCOIS, Sdf Planter, MK PARIS

Career: September 1939 called to I-L Mt SAARBRUECKEN.
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FUCHS,

Middle 1941 transferred by administrative office PARIS to

ANCERS, whence he was assigned MK PARIS, Februrry-March
19 )14 MK MACON. April-May 1944 with Abw Trupp 352 as in-
terpreter and V-Mannfuehrer. Transferred September 1944
to FAT 352 and December 1944 to Fla 307.

Viktnr g RENARD, Fir, MK ST MALO-DINARD and MK LA BAULE

Career: Innkeeper. 19.40 transferred from Ast VIENNA to
Ast ANGERS, March 1943 sent to Ast LYON as EK 2 LYON.
August 1943 shot to de p th in his room in the Hotel Royal

by a double agent.

HARTMANN, Uffz, Interpreter and office help

Career: Teacher, Beginnin g 1942 assigned to III-F ANGERS.
September 1944 transferred to FAT 361 as V-Mannfuehrer.

HUMBER, 0/Gefr, driver for subject and helper on the card index

. 'Career: 1941 assigned to III-F ANGERS as driver. February
1943 taken by Maj SCHRADER.

KLOTH VON HEIDENkLLD g DE MONZIE, Fy, MK LE MANS

Career: Autumn 1942 transferred from Ast MUENSTER to III-F
Ast ANGERS. During German withdrawal August 1944 became

• assistant to I-c AOK I. Assigned briefly to PAT 361 and then
left for officer training.

KRAUSS, .Sdf, MK BREST

Career: Spring 1941 sent from Ast VIENNA to ANGERS.
Beginning 1942 sent to Ast ATHENS because it was found
he spoke Greek.

MOTSCH, Alois, Fw, driver for subject •

Career: September 1939 assigned to III-F Saar as driver.
Had duty it ST '1ENDEL and MANNHEIM, September 1940 sent
to III-F ANGERS and stayed with subject until the end. At
KREUZNACH in FAX 313 was in charge of the mess.

RAUCH, pr	 0'131CHARD; 0/Taanr ; MX 2 ANGERS and MK TOURS

Career: - Lawyer and assessor. October 1940 transferred
from Ast WIESBADEN to III-F ANGERS, April 1943 transferred
to MK PERPIGNAN. August 1943 MK EVIAN. Lost contact with
Abw Leit Trupp 351 during the withdrawal August 1544.

ROESICKE g RAIMOND, Uffz, MK ST MALO-DINARD

Career: 1941 came to Ast ANGERS PZ an interpreter and
taken by III-1% September 1944 assigned to FAT 361. Fell
ill beginning 1945,

SCHIELE, Helmuth g MEUNIER, Lt, MX 1 ANGERS

Career: - Office eppi nyee with AO III West SAARBRUECKEN.
Worked with III-F Ast 'TIESBADEN until September 1940 at
which time he was sent to ANGERS. February 1943 III-F
Ast LYON. February 1944 adjutant of Abw Leit Trupp 351.

SCHMITZ, Charles @ CHARLY, Uffz, ME LA BAULE interpreter

Career: 1940 token over by III-F ANGERS from GFP in LA
BAIZE. February 1943 transferred to Ast LYON, February
/944 Abw Leit Trupp 351, and Sep tember 1944 FAX 313.

C4,	
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SCHNEIDER, MK NANTES

Career: Customs official. Trken by III-F Ast ANGERS
and sent to MK NANTES PS customs official.

SCHROEDER, Fritz 	 FREDERIC, Uffz, MK NANTES

Career: Spring 1941 sent from BREMEN to ANGERS. 1943
discharged because of illness.

SPECK, Dr. Walter, (=, WALLIS, Lt, MK RENNES

Career: 1939-1940 V-Mann for III-F Saar. September 1940
sent to ANGERS. Served at MK RENNES until March 1943 when
he went to MK CLERMONT-FERRAND under Ast LYON. Then as-
signed in turn to Abw Leit Trupp 351 and FAX 313. Beginning
1945 was made deputy CO of FAT 361.

STAUFF, Fw, MK ST EALO-DIVARD

Career: 1941 assigned to III-F ANGERS. Found unsuitable
and given to GFP as interpreter.

laLLRER, Sold, driver for BUERVENICH

ZANDEP. C4 FISCH, Fw, MK 1 ANGERS

Career: Assistrnt to SCHIELE throughout.

BLAESCHE (female), clerk III-F ANGERS

, Career: 1940 transferred from Ast DRESDEN to Abw II BENS.
Came to III ANGERS in 1941 and to III-F LYON in March 1943.
Beginning 1944 taken by I LYON and in April 1944 transferred
to Ast COPENHAGEN.

KREIS (female), clerk III-F

Career: 1941 transferred from Ast WIESBADEN to III-F AEA ANGERS.

LEONHARD (female), clerk III-F

Career: 1941 transferred from Alst PARIS to ANGERS. 1942
sent to I Alst PARIS.

POPP (female), registry III-F

Career: Beginning 1941 sent from Ast DRESDEN to ANGERS.

RIETH, Charlotte-Louise, secretary to subject

Career: Nee Pillon, Was with subject in 193g at Ast
SAARBRUECKEN. For a short time in 1942 WS with Nest
STRASBURG, then returned to subject in LYON in June 1943.
Now living in SAARBRUECKEN and working for the President
du Tribunal Intermediaire de le Sarre.

SCHNEIDER, Elfriede, clerk MK TOURS

Career: Beginning 1941 transferred from Ast DRESDEN to Ast
,ANGERS. First worked for HDtm KURTH, III-Kgf, then with
III-F.. Assigned to Dr RAUCH and went with him to MK I s TOURS,
PERPIGNAN, and EV/AN. Since August 1944 has been missing
with Dr RAUCH..

AT AL
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4. AGENTS 

-BEAUGE, French. (1.- GAULLE ngent, ran by SPECK.

BUX BUMF, Austrian. Emigrated to France from VIENNA, .here he

owned r 	 fl by CNYRIEM to observe Austrians in PARIS.

Dropped in 1942 because of undependability.

CENNO, German from WORMS. Served in the Foreign Legion. Worked for
Obst/Lt FREUND in SAARBRUECKEN. Empl-qed by DERNBA4H'in
ANGERS until 1941 when he was dismissed for drunkenness and
assi gned tn P. unit composed of former legionnaires fighting

with the Afrika. Korps.

GAESSLER 4 MARTIN, Alsatian. Run by DERYB4GH in AMTSBRUDER case..

GANSTER g ROBERT, German deserter. Rah by SCHIELE in ANGERS.

GEFFROIE, French, Rented cars in ST NAZAIRE.. Ran by FUCHS at
• MK LABAULE.

GUTEKUNST 4 FRITZ, German, ?tun bY . DERNMACH in ANGERS, but soon
discharged for stupidity and excessive sympathy with the
Waffen SS.

HEYMANN 4 HARRY, German. Rut by,DJOBACH

KOMLOSI, Hungarian. 1939-1940 worked for III-F Saar rs a double
agent against the French Intelligence in LILLE. After the
collapse of Frnnce, it was found in French files thrt
KOMLOSI had been working in their favor, however as many
of his reports during the German advance had been important
end correct he wrs not tried as a spy, but was discharged
and sent to COLOGNE to worlt en thc asalroad.

LEMOINE I I7AN, French.	 RAII by SCHIELE in ANGERS.

LOUANS, French. Double agent rap, by DER104Cli in the Atlantik Chef case.

SALIS, von,	 FRITZCHEN, Swiss. Run by CNYRIEN.'

STRAIT', Swiss. Had been in fruit importing with GUTEKUNST. In,1941
was sent byDERNB.A.CH to MARSEILLE to start en importing •

c ompany that would serve as cover for a III-F detachment.
GUTEKUNST was to be the courier between ANGERS and MARSEILLE.
However STRAMP used the money given him to start the company
for his own purposes, and. then it was discovered that he
was working for the SD in Jewish affairs. He was dropped.

TREISS	 SAIDA, German, 7.1as•in the Forei gn Legion. 1939-1940 worked
for III-F Saar. Was sent on a mission into France by way of
Switzerland, but was captured by the French and sent to Africa.
He was released after the armistice end sent to work for MK's'
NANTES and LA BAULE. He drank too much and was sent to the
•x,-legionnaire unit of the Afrika Korps.

VICTOVIN VICTOR, German. Worked in a Rhenish brewery. Mother and
siblings were French nationals 1939-1940 worked as double .
agent against the French Intelligence for III- F Saar. Al-
though French files reveled that he had-not nlways told the
truth to III-F Saar,DtRaaLCE continued to use him.

4 ALBERT, French. Pwl by RATiCH at MK TOURS.

4 BUBI, French. Double agent -ran'by DRNBACH.

4 CHARLES, French. Run' by SCHIELE.
- 9 -
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Miscellaneous 

In Autumn 1941 nn individual was ..opprehended crossing the
line of demarcation near TOURS. He claimed to be a. French Lt

Col in the Reserve. He carried several sets of identity papers,
all with different names but the some picture. Also he was •
possessed of about 40,000 French frnncs, He stated that he was -
a - delegate ' of the VICHY government to the Polish Red Cross in
Prance. He had to make a clandestine line crossing bectuse of

the excessive sum of money, which he was takin g to his mistress
in PARIS. III-F could find no evidence of espionage activity,
and not being interested in prosecuting him for false panes
and illegal entry, III-F . secured the consent of Alst PARIS tn
turn him over to the VICHY government. Later the latter sent
an apology to Alst PARIS.

.	 Throughout subjects tour of duty, enemy airmen shot down
over occupied territory were being escorted to the Spanish border
for eventual repatriation through Gibraltnr. V-Maenner . were placed
on southbound trains to catch the evaders and their escorts. Six
or eight airmen.were thee arrested, and in each case the escort
tgas either Bel gian or Dutch, therefore the arrestees were sent
to Ast BRUSSELS or Ast . HAGUE for action.

By February 1943, movements for Free Germany and Free Austria
had not yet become manifest in France.

b, Breton AntonemousMovement

This movement was sponsored before and durin g the war by Abw •
II. III-F ANGERS contacted it for the purpose of recruiting agents.
A man named VORELLE, living under German protection, was the re-
presentative dealt with. He agreed to establish an agent net and.
asked for a monthly: salary of 100,000 francs. He rlso.ttated that
he was the only member of the movement with whom III-F could
negotiate. After some hesitation, his terms were accepted, but
within a month the man was dismissed when it was discovered that
he was not recruiting agents but using the money for his personal
affairs. No further attempt was made to procure agents from the
movement because it degenerated into a mass of small quarreling
factions and exhibited extreme undependability. Also it was sin-
posted that v nrious members were working for enemy intelligence.
Later the sponsorship of the movement was transferred from Abw II
to Dr BEST of the SD.

ce Captured Explosives Dumps 

In the first half of 19 42 III-F captured three explosives
dumps, outside of LE MANS, TOURS and RENNES. The LE MANS dump
was discovered through the interrogation of an agent caught
while committing railway sabotage. The TOURS dump was discovered
by a V-man, and it had not as yet been used. • Both of these dumps
were supplied with *explosives hidden by the French army upon
demobilization.

The RENNES dump was established by de GAULLE agents from
England. SPECK of MK RENNES had discovered a group of agents with
tws transmitters. He occupied the apartments in which they were
found and waited for other members of the groups One night an
individual entered, who claimed to be a Canadian officer. However,
he turned out to be a Frenchman. He had a suitse filled with
money, false identity papers, a secret camera, secret ink, aerial
.photographs of ST MALO, BREST and other parts of the Breton coast,
and a poison pill. A submarine had brought him from biglpnd and
surfaced off ST .BRIEUC, which he reached in .a rubber boat. Through
his interrogation the dump outside RENNES was' discovered, and it
was found to contain large ourntities of explosives as well as the
best and latest sabotage devices. As Aist PARIS was already working
on other aspects of the case, the prisoner was sent there for

UOICPPD_ . EITT7ELL
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further exploitation.

e. Captured Transmitters 
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Throuzh V-Mann CENNO's observations of clandestine crossings
of the line. of demarcation, it was known that an espionage ring
existed in SAUMUR. The radio detectors available to III-F at
this time, May 19 1#l, were not capable of specific localization.
They merely registered W/T activity somewhere in SAUMUR.
V-Mhenner were directed to determine the exact location, whiCh,
they discovered by noticing a house with an aerial set up in a

peculiar manner. The operator was captured with the Code, all
technical details, and all the messages sent and received thus
far. Interrogation revealed that he had been recruited in PARIti
and that his Superiors there communicated with him by messenger4
The W/T set was in communication with LONDON. He claimed ignorance
of anything further, and his identity papers were authentic.
Attempts to turn him were futile, although probably it made no
difference because presumably he WIS blown by being Captured in
daylight. The operator was tried in PARIS and sentenced to
death. It is not known if the sentence was carried out.

V-Mann FERNAND knew of the existence of a transmitter in
LE MANS, but he was unable to locate it. A radio detectorare-
vealed the approximate location, after which FERNAND, with the
help of another V-Mann, ALBERT, found the house. Four persons
were arrested, and the operator was receiving a message from
LONDON when the arrest took place. The transmitter was a small
British set. tome messages and a code of Biblical quotations
were found. The operator called himself DURAND and said he had
been a.W/T operator in the French army. He gave the name .(probably
false) of the man who had recruited him in PARIS. A messenger,'
unknown to DURAND, was the link with PARIS. DURAND's papers
bore a stamp which was known to be used by the British, so it
was assumed that he came from England. Further investigation
end contradictions in the testimony led to the belief that the
transmitter was fed by de GAULLE arzents of the British Intelligence
through the Deuxieme Bureau. DURAND refused to be turned and
was sentenced to death. He tald the executioner that his true
name was BLOCH and that he was the son of a lawyer from LYON.
This case took place in Autumn 1941.

In early Summer 1942, an operator was Coutht when he para-
chuted near LA FLECHE with his transmitter and code. It was

• impossible to discover the prisoner's accomplices in France or
the times and call signals for transmission. It was surmised
from the effects of the prisoner and the meager results of
interrogation that another person had jumped with him.

In addition•to these cases, transmitters were captured in
ANGERS, VANNES, LAVAL, and TOURS, making atotal of 16. The
transmitters which did not communicate with LONDON were of little
interest to III-F. It was noticed in 1942 that the majority
of transmitters were being operated from the unoccupied zone. •

e. AmtSbruder

In January 1941 an Alsatian named GAESSLER appeared at the
Feld Kommandantur in NANTES asking for permits to. reside and
work. He aroused some suspicion end was turned over to III-F
for investigation. A brief interrocmtion confirmed the suspicion
that he was an enemy agent, and when he was accused of this, he
admitted it and told the following story.

• During the war he had been a W/T operator in the French Navy.
After the French collapse he left BREST for England in a submarine
with his CO and party. He was sent to a camp near LONDON fbr

- 12 -
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for French refugees. There trained WIT operators were asked to
volunteer to return to France. A. good number volunteered and
Were sent to another place nerr LONDON where they were trained'

in codes and the manipulatiOn of small sets. During this training
period they lived in a good hotel in LONDON and were allowed un-
limited. freedom of movement.	 on the completion of the course
the volunteers were sent singly to receive orders for their
missions from a French Capt PASSY. The latter told GAESSLER
that he was to ?7() to France by boat with a French officer, who
there wo uld give him information to be coded and .transmitted
to LONDON. He would receive sufficient funds and false papers
under the name MARTIN. As a reward he would be made an officer.
(GAESSLER declared that he had volunteered to return only in
order to be able to reach his bride in SCHLETTSTADT, or at least
communicate with her. Later III-F effected a visit to SCHLETTSTADT).

In mid-,December 19 )40 GAESSLER was token with the French officer
to the beach near PLYMOUTH. GAESSLER did not know the true name
of the officer, but his cover name was GIRARD. At the beach
they boarded a fishing boat which came from an iS1.,=a called
De Sein, which landed them near Pointe du Raz e , the western ex-
tremity of Brittany. The pilot of the boat took them to an old
fishing couple near the landing place with whom they stayed for
several days. They then proceeded to NANTES via qUIMPER "ely bus
and rail. They evaded the German customs inspectors for fear
that the transmitter be discovered. In NANTES GIRARD secured a

' billet for GAESSLER and then left for PARIS, telling GAESSLER
to open communication with LONDON and report their safe arrival.

When asked if he w■re willina to work for the Germans, GAESSLER
replied affirmatively. A WiT playback was possible because GAESSLER
knew the times and call signals, although only GIRARD had the
emergency code. GAESSLER was told to perform all, the tasks ordered
by GIRARD and to send the message to LONDON announcing their
arrival. Further he was to report regularly to BUERVENICH of
MX NANTES. The identity of the other occupants of GAESSLER/s
apartment was noted.

About 20 Jrnuary GAESSLER reported that GIRARD had returned
from PARIS and was staying at the house of a civil servant in
NANTES, GAESSLER had also had communication with LONSON
sent several messa:;es, That night GIRARD and the people 14
GAESSLER I s house wore arrested and brought to a large house be-
longing to Nest NANTES for interrogation. During the arrest •
GIRARD attempted to escape and received a head wound. He could

. not be prevailed upon to give much information but the other
arrestees were relatively willing. GIRARD was revealed as a,
French submarine commander named Comte d i ORVE. Since GAESSLEWs
house was to be the rendezvous for additional agents coming from
England, it was maintained for four or six weeks by III-F to
catch them.

The transmitter was taken to ANGERS and installed in III-F
rooms. 'Then a message was sent to LONDON announcing that the
transmitter had been moved. This message was worded so as to
appear that it had been written by GIRARD. A later message
stated that GIRARD had one on o'trip.

A short time later LONDON si gnaled the name of an operator
who was to arrive in February, and asked what color flog the
fishing boat would carry. III-F ascertained that the flag had
been changed on 1•Februery from white to yellow, and replied to
LONDON accordinLly. The German air force and navy were then asked
by III-F to watch for the bort l s return trip from England. On
17 February the fishing boat was picked up by a patrol ship and
brought to BREST. Unfortunately the navy had locked up the crew
and the W/T operator without v. guard and the transmitter was
found broken. They identified the operator by his flattened
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transmitting finger and addressed him by his name. The crew of
the fishing boat revealed thrt they had made two trips before,
one with GAESSLER and the other in October or November 19110.
This Meant that there was a W/T agent op erating freely somewhere
in Brittany.

Another WIT message from LONDON advised that the fishing
boat was to pick up a Dutchman (name forgotten) at the house near
Pointe du Raz where GAESSLER and d'ORVE had spent the first few
days. That ni ght the house was entered and the Dutchman, the
fisherman, his wife, their son, and daughter-in-law were arrested.
In the house were' found British canned food, espionage material
and two zinc containers for transmitters. One of them was IIESSLER's
and the other belonged to the agent who had arrived before him.
The captured material revealed that there was an alternate landing
place at DOUARNENEZ, but this Was not known to LONDON and there-
fore considered,harmless. The Germans occupied the house, await-
ing any further members of the ring.

' At the next transmission period LONDON was informed that the
boat bringing the W/T operator had not yet arrived and asked when
it could be expected. The reply stated that the boat had left at
the appointed time, but had been picked up by the German navy and
was now in BREST. .Obviously LONDON had received this information
from the unapprehended operator who had arrived the previous Attumn.

III-F moved the transmitter again and advised LONDON that this
had been done in order to avoid arrest and house search by the .
Germans. Messages were sent regularly to LONDON containing de-
ception material supplied by III-D Alst PARIS with the approval
of. the General Staff.

At the. end of March a message was sent to LONDON saying that
GIRARD had discovered a net of German agents extending from PARIS
to Normandy and Brittany. To give credibility to this story,
III-F sent deceptive material pertaining to the area through
which GIRARD would have traveled to discover such a net. The
deception material used was exclusively military information.
A few weeks later LONDON advised that in recognition of their
excellent work d'ORVE was promoted to Korv Kptn and GAESSLER to Fw.

In the meantime, the Dutchman had given an account of
self. Throu21 the arrangements of PASSY'he had come to PARIS
by way of Spain and the unoccupied zone in August 19110.. His
mission was preparatory for that of GIRARD, namely to ascertain
conditions in France, particularly sources of money, and to
determine who would be willin g to work for the Allies. During
his stay in PARIS he was given financial assistance by his
brother, who had a business there, without the latter's enspset4.-
ing the nature of his work. In January the Dutchman had met.
GIRARD. in PARIS, according to a rendezvous made before the
Dutchman had left England the previous summer. GIRARD had told
him to go to the fishing coUple and stay with them until called
for by the boat. The Dutchman had been embarrassed frequently
by lack of money. The only means of communiLtion with JJONEON
was by letter through the unoccupied zone anC, Spain.. A secret'
ink known as bird ink had been recommended fcr this. It is
believed that the Dutchman did not write whilo he was in: France.

Another message from LONDON strted that tgnals were no longer
being received from a certain BAPIIIIR. This 'lls.undoubtvAly the
first agent brought by the fishing boat. Pri,lamibly his trans-
mitter had. .become defective. Soon . after, BARLIER himself arrived
at the British aaent house in NANTES, where he was arrested, im-
mediately. He had little to tell that was net knrwn already.
He had landed the previ o us autumn near Pointe du Paz, having been
brought by fishing boat from England. He had stayed with 6.
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fishing couple nearby, where he had removed his transmitter from
its zinc container, leaving the latter with the fishing couple.

He had then proceeded to NIORT and commenced transmission. By
prearrangement he had met GIRARD in PARIS in January. In March
the transmitter had become defective and he had decided to came
to the address in NANTES which . GIRARD had given him. He had
hidden the transmitter a::d would not reveal its location. It
was presumed to be in NIORT. He would say nothing about messages
sent to and received from LONDON. On the whole, he would confess
only those things which he saw were already known.

In June 1941 when Germany . invaded Russia, GIRARD was ordered

to.return to LONDON. The ' instru mtions included a password and a
rendezvous at CONCARNEAU, from whore he would be taken to a boat.
V-Mann RUDOLF was sent to CONCARNEAU, where ho arrested the agent
who was to mect GIRARD and found another transmitter. Apparently
this operator had notified LONDON that a messenger had arrived
from GIRARD, :because GAESSLER was then asked by LONDON for
elucidation of the.matter. A tranquilizing reply was sent.
LONDON then asked GIRARD for his exact time of departure as he
was to be picked up by a submarine. GAESSLER answered that
GIRARD was off on A trip for two or three weeks loakine. for more
money saurces ond arganizing a network in the unoccupied zone. .

Three weeks later GAESSLER reported that GIRARD had not yet
returned andlhat he, GAESSLER i was running out of funds..

'LONDON told him to await the 'return of GIRARD who had probably
been delayed, and get money from him, A week later GAESSLER
r4portei that he haa no more money and was promised some im-
mediately. Then from July to November he received money hidden
in a book, which was addressed to MARTIN, cjo Postmaster ANGERS.
EaCh payment was 10,000 , francs. The transmission of the money
indicated that there was another transmitter around, but it was
assumed that it had no othOr connection with the GIRARD net.
Nothing was ever ascertained about it althoureh later it was
believed to belong to the Atlantik Chet net

Another message from LONDON revealed the existence of a person
named JEAN who was to go into the nnocctipied zone. He Was un-
known to GAESSLER and never apprehended. Perhapt it was a feint
on the part of the British. Since August there had been some-
thing not quite right about the communication with LONDON.
An important agent had escaped from Alst PARIS who might have
had. some connection with the'GIBRD group and revealed the play-
back to LONDON.

• At the beginning of September GAESSLER was ordered to go to
MARSEILLE where he would be contacted on the Cannebiere. He
was. told to cross the line of demarcation at a certain point near
POITIERS, from which it was assumed that enemy intelligence was
well organized in the unoccupied zone. However, III-F decided
that the playback had been discovered and could be exploited no
further. GAESSLER was told to notify LONDON that he was going
to his brother in SCHLETTSTADT and gave an address in ANGERS
where he would hide the transmitter. Actually he was retained
for a • while in ANGERS as a V-Mann. Then ho was found to be
undependable and sent to work in a h6tel in VIENNA under the
supervision of Ast VIENNA= Later he was reported to have joined
the Waffen SS and, fought on the Russian front.

f. LANDSMANN

In the Summer of 1941 a. suspect named LANDSMANN was arrested
at the line of demarcation near MONTRAZON, south of TOURS. His
luggage contained a small British transmitter which was assumed
by the border police to be a sabotage device. he was sent to
ANGERS for interro,a-ation.

- 15 -
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LANDSMAN was Flemish by birth and had boon a WIT operator
for the French merchant marine. 'After the armistice, his ship
went to LONDON and LANDSMANN was sent to the French refugee camp
near LONDON. There he was approached and volunteered to. go to
France as a WIT operator with a French officer. He was sent to
another place for training (from the description apparently not
the one to which GAESSLER-was sent) and then was taken to PASSY
to receive his assignment. He and the French officer, Maurice
DUCLOS, were parachuted near PAU in the unoccupied zone.' On
landing DUCLOS fractured his leg and was arrested by the French
gendarmerie. He was released shortly and went to live with a.,
physician outSifte of PAU. He told LANDSNANN to go to his brother
in the Place Vendome in PARIS to receive instructions.

LANDSMANN was turned by III-F and offered to discover and
identify the whole .net. Unfortunately a W/T playback was im-
possible because the transmitter had a defective tube and DUCLOS
had the regular code, LANDSMANN having only the emergency code,.
the use of which was the signal to LONDON that the transmission
was being controlled by the Germons. LANDSMAN was allowed to •
keep the money given him by the British in addition to receiving
a monthly salary from III-F, with the promise of a bonus • for suc-
cess. , To avoid suspicion he continued to get the food coupons. .
-supplied by the British. These were supplemented by coupons
given him by

LANDSMANN was installed in PARIS with BUERVENICH of MK NANTES..
He contacted DUCLOS I brother in his store in the Place Vendome,
and told him, on instructions from IIIFD that he had been searched
without result at the line of demarcation, and that he had entered
the occupied zone because his papers were good there. Also he
-would rccross the line I nly if it could be accomplished clandestinely..

DUOLOS 1 brother told LANTSMANN that he would procure a new
tube for the transmitter from his branch store in MARSEILLE. It
took a long time for the tube to arrive, which was favorable for
III-F because during the interval LANMSNANN was able to meet a
large number of the agents in the group, including one person
who had same sdrt of connection involving armaments with the
.German administrative staff in PARIS. When this individual was
arrested he was found to possess permits to enter factories
producing secret items. LANDSFANN was c:iven the job of finding
three locations from which to transmit to LONDON. The intention
was to move from one location to another after each tramsmissioh
in order to minimize the chances of OtAatection. LANDSMANN received
re gular installments of money and. food coupons from DUCLOS' brother..

In September 1941 DUCLOS himself arrived in PARIS, bringing
the tube with him. He lived with a friend who was his close
collaborator as well as being employed in his brother's business.
The first message was sent to.LONDON by LANDSMANY, but it was
given to him in the regular code, to-which he did not have the
key. In view of the impossibility of determining the contents of
the WIT messages, III-F decided to close the case. A mass arrest
Was made, netting 45-50 persons. DUCLOS and his friend escaped
into the unoccupied zone and were never encountered again.

On the day of the arrest LANDSMANN was allowed to flee so that
he could discover other members of the ring. One of the agents
not arrested immediately gave him the address of a photographer
in SAM-R. This man was arrested and it was discovered that he
was the letter box for the transmitter which previously had been
captured in SAUMUR. Both in SAUMUR and in PARIS valuable materials
and large amounts of money were Captured with the agents.- An
evaluation of the evidence reeeived revealed that the DUCLOS net
could be rearded as destroyed..
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LANDSMANN testified at the trial at a' witness for the pro-
secution. Afterwards it was noted that the large amount of money
he had received had rendered him unsteble and unfit for III-F •

work. With his wife, whom he had married recently, he was re-
turned to Belgium under the surveillance of Ast BRUSSELS.

G. Atlentik Chef

In September 194a several V-Maenner of III-F ANGERS and its

MK's became aware of an eseel,onage ring in Brittany equipped with
trensmitters. The SCHARNHORST and the GNEISENAU were being
bombed eonstently and aceueetely in velte of fog, camouflage, and
chaneing locations. At the ehd of the month. V-Menu YNAUSS dis-
covered a transmitter in BEET. , During the capture the operator
esceped, but his pass, transmitter, coil sienal and coded messages
were obtained. As there was no key it was assumed that he did
not decipher himself;

In October with the aid of V-Maenner and radio detectors,
another transmitter was discovered in CARHAIX • This arrest .
was more successful than the onee in'BRESTe it yielded the operaton
LOUANS,Iiis wife, his brother-in-law, and the latter l s wife.
LOUANS received messages in clear from PARIS by a Messenger who
could not be identified. His call siemals wore the same es those
of the BREST transmitter. It.became clear that these two sets
were part of a larger organization, whose disposition was not
known to LOWS, In transit from CARHAIX, LOUANS1
sister-in-law suffered an injury which required hospital care.
While in the ward she maintained contact with the organization.
This was discovered by intercepted notes and the identification
of her visitors as agents. However, no arrests were mode because
it was considered premature, Ill-F's strategy was to make no
arrests until all members of the ring had been identified,

. LOUANS was interrogated repeatedly . He declared that he had
not come from England,' but had been reeruited.in.France. His •
identity card gave his,ocCupation as radio specialist. Freedom
was promised to himself and his wife if he would consent to work
for the Germans and were sUccessfni in discovering the members
of the organization in QUIYPER vhieh now was known to be the HQ .
in Brittany.. Finally in January 1942 LOUANS consented to work
for the Germans.

An escape from the ANGERS prison was staged, and LOUANS
departed for WIMPER, shadowed by V-Maenner ROLAND and FISCH.
By 16 February LOUAYS had uncovered the organizatinn.' During
the night l g persons were arrested, and the transmitter with all
equipment and papers was seized, The V-Maenner alsn found the
address of another transmitter in PARIS. This informatien was
relayed immediately . to Alst PARIS with a resultin capture.
Alst PARIS had partially discovered the organization but had
been unable to locate the transmitter, and was about to institute
a WiT playback with a double agent in order to find it. Prom the
messages taken in PARIS it was learned that among the people
captured in QUIMP7,11 was the "Atlantik Chef" of the British W/T net.
It was also discovered that the Britl gie were extremely anxious to" find
out who had destroyed their other rings.

Further exploitation of the case was transferred to Alst
PARIS. LOUANS continued to work fOr ANGERS for several months
and was then discharged becmse.of illness.

h. Domtno I and II 

V-Mann ALBERT of MK TOURS was assiQned to the penetration of
the espionage organization of the Deuxieme Bureau. He and an
assistant FERNAND were chosen because they were natives of LE MAN$,
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where FRONT, a known nEent of the above organization, was then
operatine'. ALBERT succeeded in contacting FROMENT and wes-re-

cruited as an agent.

. ALBERT's first mission for the Deuxieme Bureau was to report
the composition of troop transports passing through LE MANS, .
their type, strength, armament and destination. Since the train5.
on which they moved were serviced by Frenchmen, this information
was always available to anyone, so ALBERT was allowed to make
full reports to FROMENT, Soon, however, a railway sabotege
occurred and III-F arrested four agents of FROMENT. Interrogation
only revealed that they were working for the latter; they did
not know from whom he received his orders nor the identity of
his other agents pur5.ng the arrest FFILMENT disappeared, but

was found Leo:in by ALBERT in NANTES. .

FRONT then appointed ALBERT courier between NANTES and
LIMOGES. MK TOURS aided AIBERVs passages across the line of
demarcation,e He wae required to collect informvtion in Brittany
relative to German Air Force installations, treop,iispositions,
naval craft in Breton ports, and any other information of a
military nature that he might find. Deception material_ for his
reports was supplied thrnueil Aist PARIS by OB West and Mm France.
ALBERT gave his reports to a cerain MARCEL, chef of the Deuxieme
Bureau in LIMOGES. ALBERT discovered that many members of the
local police force were agents of MARCEL. In November 1942,
when the Germans took over unoccupied France, MA.RCEL and his rents
departed for Africa. It was never possible to ascertain his
true name,

It was further discovered by ALBERT that FROMENT had turned
Come of the V-Maenner of . I-M BREST, among them Helene MURATORE,
who	 close contact with I-M NANTES, including ancess to secret
files of agents' missions. Through her information, six agents
of I-M BREST and NANTES had been arrested in the unoccu pied zone.
Once in LIMOGES at the Deuxieme Brreau ALBERT had been shown her
picture and asked if he h a d ever seen her in NANTES, to which he
replied nenatively, and then Was told that she was a Deuxieme
Bureau anent and the mistress of n. German Naval officer in charge
of espionnee.

The activities of the FROMENT riree were too harmful to the
Germans to be allowed to continue, so III-F arrested all those
known, about 15 i half of whom were later released, the rest
remainine. in custo(nr. This arrest prevented a W/T operation in
NANTES planned by the Deuxieme Bureau LIMOGES, which could then
have been exploited by III-F. ALBERT was arrested with the others
to preserve his security with the Deuxieme Bureau, but was
released after the trial, ostensibly for lack of incriminating
evidence. .MURATORL:; was also released in the hope that She would
lead to the uncovering of more agents. III-F then sent ALBERT
back to LIMOGES to tell the Deuxieme.Bureau about the arrest in
Brittany. He . was now arrested by the Deuxieme Bureau, but re-
leased after he had convinced them_ that he was acting in good faith.

In LIMOGES ALBERT met a Russian called YOUR, a V-Mann of Maj
ESCHIG, III-? Ast ST GERMAIN; and a double agent of the Deuxieme
Bureau, Through him ALBERT discovered a rime in PARIS, which
included YGOR's wife. Men; ESCHIG was also implicated because he
was on. intimate terms with YGOR I s wife, Further penetration of
the organization wvs deemed unnecessary and it was destroyed
Maj ESCHIG was releived of his duties and sent to the Russian
front, Among the'ocuments captured with the PARIS net was a
well-informed account of Ast ST GERMAIN and Alst PARIS. There
were also plans for an extensive W/T and courier net in Alsace-
Lorraine, which would have been controlled from LIMOCES.
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Bofore the Douxicao Bureau LIMOGES could give ALBERT another •
mission, the Gormans . seized the unoccupied zone and its activities
came to. an end.

i. CHARLES

CHARLES was a V-Mann of MK 1 ANGERS. Before the war he had
been a medical student in his native Alsace, He Got into political
difficulties with the French government and was sent to a punitive
unit in Africa. Later he managed to return to France and married
a woman from ANGERS.

•In the Summer of 1942 he was given the job of penetrating the
da GAULLE intelliaence in LONDON for the purpose of discovering
the identity of its agents in France not yet neutralised by the
Germans. He Iola to contact the French officer ?ASSY (who had
controlled AmtsbaUder and. LANDSMANN), telling him that he;
CHARLES, had been sent by the unapprehended agents for instruction
and support, and then he was to agree to return to Prance as a

'W/T agent with the request thatle be parachuted'- between ANGERS
amd NANTES. If the plan succeeded he was to . report to that effect
through the BBC with a prearranged message. He was also to ob-
aerve the result of German air raids - and political and economic
conditions in LONDON.

Dr SPECK of ME RENNES was in touch with de GAULLE sympathisers
in Brittany. One of these was a druggist named BEAUGE from ST
BRIEUC. At that time this .man Was . planniag to go to England
with two other persons, but they were having difficulty procUring
fuel. SPECK managed a meeting between BEAUGE 'aria CHARLES, who .
posed as a member of the 6.6 GAULLE intelligence .ring. CHARLES
obtainee. fuel for the boat and they departed for Enaland. In
ease of Capture by the GerMat navy, CHARLES was to have the
officer in charae.call IIIaF ANGERS immediately!

• The trip was successful and. BBC reported CHARLES' arrival.
SPECK wns also told of the arrival by BEAUGE's family, Nothing
further was heard untilthe beginning of 1943, when an agent of
MILE, III-F Alst PARIS, returned from England with the report
that CHARLES had been discovered and made a full confession
under interrogation. He was to be sentenced to death.

j, Wilhelm Toll 

In Summer 1942 an individual @ BUBI was noticed in PARIS
sp ending larae amounts of money. Upon investigation it was
learned that he was a watchmaker from MORTEAU near the Swiss.
•border who MP.e.8 his fortune by smugaling watches from - Switzer-
land into France. He had a French father and a Rhenish mother.
It was also aiscoverea that he worked for the Swiss Intelligence
in return for beina allowed to'smugale the watches. He reported
on the German military situation in France. BUBI agreed to become
a double agent if the Germans would not interfere with his smuggling.

His employer in the Swiss Intelligence was a Lt RICHARD station-
ed at LE LOCLE. The mission given him by III-F ANGERS was to find
out for whom RICHARD Worked and the identity of is other agents in
France. BUBI discovered 12 agents in France, .aaong them a •certain
OREL, whawas a double agent, because he was al oo a V-Mann of
III-F DIJON.

RICHARD then sent BUII to determine the extent of German fortifi-
cations all alone the west coast of France. To mrke his report BUBI
was aiven deception material prepared by aB West end Adm PARIS. The
location of this mission led III-F to the belief that British Intelli-
gence was connected with the affair. BUBI was instructed to demand
tho t RICHARD take him_to his ultimate employer. The latter acceded
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and. took him to r British Intelligence officer at the Britith
consulate in BERN. The British officer aave him adl.itional
missions and told BUBI to report on them directly to him.

Towp rd the end of 1942, BUBI (1.1. not return from a trip to
itzerland It was discovered that he had been turned in bY

OREL and sentenced to death. With BUBI blown, further exploi-
tati'cn of the Swiss net in Prance was impossible. The twelve
people were arrested nnd tried in PARIS.
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. 1. ORGANIZATION 

a. Development 

Until the seizure of the unoccupied zone in November 1942, German
counterintelligence activity there had been carried on by a III-F officer,
Obst/Lt HEBLER, attached to the WAKO (Armistice Commission) at BOURGES.
He was not responsible to Alst PARIS, but to the Abw detachment at WAKO
HQ, in WIESBADEN. when the full occupation took place, the former unoccupied
zone'was put under the jurisdiction of Alit PARIS, which immediately sent
detachments to LYON, TOULOUSE, MARSEILLE, LIMOGES, NICE, and PAU. Then
in February 1943 an ,Ast was established in LYON. In referring to this Ast
the names LYON and Southern France were used interchangeably because its
jurisdiction covered all of France south of the Loire. Thus DERNBACH, who
was brought from ANGERS, was known either as Leiter III-F LYON or Leiter
III-F Southern France. A small portion of southeastern France, east of
the Rhone, was given to Italy for occupation. After the Italian .armistice
with the Allies, this area was added to Ast LYON.

b. Subordinate Organizations 

Obst GARTHE, the Astleiter and formerly I-L PARIS, activated Nests
in TOULOUSE and MARSEILLE and an .Mist in_LIOGES. The III-F sections of
these new stations were commanded respectively bY Naj SCHNEMBACH, Obst/Lt
BLEIBTREU, and 1.,iaj SCHERZE Personnel transferred from PARIS and ANGERS,
together with the people who had been working with HLBLER, made possible
the establishment of an extensive III-F network over southern Francei
la's were set up under the Act and Nests in the following places (Auet
LIMOGES set up no MK1s):

Act LYON 

LYON 1 under SCHIELE (from ANGERS)

LYON 2 under FUCHS (from ST MAtO and LA MULE)

LYON 3 under WILDE (from DIJON)

! PARIS under CNYRIE1,: (from PARIS)

CLERMONT-FERRAND under SPECK (from . RENNES)

PERPIGNAN under RAUCH (from TOURS)

ST ETIENNE under ECKERT (from ROUEN)

VALENCE under SEIBOLD (from PARIS)

Nest TOULOUSE 

?AU under ZARNACK (from PARIS)

Nest MARSEILLE

NICE under PESCRKE (from NICE)

MONTPELLIER under GANSAUGE (from kARSEILLE)

After the capitulation of Italy, the following MK t s were establishedip the acquired territory:

EVIAN under RAUCH (from PERPIGNAN)

ANNECY under KNEBEL (from BOURGES)

GRENOBLE under WILDE (from LYON 3)

CHAMBERY under STEINC7E (from Morocco)
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In addition new 1,v. t e wore set up in the following places:

'rILL:FRANCH2 under SCTUT (re:claced in ST ETIENY3 by RAUTENSTRAUCH)

PERIGUET: under HEPRI:ANN (from -ILSBADM)

All the III-F subdilitsions we're responsible to DEREBACE (with the
exception of SCi'a133ACH. when he was dealing with the Spanish Mej CHAMORRO;
in this affair SCH7E:5LA.CIE. reported directly to REIL:i in PARIS). The

:,.IC t s submitted weekl y or bil'o-A!y reports except in instances when the
1\,IC Leiter made a personal trip to HQ.

c. Internal Set•uP

in LYO:',T was composed of the following section:

Administration: took care of personnel matters.

Registry: functioned as a message center.

Evaluation: wrote comprehensive reports on III-F-activities in the
territory under Ast control.

Card Index: contained names of all persons known to be or auspecte& of
working with enemy intelligence.

File Examination: destroyed dead filet and wrote reports on office routine.

Financial matters were handled by the Ast paymaster. Communication
facilities were aupplied by the Ast. III-F had organic transportation,
and each "PITT. hpd one car.

In administratiVe and disci plinary matters Act LYON came under the
Southern Eilitary Re gion. Operationally it was responsible to Alst PARIS.
xecutive power was retained by the SD.

During the period thEt the Italiant occupied part of France, they
maintained two counterintelligenCe Stations one in NICE: under Mai VALENTI
and the other in GRENOBLE under Cap t Dr BASSI. GARTHE natl. DERYBACH were
directed by Obst i G BENTI v GI, Abt III BERLIN, to establish and maintain
good relations with these Italian stations.

2. FTJZOTIOS 

The principal objectives of III-I Southern Franco were as follows:.

a. Discovery end identification of enemy intelligence.

b. Penetration of anem intelligence.

c. Neutralization of enemy agents by removal or playback.

d. Identification of enemy agents in bordering neutral territory.,

e. Discovery of resistance activities.

f. Collaboration with Italian Intelligence until August 1_943).

g. Collaboration with Spanish Intelligence.

h. Special reports to military units.

i. Observation of vICHY Government officials.

j. Establishment of an R-Net (Rueckzugs Netz - or net of stay-behind
a gents).
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3. P:RSONNZ 

a. Male

DE5NBACH, Triedrich, Obst/It. Loiter III-F LYON,

Rittm, Hilfs Off III-1 LYON.

Career: Landr p t. Autum 1943 transferred from As wIESBADE
to 'LYON. Shortly after left Abw because of illness.

ZIALKT TSKI, hptm. :.. valuation of resistance groups, III-F LYON.

Career: Autuon 19 43 transferred from -1.:S3Jaie to LYON. Two
months later bee p le Leiter of an Abw Train near AK-eAS, :end

1944 made Leiter FAT 352.

3I2I3TREU, Obst/Lt. Leiter Nest and III-7 e.ARS.3ILL2.

Cereer: 1940 Hilfs Off I-L PARIS. 1941 transferred to III-F
PARIS and sent on lissions to Normandy. Novellber 1942 sent to
FARSE.LI] under III-F 1 'A7.0 BOURGS. February 1943 made Leiter
Nest and III-T 1,IARS,III7+1. Left Abw in July or August 1943?

BOHN:CRT, Hptm, III-F Hilfs Off Nest TOULOUSI],

Career: Tebruary transferred from Ast BORMAUX to Nest TOULOUS3
az III-C end III-F Hills Off. Spring 1944 sent to Ast LYON as

CNYRI2 Wurt T FRANCOIS, Sdf, III-F LYON.

Career: See Annex I,

CZIONIN, 0/Gefr Graf. ;:veluation section and interpreter,

Career: Official in Foreign Office, Autumn 1943 assigned to
Ast LYON as interpreter. T■..ut into evaluation section in which
he remained after the conversion of . III-F LYON intp Abw Lett
Trump 531. Deserted with 0:2IeR during the withdrawal.

LCKERI, T J-.;VANS, 0/1w. ":Y l s ST LTIJN213 and VIILFRANCi:C.

Career: 1943 transferred from Nest ROUEN to Ast LYON. MK ST
February 1943 to October 1943. MK VILUFRANChE October

1943 to August 1944. Then with Abw Leit Trupp 351 end FAK 313.
December 1944 fell ill and was sent to a hospital in wIESBApEN.

FeER_Lh	 III-F Hills Of Nest MARSLILL:.

Career: Sumner 1943 transferred from Alst PARIS to Ast LYON
for duty at P ILL Upon the activation of Abw Leit Trupp
351 in February 1944 he was appointed deputy commander of Abw
Trupp 359. Reported to have been killed during the withdrawal,

FUCHS, Fp tm. ..Ixoert(Sachbearbeiter) of III-F LYON.,

Career: Opera singer. November 1942 sent by Alst PARIS to
LYON. .,ssigned to Ast LYON upon its ectivetien in February 1943.

FUCe'.S, 1TiktorT REN-RD, Fw, YX 2 LYON, until his assaseination August 1943.

eereor: See .nnex T.

Uffz, EX moyT,JI-171a.

Career:, February . 1943 assigned .to III-J eNest . EARSETLLE, which
sent 	 O	 ZLI 1F to run agents.7 , VPon-the formation
of ,.ow Leit Trupp 351 he wez sent to ,-1.:1.13U.T.LILI, which then be.",
cane an :XX under-Abw:.TrIrap 359.:_Missing2 since the withdrawal.,
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GRI3SINGR, Hptm. Ill-F Sachbearbeiter Nest TOULOUSE.

Career: Attorney. III-F Stuttgart. -Autumn 1943 sent to Ast

LYON for duty at TOULOUS3. Stayed with this detachment, which
became.;.,bw Trupp 352 in February 1944 and FAT 357 in September
1944. In November 1944 he was appointed CO of the FAT. .

GROSSMANN, Hptm. Administrative officer Ill -F Ast LYON.

Career: . Travel agent in HEIDELEERG. August 1943 transferred
from Nest STRASS3URG to Ast LYON. Not used in counterintelligence
work. In February 1944-transferred to administrative section
of III-H LYON.

GROESXOPF,	 SUBI, Uffz. Evaluation section LYON.

Career: February 1943 transferred from WURGES to III-F Ast
LYON. worked in the evaluation section of tho succe ding Abw
Leit Trunn 351 and FAX 313.

HERR-ANY, Hntm Dr. III-F Sochbearbeiter Aust LI DOES.

Career: Denuty nrosecutina attorney in SAARBRUECKEN. 1939 Hilts
Off I-L SkAR-3RUECK ,i3Y. 1940 with III-F IgIESBATEN. February 1943
transferred to Ast LYON for duty at Aust LIMOGS. August 1943
esteblished MX PERIGUEUN. Left the Abw in August 1944 to become
prosecuting nttorney in Upper Silesie.

KO ,L3LINGER, Lt. III-F Sachbearbeiter Nest i,&",REEILLE.

Career: 1942 with KO Spain. February transferred to Nest
MARS:ME. Summer 1943 exchanged with :ZOKERT from Nest ROUEN.
Later belonged to an Abw- Trupp.

K00:, Maj. Deputy Leiter III-F LYON. Evaluation of resistance groups.

Career: Director of Koloniel Schule in ' rITZEHHAUS;LY. February
1943 transferred from III-F DIJON to Ast LYON. February went
to Abw Leit Trupp 351, and was temporarily CO of its Trupp 357.
September 1944 to Yovember 1944 deputy CO of FAN 313. Then
transferred to Dienststelle EHINGER of Amt VI (RSHA)..

KOCH, Hptm. III-F Hilfs Off Ast LYON.

Career: Autuen 1943 transferred from Ast ST2TTIN to III-F LYON.
Shortly found unsuitable and returned to STETTIN.

KNE3EL,	 --E32R, Uffz. III-F LYON and MK ANNCCY.

Career: 1942 transferred from Abw ' TAM BO;2101->' to LYON as
assistant to Cant FUCES. Taken over by Ast LYON in February
1943. Sent to X ANNECY in August 1943 after the Italian cap itula-
tion. Stayed on ith FAX 313, FAT 361 and EK BITSC1- until
Jaflery 1945.

N2IE7, 0/Lt, Card index and files III-F LYON.

Cnreer: Autumn 1943 transferred from Alst PA'S to Ast LYON.
Later transferred to staff of Abw Xdo von TEL. ANY. Has stiff leg.

MICHTIE1E2, Sdf. 	 NIC;.

Career: .1943 transferred from Alst PARIS to Nest YABSLILLE for
duty at	 Upon the formtion of FAX 313 was sent to Its
A?,. Italy, working. in MILZS. and TURIN.

- 25 -
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MONZ, Christian, C CHRISTIAN, 0/Fw Fahhj. Evaluation Section of MK ,LYON.

Career: 1943 transferred from the :eat to As LYON. First was
chief of the evaluation section of MK 2 LYON, then transferred
successively to III-F Ast LYON, Abw Leit • Trupp 351 and YAK 313
in the same ca?acity.

MOTSCi, Alois, Fw. Driver for DERNBACH.

Career: See Annex I.

NIEL, Hntm Dr. Card index section of III-7 LYON.

Career: Dentist. 1941-1942 Trupp Fuehrer of an Abw Truelo in
the East under :laj von.7ETD:NN. Bee:inning 19/43 transferred to
III-C LYON. Autumn 1943 assigned to III-1 LYON. Beginning
of 1944 sent to Lust IT'OG?S, then to Ab,- Leit Trunp 351. After
the withdrawal went to Ast -IESBAD:Th for a short time and then
became a Tru p ) uehrer in FAX 314.

OEHLNR,	 FRCS, Uffz. Leiter MK 3 LYON.

Career: 1943 assistant Leiter TII-F et Nest TOULOUS - . End of
19 43 transferred to LYON to become Leiter MK 3 LYON. During
the withdrawal deserted with .CZERNIN.

P7SCITYE, Sdf. MY NICE.

Career: November 1942, transferred by Abt III-F BERLIN to
NICE as TII-F representative. After the constitution of Ast.
LYON, remained as Leiter K NICE under Nest MARSEILLE. At the
end. of 1943 returned to 3ERLIN to work on Thlish Intelligence.
Beginning of 1944 ,:ras doing the same work for Alst PARIS.

PUSBACK, Hans, Yorv Tpta. Leiter Nest MARSIIILLE.

Career: Sec Annex I.

RAUCH, Siegfried, C, RICHARD, 0/Faehnr. MK's LVIAN and PERPIGNLN.

Career: Set) Annex I.

RAUTEYTRAUCH,	 RO_II, Fw Iahnj. MX ST 3TILiNE.

Career: Summer 19 43 assigned to III-F Ast LYON from A PW camP.
August 1943 to Aue-2ust 1944 was	 ST JTIZYNE. "ithdrew with
Abw Leit Trun7 351 and assigned to FAX 313 as V-Mann Puehrer.
January 1945 nut in TAT 357 of' FAX 313 in seme capacity.

RCNEL, REIN:RT,	 MT: PERPIGNAN

Career: Autu-m 1943 transferred from Alst PARIS to III-F LYON
for duty as MK l'aRPIT.'A:N. Ten-oorarily with Abw Trh:o 359 in
July 1944, -ithdrew with Abw Leit Irupp 351 and was wounded.
Sent to hos7dtal in TARLSRUH.

RUDOLF, 0/Gofr.	 ann Fuohrer for Aust LTOGES.

Career: 1543 assigned to LIIOGES. February 1944 taken over
by Abw Leit Trump 351. Then with FAY 313, and in December 1944
became Leiter X DAEN.

SCHI'LLE, Helmuth, C MEUNIER, Lt. NT 1 LYON,

Career: See Annex I.
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SCHLRZ, 1..taj. Leiter and III-F Aust

Career: Ill-F Hilfs Off Alst P PIS. February 'ssigned to
Aust LTILGES under Lst Southern France. Remained Leiter when
the Aust became p , rt of Abw leit Trun'p 351. After the with-
drewel went to Ast "IDSBADLN, and shortly after set u p FAT 3119

in DARYSTADT which was then assigned to FAX 313. December 1944
transferred to 44th Fuehrer Reserve.

q CE1: T TZ, Charles, ' CHA3LY, Uffz. Interpreter T II-F LYON.

Career: See Annex I.

SCH'TTh .ACH, !!aj. Leiter and III-F Nest TOUL0US2.

Creer: :ovember 1942 assigned by Ast EORD- laUX to TOULOUSE es
III-F rep resontp tive under !TAO BO ROS. February 19 43 became
Leiter and III-F of the newly constituted Nest. Beginning 1944
transferred to Ast A3FAS, February 1945 transferred to Leit
Stelle III -est.

S71301D,	 iICHHL, F14 Fahnj. MX VALENCE.

Career: Summer 1943 sent from Alst PARIS to III-T LYON, which
made him WX VALENCE. Withdrew with Abw Leit Trupp 351 and was
essigned to FAT 352 of FAY 313 as V-Mann Fuehrer. October 1944
hospitalized after a motor accident with Hptm on OSTWALDEN.

Walter,	 WALLIS, Lt Dr. iK CLE:321ONT-FL1RRAZD.

Career: - See Annex I.

STET NXE, Uffz. Interpreter for IX CHABERY,

Career: 7ith Obst RUDOLF in Morocco under NO S pain. Summer 1943
transferred by Alst PARIS to III-F LYON and sent to MIC CRA1‘,:BriiRY.
March 19 414. transferred to Abw Truop 359 end MK DRkGUIGTAN. Miss-
ing . since withdrewal.

VOE' 7 177.„ civilian. III-F assistant at Nest NARSE TLLE andIT. NICE.

Career 1943 assigned to BLEIBTREU in '24RS -ILIE and then to
M7 NICE. Later assigned to Abw Leit Tru7 p 351 and FAY. 313.

Hntm, Sachbearbeiter III-F TOULOUSE.

Career: Beginning 1943 assiqled by Alst PARIS to Nest TOULOUS;].
7nd 1943 transferred to Y7 norTnITIm under Nest ::.ARSEIL-HI,
end then member of Abw Trupn 359. ::,issing since withdrawal.

77a72,2, Maj. Deputy Leiter III-F Ast LYON.

Career: Customs official. November 1943 transferred frOm
Abt III-F ( nest) BERLIN to Ast LYON. Became de2uty Leiter end
worked on the evaluation of informetion concerning resistance
groups. : rch 1944 transferred to Abv Trupp 359 as CO with HQ
in IT en Provence. Durin withdrawal captured near ROMAINS.

BE7.;APD, Fw Dr. la GE_03.1E.

Career: Lawyer (Dr Jur). Formerly with GFP. 1941 sent to
Ill-iAst DUO'. November 1942 assigned to assist Hptm FUCHS
in LYON. February 1943 became nrrt of Ill-F Ast LYON. August
1943 assigned to :7	 During the withdrawal did not
contace Abw Leit Truon 351 end was captured. Suspected of
desertion.
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C	 Fw d R. Assistant Fr 1 LYON.

Career: See Annex I.

ZAP7AC7, Uffz, K7 PAU.

Career: February 19 43 assigned by Alst PRIS to Nest TOF,OUSE
and sent to	 PAU as V-Mann Fuehrer. Then with Abw Trun 352
and FAT 32 in same ca.nacity.

b. Female

.-o-LASC:-_E. Clerk in evaluation section of 1I1-7 Ast LYON.

Career: Sea Annex I.

Liselotte. Clerk in administrative section III-F Ast LYON.

Career:. Formerly with 70 Spain. February 1943 assigned by
'Alst PARIS to Ast LY0:, and continued
	

Abw Leit Trupp 351
and TAX 313.

PICK. Clerk in registry III-Y Ast LYON.

Career: February assipied to Ast LYON. During withdrawal
sent to Ast •IESBADEN.

1-17S5_ER. Clerk for DER - ACh III-F Ast LYON.

Career: February 1943 transferred from I-L Alst PARIS to LYON.
During withdrawal sent to Ast VIESZADEN. Later worked for .
TfomMandantura in NAGDEBURG.

JOERG. Clerk in evaluation section of III-F At LYON.

Career: February 1943 transferred from I-L Alst PARIS to LYON.
Then with Abw Leit Trunp 351 and FAX 313.

KAISER. Chief of registry III-F Ast LYON.

Career: February 1943 transferred from Ast XASSM v.a Alst
*ARIS to Ast LYON. February 1944 transferred to a FAX in
Northern Italy.

RI:MR, Charlotte-Luise. Secretary to DERNBACH.

Career: See Annex I.

SCFL.EIDER,, Elfriede. Secretary to RkUCH at NK TIAN.

Career: See Annex I.

SCHE:DER. Secretary to 	 in LYON and LimoGs.

Careor: 7ebruary-194.3 transferred by Alst PARIS to Act LYON'
and put in III-C, where she became secretry to MEI:. Went
with him to III-F LYON, Aust lir . oazi& and Abv Leit 'rupp 351.
After the withdrawal was not employed by YAK 313.

4.	 ,^1is

::1,7R-70, Italian. Run by OTZ, 	 2 LYON. "atehed Italians in LYON
after the armistice, eseeirlly members of neofaseist grouv3.

AND=2, Ttench. Run by CYYRI17 . of :,!X PARIS. 7i11ed by the enemy.

BER3.ER LOUIS, Hunarien Jew. Run by DEFACE ae-Finst the wishes of the SD.
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G BORIS, French (Russian emigre). Run by CNYRIEM in PARIS. Observed
Russian circles in PARIS.

@ CHARLES-LOUIS, French. Run 17 RAUTINSTRAUCH of MK ST ETIENNE.

von FALSFEIN G FELDBERG, Swiss. Run by PESCHKE nad NICHELEEIER in
Formerly had worked for Obst ROHLEDER of Abt III-F BERLIN.

He was related to PESCEKE.
;

GANSTER G ROBERT, German. Run by SOEI2LE of NK 1 LYON. Expatriate in
France since 1924. Did not go along with 351 during the withdrawal.

G RECTOR, French. Run by SPECK of MK CLE7,NONT-FERRA1\D.

HEYMANN G HARRY @ HERMANN, German Jew. Run by DERNBACE. He was used
to estr. tlish contacts.

LUKAS @ITAN, French. Run by FUCHS of MK 2 LYON whom he shot.

French. Run by ECKERT of MK VILLEFPANCHE.

@ PAULA, French. Run by MONZ.of MK 2 LYON. She was :clerk with the PPF.1

RONNSPERG, Austrian emigre. Run by DERNBACH.. He had been active for
Otto von HAPSBURG. Sought by . SD.. DERNBACH had him look , for

i
i	 _enemy intelligence connections with the French government and

the Mapuis.

von SAL'S @ FRITZCHEY, Swiss. (female). Run by DERNBACH.

von SAURMA-JELTSCH 4.MONOKEL„German. Run by DERNBACH in PARIS. .Former
German officer; dismissed because . of Jewish wife. Rittm von
PESCATCRE of Abt III-F BERLIN asked•DERNBACH to use him.
Observed conduct of Germans in PARIS (nightclubs, theaters, etc).

TANIA, French (Russian emigre):	 in by CNYRIEM, MK PARIS. Wife of 11IS-

1 5. OPERATIONS 

a. Collaboration With French,: SI)anigh and Italian Intelligenee 

1	 Collaboration between IIIF Southern France and what remained of
! the French intelligende was forbidden by BERLIN on the grounds' that it

	

would bring	 into the political field. and jeopardize the security
of op erations. Despite this, RLILE in PARIS desired and recommended
that DERNBACH deal with the PPF, DORIOT's party, , but DERNBACH refused
because the PPP was already working with the SD. A liaison was main
taied with the 171"F to observe its activities, however. There were .
three Frenchmen viewed with suspiCion by III-F; MENETREI and JEANTET
of the vICHY government, and the Chef de Milice, TOULOUSE.

• Collaboration with Spanish Intelligence was restricted to dealings

	

Hetween the	 officer at Nest TOULOUSE (first SCH2BACH then 7'ER
!von OST ,'TALDEN) and 1,laj CHANORRO. The latter had been sent by Spanish
/rIntelIlence to determine the activities of Spanish Reoublicans in South-
!ern France. TOULOUSE reported directly to PARIS . On the affair, so.
:DERNBACH is unaware of the information gleaned.

Between February 1943, when Ast LYON was sot	 after the full
!occupation of France, and August 1943, when Italy surrendered to the
A.11ies, the Itaaian'Intellionce maintained Naj VALENTI at NICE and Copt
BASSI at GRENOBLE. Relations with these two officers were friendly, al-
though the Italians were reticent in the reports .transmitted, whereas

relayed comorehensival7 all information Pertainine. to cases in the
Italian zone. The two Italians would have no dealings with the sr. The
cases usually were not worked properly by the Italians, they were allowed
to lapse until they could be closed for lack of tactical or strategic
value. DERNBACH believes that VALENTI and BASSI were following a policy
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Of gentle sabotage in order to hasten the end of the war. After the
Italien arMistice, VA:aTI went over to BADOGLIO, and . BASSI rejoined. his

unit. An assistaat of BASSI, the consular secretary in ANNZ-.ASS.E, is
reported to have sized all the Abw files available and taken them to.
Switzerland where he sold them to an enemy intelligence service.

b. Belgian Transmitters

In larch-April 1943 three transmitters were discovered being.

op erated by Belgian Intelligence, which had grown strong in Haute Savoie..

It had been noticed that susp icious perSons were movin g in the vicinity

of GRENOBLE and vOIRON. As this was Italian territory, BASSI aeas requested
to arant permission to i.vestigate. This he did. 7ith the aid of radio
detectors. , a transmitter was located in vO:ROY. A 11/T operator. end four

others were . arrested. Code, instructions and a British 7/T set were cap
-tured. The op erator was turned after the first interrogatiOn and delivered

to BASSI. By order of Gen ANE in ROME, the playback was conducted from
TURIN. Later BASSI said that en edditiotel one was being worked from
SUSA. Information from the interrortion led to the discovery of three
persons in LYOY . connected with the rim:, and two transaitters in GRENOBLE..
The French police permitted one of the operators to escape, and turned
the other one over to BASSI. Furthar explaitation of the case: was done
through ROME and BRUSSELS.

c. . Lea-ion GIRAM 

In ear 1943 ' en aaant of laiK 2 LYON i .without revealing.. his identity,
'contacted a an celled YEUMA]iN who-had fled from Germany to escape pro-
secution for Communist activities. ITMT1-1.1117N was a member Of 'a subversive
organization known as the Legion GIRAUD. It was headed by a French It ,
Col whO was never apprehended nor identified. The organization was •

1. dedicated to shooting leading Trench industrialists guilty of collabora-
tion with the Germans and to the liquidation of hiqh-ranking Germans
in LYON. As the Lea,ion had-shot several of its members for havin
worked with, the SD, it was deemed dangerous and implacable. Therefore - •
immediate action was taken in order to prevent the planned assassinations.

1,Then the Germans learned of a planned meetiraz with an Allied
; agent, they appeared and arrested NEUaAT.J. The Allied a gent escaped

durin,::. the arrest. Under interro gation	 stpted-thet he vas a
! native of HL'aBURG and had been a leading Communist in Germany prior to
1 1933. he had left the country because he had committed " political and
criminal acts", and was beinc:; souaht by the Germans. He admitted that
the Legion GIRAUF was going to carrY out the above-mentioned terrorism.

, He identified about 20 members of the Legion, who were arrested and sent

1 to Germany. The-material found was incriminating, but indicated objectives
!limited to assassination, probably because the organization was in its
,infancy.

U. von SAIIS 

In Spring 1943 DEBNBACH was introduced. by ON.YRIEM to a relative of
von SALIS FRITZCHE1:, daughter of a Swiss colonel... They were living

in STRASBOURG with very little-money, and the girl proclaimed herself reedy
to work for the Germans. She was . iven the mission of penetrating enemy,

(roarticalarly British) in Switzerland end of . receiVing missions
from them a ,:einst Germany. She Was also to observe tho activity of a
•Franch 'Intelligence officer ne.77,ed. GROUSSAPD. She was given cover as .re-.
Presentative of a. fancy ware firm in FRAYXFURT owned by MEIER (himself

17.--ann of I-j Ti Act TIESBADEF, Maj JEITNEEIN).

1	
Several months-later she returned with no results. Early in

19 !-L4 it was learned that she was in Bohemia, a trip that had been made
4ithout the knowled ge of III-F LYON, and she was suspected of being en .
enemy agent. An interrogation was planned for the next meeting with her,
but she was never seen again.
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In Summer 1943 III-F LYON received from BEPLIN a copy of a report
destined for the British, but captured by Spanish Intelligence. The report

is on German troops and fortifications in Southern France, and revealed
its source as an Italian colonel, CO of MONTELIMAR/Rhone: BERLIN ordered

that the matter WaS to' be handled in coniunction with Eaj VALEtTI of NICE

and Lt Col - DURYD, G-2 of the Italian Fourth Army, Eqt....tqT01.1.. The latter

had participated with the Germans in Maneuvers at GIESSEN, but was not fond
of them DURAND took over the affair, and promised that the culprit would
be dealt with according to reguletions. IIIrF LYON heard that the agent
was identified and transferred to Italy, but his name, unit, and all in-
formation relating to the trial and its findings . were never divulged by

the Italians. .

f. FUCHS

Fw FUUHS C RENAFD was la 2 LYON. In August 1943 he was shot to
death in his room in the Hotel Royal. His typewriter, money, food Coupons,
and German and French identity papers Were misting. The investigations
of V-Maenner led to the discovery of the missing items in the house of a
leading French Communist in LYON. Here Several persons were arrested.
Their interrogation revealed that the--assassin . wae , t,UXAS C-IWAN, a T.-Mann
Of FUCHS, but never registered with III-F. LUKAS and his son belonged
to the Mavis. Cantered documents revealed that Fuchs himself had penetrated
the Maauis, and discovered that they had plans of the house occupied. 'by

1 Leiter Ill-F for the purpose of dynamitine it. DERNBACH's name was not
I mentioned in the paper. According to on SD report, LUKAS Wee later killed

during an SD operation in VTIIRCORS
1

As to FUCHS, it wes presumed that, the Naauis killed him as a
I double agent. Three days after his de pth, the BBC broadcast: "Le
I renard est mort".

g. COTONI 

COTONI was a special commissioner of the Trench Surete in NARSE/LLE
1 and NICE. Duaai_ne the unoccup ied period.. German reports showed that COTONI
was constantly ebtive in the clandestine ooerations of the Deuxieme Bureau.
'!hen Southern France was occup ied, COTONI went to Switzerland, where
iK NICE repeetedly noticed his activities, but it proved im possible either
1to penetrate him or destroy his contacts with the Riviera. It could not
Ibe determined whether he wes working for GIPAUD or de GAULLE..	 ,

After theittalian armistice in August 1943, COTONI was reported
o be in Corsica. After that time nothing of importante was heard of him.

h. RI2pET and DUNGLER

In Octeber 7943 Val,.:ann .±1ECTOR, working for SP;MK YK CLEPNONT-FERRAND,
reperted that a friend of his from LYON had approached him to assist it
buildina up an espionage	 This man was known as RISES. SPECK told
ii.ECTOR to play Elena with RIQUET and to do nothing to arouse his suspicions.
*VET informed HECTOR thet other members of the organization were in
LyON and. VIUHY, and that he was going to recruit more on the Riviera.
In December RIQUET said that a visitor would come shortly to HECTOR
with some items forsafekeepina. Early in'January 1944, a Frenchman
eTepeared and gave HECTOR 21 quartz crystals and a rediocode, which the
latter was to keep . until they were called for. The Frenchmen said that
he had just parechuted with a. French. cap tain (later identified es DUNGLER),
who had.iniUred himself on lending and was now proceeding slowly, to LYON.
The man announced that he had to go to VICHY for further instructions, and
would then return to collect the code and ouertzes. This he did.

III-F LYON had been informed of the affair and now directed that
the code be copied in artaaretionfor e. nenetration of the 'J/T net that
wcald be set up. HECTOR had identified several members of the rime in

IThTT
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c°1\IFIDE4TztagraeCLE.EMONI-FERD and LYON, but none an 	 South because RIVET

maintained contacts there personally. No arrests were made at this time.

hECTOR was instructed by III-Y to keee the confidence of RIVET and to not

apnear overcurious as to the extent of the organization and the full scope

of its activities. It wes hoaed that this information would come to liCTOR.

in bits and pieces over a period of tiae,

Also in January 1944 GARTHE, Leiter Ast LYON, informed Ill-F that
Korv Kptn UNDER3:17.

G GIBHARDT, Leiter I LYON, and Rittm BUCHHOLZ, Leiter
I NICE, had established connections with the GIRAUD Intelligence. BUCHHOLZ
had been annroached by Comte de FAUCTr3ERGE, JEA:JTET of the 7ICHY govern-
ment, and ESMIOL; who owned a bistro in NICE, with the information . that
they were in contact with US and British Intelligence in Africa. The
latter desired it to be known that their governments were ready to talk
to resnonsible German military authorities aThout a cessation of hostilities.
It was stated exnressly thet the Gorman Foreign Office and the SD must be
excluded from the negotiations. BUCHHOLZ gathered that Gen IlLSON and
Mr .7URPHY were the African sponsors. The GIRAUD delegation wanted to ar-
range through BUCHHOLZ the passage of Allied representatives to France and
Gorman officers to Africa in order to carry on conversations with higher
authorities on both sides,

By the time III-F had been informed of the matter, ESLIOL had al-
ready installed a transmitter in BUCHHOLZ' villa and opened communication
with Africa, and the basis for the peace talks had bean determined as evaa-
uation of France, including Alsace-Lorraine, and a return to the Euroeean
status quo of Auaust 1939. Also the affair'had been reported to HANSEN
and KEITEL, and the latter had directed that the situation be exploited.

III-F LYON expressed its displeasure at havina been called in so
late, especially as a transmitter was involved. It also drew attention
to the oddness of the enemy contacting so low-ranking en officer as BUCH-
HOLZ on a matter of the highest policy. Upon the suggestion of III-F, a
.conference Was held by	 , DEF.TBACH, UNDERBERG end BUCHHOLZ, and the
decision was reached to continue negotiations in order to determine the
intentions of the enemy.

The following month, February, GARThE informed DEEYBACh that a
GIR;UT re?resentative had arrived in NICE, as well as a French Lt Col.
III-F identified the latter as a member of the GIRAUD Intelligence who
had evaded cap ture in GRENOBLE. The former was the French Cant DUNGLER
who had narachuted four weeks earlier. Thus R connection was established
between the TI/T net of RIQUET and the artistice negotiations, now called
the Nice peace feeler (Friedens Fuehler Nizza).

Later in February, KEITEL directed that the matter be turned over
to the SD. However, Alst PARIS objected to this, and a compromise was
reached whereby the responsibility was aiven to SD LYON and the execution
to III-F LYON. Dr KNAAB, SD Leiter LYON, was briefed on the affair by
DE's:TRACE, but the latter did not tell him of the RIVET connection or of
the GIRAUD Lt Col. He wanted to make a full penetration of the WiT net
and was afraid that if the SD knew of it, they would arrest the operators
nremp turely. Another conference was convened on 20 February, com

poSed of
D,2NBACh, UNDER:BERG, BUCHHOLZ, KNAAB, FAUCOMBERGE, JZ,ArTET, ESMIOL and
DUYGLTR. KNAAB posed as a German army officer from BERLIN. The Frenchmen
exnlained that DUNGLER was the official spokesman of GIRAUD for the peace 

•

negotiations. He wea an Alsatian industrialist and was to.be  made Governor
of Alsace should the Matter come to a successful conclusion.

In the meantime, DERNBACH had ordered iTC-1-i.ELI•:2,IER, MK NICE, to
shadow DUNGLER and ESaIOL. This led to the diseovery that DUNGLEP had
changed his quarters twice, and that the house next to ESMIOL contained
four British transmitters, which were left in ?lace. The next day they'
had been removed. The SD was not informed of this investigation.

f-, csa 0.e-alaiaavaa-
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The day rfter the conference, KNA.a announced that he ha g to arrest

DUNGLER (presumably on orders from DrKNOChle, SD Leiter PARIS). DERNBACH
could not prevent this, and DUNGIER was taken to PARIS and nut in charge
of'Stubaf SCHMITT, and, Recordin g to KNAAB, a political penetration opera-

tion was started.

Further investigation, with the Rid of EShIOL t s call signals and

the reports of long range radio detectors, revealed that four messages
had been sent to Africa without the knowledge of BUCHHOLZ. DERNBACH sus-
pected that enemy intelligence wp s aware of his knowledge of the RIVET

net because the code conied .by HECTOR was not found in any monitored messages.
Therefore he arrested the ecople identified by .e:IXTOR in CLERNONT-PERRAND
and LYON and captured two or three transmitters. The 21 quartz crystals
wore not recovered. But it was estallished that DUNGLER had brought the
transmitter in BUCHHOLZ I villa from LYON.

FAUCOhBERGE, EShIOL, JEATET and the GIRAUD Lt Col were not ar-
rested. They were kept under surveillance in the hope that they would
lord to further members of the organization, and especially to the four
transmitters thet had disappeared in NICE. however, nothing came to light
by August l94, and the withdrewal prevented any future clarification.

hICKLEY

In October 191.4.3 a V-'hann reported to Alst PARIS that some enemy
intelligence service was attemptine to obtain the teletype code used by
a Luftwaffe Sienal unit stationed near LYON. The report was sent to
III-F LYON for action. The unit was identified and its CO called in for
consultrtion. It "as decided to keep special watch over the code, subject
all personnel to a daily nersonal inspectione and replace the monthly
lecture on espionage with one on treason and its consequences.

At the beginning of December 1943, the Luftwaffe CO came to LYON
bringing one of his W/T operators called YIC'L2Y, Under interrogation
by II-F this man confessed that he was employed by some enemy organization
to obtain secret materiel from the Luftwaffe, for which he was offered
large some of money. Two RUBSiPMS employed by the unit wore his accomplices..
His records revealed that he had a previous conviction for which he hed -
not boon punished. III-F promised to wive the eunishment if MICKLEY
would help them to uncover the agency employing him, hICKLEY a greed to this.

Subsequent interrog p tions revealed that MICKLEY was not telling
the truth, but he was allowed to believe that he was not viewed with
suspicion. - Surveillance of 1:ICKI:JY wai maintained until he was obserVed
to enter a bistro in LY0'e, where he received money and a camera. The next
day he rnd the two Russians were arrested. The confession stated that
they had all been recruited by Frenchmen end had agreed to photograph the
code. MICKLEY bed already received 15-20;000 francs'. The names and resi-
dences of the YTenehmen were not keown,'so it was iepossible to proceed
further. The three erisoners were sent to PARIS for trial. III-F • de-
finitely considered the employing agency to be the US Intelligence.

j. Russian Transmitter 

in Autumn 1943 p V-Mann of hK 1 LYON reported that he suspected
the existence of a spy ring in RIVE DE GIEa, small and equiened with a
transmitter. with a radio detector, the house was discovered end the
meesaees monitored. It was determined that the set was communicating
neither with LONDON nor Africa, and from the cell signals it was Sus-
pected that the transmitter was Russian.

Durine e subsequent transmission the house was entered end two
women centured. Their identity could not be established, end the trans-
mitter 1,7P.S found only after a long search. It was built into P large
radio cabinet. The code end messages were discovered end confirmed the
suspicion that the station 'eelonaed to Russian Intelligence. A. standing
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order of Alst PARIS directed that all Russian agents be sent to PARIS

immediately without preliminary
 interrogation. The order was observed

and the women were sent off at once.

DEBTBACH assumed that the transmitter was part of Rote Kapelle,
classified Top Secret by the Germens. He knew that it was handled by a
Sander Kommando of the RSEA because of its political connotations.

(In 1944 a Sachbearbeiter from this "Commando and Gefr . Dr LENZ from ',INV

Fu were in NICE working on some aspect of Rote Kapelle. They lived in

the Villa Chanel.)

k. Croatian 'autiny 

In Autumn 1943 a Croatian "affen SS Legion was stationed in and
around .ILLAU (north of BEZIEBS). This Legion as well as the pblice
regiments stationed in the South of France received orders directly from
HIM1.2LER through Pol Gen 016ERG.

III-F TOULOUSE observed that there was discontent in the Legion
and that several of its members had contacted the French Resistance.
This report was sent to Alst PARIS. Soon a mutiny occurred in the Legion
and the German SS officers were shot. Through the intercetsion of the
Croatian chaplain and a doctor, the mutiny was prevented from spreading.
410-6o Croats deserted to the Resittance; taking with. them many weapons
and the Legion's treasury.	 TOULOUSE ditcovered that the mutiny
was cOnnected with a movement known as Kwaternik. On the insistence of
Ast LYONI the Legion wat-transferied to the Eatt.

1. Blindenheim

In November 1943 it was observed that a great many persons were
entering and leaving the Home for the Blind in LYON. As none of them
could be identified, the time wag deemed premature for a raid. Finally
a courier with documents was seen to enter, and the place was raided by
III-F. The director of the Home escaped, but five or six persons were
arrested., and a large transmitter and espionage data were seized. Inter-
rogations conftoted by the SD revealed the ,names of a great many more,
but they had all fled.

An evaluation of the captured material disclosed the feat that
the Home was a central Ho, for the de GA3I72 Intelligence. . It .wat.the
collecting point for reports and was in communication with a 11T HQ.
In addition it was used by agents of the British and Polish Intelligence.
After III-F had exploited the material in Southern France, it was sent to
.Alst'PARIS, who used it to discover and, destroy rings in other parts of
France.

m. Swiss Consul 

In Winter 1943, V-Maenner reported that MEYER, the Swiss Consul
in LYON, was in contact with the Mavis, who were being sup plied with
weapons and sabotage material by the RAF. It was further observed that
he was often seen driving at night in areas Where containers were, or had
been, dropped.. The German military authorities were advised of the consul s
conduct and warned to treat him with reserve. At the same time Alst PARIS
was asked to effect his recall. This did not occur, either because the
German Embassy. in PARIS would not cooperate or because the Swiss Foreign
Office refused to be intimidated, YEYER was kept under surveillance, but
it was never discovered who were his contacts in the Maquis, nor how he
learned of the time and place for the RAF deliveries.

n. Captured Transmitters 

Before the occupation of Southern France, 75-g0 enemy transmitters
had been identified in the unoccup ied.' zone, the majority of them being in
LYON, with 40-45. NAas:ILIE and TOULOUSE. Durin_l. DEB2BACH I s tour of duty
in Southern France, from February 1943 te August 1944, the gross number
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was reduced, because it was nOt so easy to estsblish them with the
Germans occlipying, and of these about 50 were either cap tured or rendered
inoperative, In the latter pert of this period it became more difficult
to locate the transmitters; because the agents had become eware of the
Positions of the German radio detectors and kent away from them, and be-
cause armed men were nut with the o p erators to offer resistance to the
arresting agency in order to give the operator time to escape with the
transmitter. Also the enemy began to use silent trensmitters (Sehweig
Sender) and ultra. short Wave transmitters, which could not be monitored
by the available radio detectors. It was known that these sets were
being. , used to some extent, but only one was captured (on the coast of
hermendy) and it was sent to Alst PARIS.

0. Polish Intelligence

In -Zovember 1943 III-F LYON received orders to penetr p te the Polish
Intelligence, which was stroneay active in Southern France. All informetion
discovered was to be transmitted immediately to PARIS and BELIE. The
executive power was i_ven to Sonder Yommando Jerzy of the RSHA. The radio
detectors were to give priority to Polish ':'/T lines, especially line 6003..
Sdf PESCRXE was ordered from MK NICE to BERLIN to work on the evaluation
of Polish Intelligence.

A V-Fann of SCHIME, EK 1 LY0:5, made contact with a. Polish agent
near GRENOBTZ, and gave  him a. Polish code which had been obtained, by the
Snanish Intelli gence and sent to BZRLIN. The V-Mann pretended that he had
brought it from ';7ADSAw vie Spain. This code was then used by the Polish
net in Southern France, thus permittinE the Germans to decipher inter-
cep ted or captured messages. It was discovered that the Polish lig, in
Southern France was somewhere between GRENOBLE and . SILL, end the
chief was probably an officer called ZICHON (formerly a manager of
commercial exnositions in DTZIG and POSEN). Several key members of the
Polish Red Cross were arrested when it was discovered that th p t organize:-
tion Was supplying Polish prisoners in France with the means of escpne
and assigning them intelliezence missions.

In Sp ring 1941 ' 4 III-F was instructed to arrest all Polish agents
already identified. Of these there were a great number, including the
operators of two 7qT lines (neither was 6003). Among the arrestees were
a ?a ,Mi.I.TX and his wife. (He had been the French naval attache in BERLIN
before the war.) Letters from RIBBLTTROP? and CANARIS dated as late as
19 142 were found in his possession. The prisoners, with all documents
captured, w6ra sent to PARIS, from where the ease was continued.
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CONFIDENTIAL
1. ORGANIZATION

•
The reorganization of the Abw which began in February 1944 with the

dismissal of. CANA:US wes felt imedietely in France, although it was not

completed in BERLIN until July. Alst PARIS and the subordinate Asts were
converted into two Abw Kommandos with four to six Trupps and two Abw Let

Trupps with one or two Trupps, The senior Kommando was celled Abw Kdo.
=L2, named after the CO, and carried on the functions of Alst PARIS,
thus reteinin command over all Abv actIvities in Prancer The command
in BERLIN was transferred from Amt Abs' to I-c 'iTehrmacht Yuehungs Stab.
Militarily Kdo RETLE and its subject units were under I-c OB 7est, In
practice the convercion created very little change because the personnel,
locations and activities remained the same.

. III-F Southern France became Abw telt Trupp 351 with two subordinate
Trixops, 352 and 359. 351 was made up of personnel from HQ, III-F LYON and
from Ill--F Aust LIEOGES. III- F Nest TOULOUSE became Abw Trupp 352, and
III-F Nest MARSEILLE became Abw Trupp 359. movin its	 to AIX en Provence.
Abw Leit Trup2 351 retained all the MY's of III-F LYON end established
two new ones, LIMOGES and PERIGUEUX. IA PAU of Nest TOULOUSE was given up.
EK NNE of Nest MARSEILLE was put under 351. Trupp 359 also relinquished
all its other previous MK's except E0NTPEILIE7., and established two new
ones MARSEILLE and DRAGUIGNAN. Among the personnel changes, SCHWEBBACE
was sent from TOULOUSE to ARR2LS, wysza von OST T ALDEN from PARIS to 352,
ZARNACK from PAN to 352, OEELER from,TOULOUS: to 351, CNYRIEM from PARIS
to 352, •ERNER from LYON to 359 as CO, GANSAUGE to MK MARSEILLE, 'APPENHENSCH
to EK ONT?ELLIER, STEINKE to EK DRAGUIGNAN, and 13:21%.RHANY to MK PERIGUEUX.

2. FUNCTIONS 

The functions of III-F Ast LYON were continued by Abw Leit Trupp 351
and its Trupps. Liaison was maintained with Led SARACCO in TURIN, a Texn.
ber of the remnant of the Italian Intelligence which had not gone over to
BADOGLIO: Abw Trupp 352 dealt with Lej CHAMORRO and reported directly to
Kdo PL:ILE. 351 was charged with the establishment of an R, ,,ICet, but this
proved. impossible because there was a deficiency of transmitters elid agents.
All agents now either wanted to zo to Germany or remain. in Frence and
sever all connections with German Intelligence.

The executive power was still held by the SD, which resulted in the
usual ill-feeling, especially as the Sd had greatly enlarged its forces
in Southern France; they now had Dienst Stellon in LYON, VICHY, CLERMONT-.
FERTAZ,T, ST ETIENNE, LLOGES, PERPIGNAN, NICE, TOULOUSE, CA.RCASSOITI),
LAESEIL7L, MONT'ELLIER, AVIGNON, TOULON and one at the Spanish frontier.

The Trapp were also charged with reportinz anythin,; , of interest to
the local military commanders.

3. PERSOINEL 

a.	 ele

DERYBACH, Friedrich, Obst/Lt. CO, Abv Leit Trupp 351.

BE:DER,	 BOBBI. k ,K PARIS.

Career; ' Tas V-Mann of I-L PARIS. Summer 1943 assi gned as
assistant to C=I7L'L at Ast LYON's LK PARIS. February 1944
became Leiter :x PARIS whon Man, rant to Trup , 352. Duringwithdrawal failed to contact Abw Leit Tru pp 351 and ioined
Consul NORDLING in PARIS.

CrYRIEE, !Turt C.c: FRANCOIS, Sdf. V-Hann Fuchrer for Trupp 352.

Career; Seo Annex I.

0/Gefr Graf. 'orked in evaluation section of Leit Trupp 351.

Career: See Annex II.
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DIETRICH, Uffz, Driver for Leit TrUpp 352.

Ceroer: Driver with Ast BORDEAU: and Nest TOULOUSE. End of

19 43 transferred to III-F LYON and taken into 352 February 1944.

707:7RT, @ EVANS, 0/Fw Fahnj.
	 VILLEFRANCHE.

Career: See Annex II.

FAERENHEIM, ,Maj. Denuty CO of Trupn 359.

Cereer: See Annex

GANSAUGE, Uffz.	 APSE ILL-C.

Career: See Annex II.

GRLOSINGER, Fiptm. Deputy CO of Trupe 352,.

Career: See Annex II.

GROSSKOPF,	 UBI, tiffs. worked in eveluation section of Leit Trupp 351.

Career: See Annex II.

Hi)tm Dr. -141C PERIGUEUX.

Career: See Annex II.

IMIOLZIK. W/T operator in Trapp 352.

Career: February 194L assi-ned to Tru)p 352. September
19 44 transferred to FAT 352 as W/T operator.

KNAB3, Fw. Sgt/Maj of Trunp 352.

Career:	 as with Test TOULOUSE, February 1944 assigned
Trunn 3 52. Sentember 1944 transferred to FAT 352 as St

7172,SEI,	 KIE-ZER, tiffs. MK ITIT:CY.

Career: See Annex II.

Duty CO of licit Trunp 351.

Cerecr: Sec Annex II.

0/Gefr. Driver and orderly for DERYBACE.

Career: February 1944 atsigned to Leit Trupp 351, Seotember
1944 transferred to FAK 313,

,ICHELMEIBR, Sdf. MK NICE.

Career: c2ee Annex II,

MONZ, Christian, L.: CHRISTL,_ , 0/Yv Fahnj. ;X LYON.

Career: See Annex II.

MOTSCI-., Alois, Fw. Driver for DERaACH.

Careur: See Annex I.

NIE, H:Itm Dr. !-fIc

Career: See Annex II.
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02HIER,	 77,A2CIS, Tffz.	 3 LY072.C.

Career: See Annex II.

RAUCH, Siegfried, :E. RICHARD, 0/Faehnr. 1,11C LVIA.

Career: See Annex I.

 ROB, Fir Fahnj, 1,X ST 3TIE.C;E.

Career: See Annex II.

REC-2L,	 REIYERT, hltm. LK PaRPIGTAN.

Career: See Annex II.

RINYT 7ITZ, 7ffz. 7inence clerk for Leit Tra;:n 351.

Career: "orked for 'Ast LYON. February 1944 assigned to 351.
Sentemter 19 44 transferred, to FAX 313, and February 1945 to
FAT 349.

arDOIF, 0/Gefr. v-Hann ruehrer for MK LIMOGES.

Career: Soa Annex II..

SACK, 0/Gefr. ' T/T ooerptor Ieit Trunn

Career: "/T operator for Ast LYON. February 1944 assigned,
to 351. September 1944 transferred to YAK 313.

Loiter 1 .IC. LI OS.

Career: See Annex II.

SCHIELE, Helmuth, Lt. MK 1 LYON.

Career: See AnnOx I.

SCHITZ, Charles,	 Uffz. Internreter for Leit Trap 351.

Career: See Annex I.

SEIBOLD,	 MICHEL, Fw Fahnj. 11HI:ann I'llehrer for Trupp 352.

Career: See Annex

SEITZ, 0/Gefr. Driver for Lett Trunn 351.

Career: Driver for Ast LYON. February 1944 assigned to
Sentember 1944 trpnsfcrred to FAX 313.

SC', t'elter, C=, 7A- LIS, It Dr. MK CIERONT-FMRAND.

Career: See Annex I.

ST:IN72, Uffz.	 DRAGUIGNAN.

Career: See Annex II.

70H7I7771, civilian. KK NICE.

Career: See Annex II.

-A77ENHENSCH, Eptm. IR iONTLLIDR..

Career: See Annex II.
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E3E27%, Fw. Sgt/i,iaj of Leit Trupp 351.

Career: 11orked for Abw 11AKO BOURG:LS and Abt I Ast LYON.
February 1944 assigned to Leit Trapp 351. September 1944
transferred to FAX 313 as SgtAiaj..

-LB:R von OSTALDEN, Hptm. CO Trupp 352.

Career: February 1944 transferred from Alst PARIS to TOULOUS.Z;
as CO :rupp 352. September 1944 transferred to FAT 352 as CO.
October 1944 injured in clotor accident While en route from
STRASBOURG te ':rEISSnRSURG (with'SIBOLD). Unon recovery as-
signed to FAX 314.

TENZEL, Uffz. Driver for Leit Trupp 351.

Career: Driver with Ast LYON. February 1944 assigned to 351.
September 1944 transferred to FAX 313.

FITE? , Yiej .. CO Trupn 359.

Career: See Annex II.

'TILDE, E. 37RTHARD, Fw Dr. MK GPENO3LE.

Career: See Annex 1.

11ISZOF(:WK, Hntm. Chief of card index section Leit TrUon 351..

Career: June 1944 transferred from Ast YOE'ZIGSBERG by Xdo REILE
to Left Trupp 351. September 1944 returned to Ast 701MIGSBERG.

ZANDER, Fw d R. 1,jC 1 LYON.

Career: See Annex I.

ZARNACK, IV. V- -Piann Fuehrer for Tru2n 352.

Career: See Annex II.

ZEILB2, Uffz. otor NCO for Leit Trupp 351.

Career: -orked for Ast LYON. February 1944 assiened to 351.
September 1944 transferred to FAX 313.

b. Female 

BR.NDT, Liselotte. Administrative clerk with Leit Trunp 351.

Career: See Annex II.

BFEIT:a. Clerk in ,.ivaluation section of Leit Truly!) 351.

Career: 1943 assigned to Ast LYON as a stenogra7oher-typist.
Fel:ruary 1944 assined to Leit Trupp 351. September 1944
transferred to FAX 313. Bezinning 1945 left beeause of illness.

TIT!. Clerk in registry of. Leit Trupn 351.

Career: See Annex II.

FUSSER. Clerk for DERNBACH

Career: See Annex TI.
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JOERG. Clerk in evaluation section of Ieit Trux) 351.

Career: See Annex II.

In cherge of rozistry Leit Trupp 351.

Career: 'ebruary 1944 transferred from Aust LINOG-S to 351.
During withdrawal sent to Ast

RI71T -r, Charlotte-Luise. Secretary to DEPNBACH.

Career: See Annex I.

SC:YEID27 . Secretary to NI FL at LK LII.OGES.

Career: See Annex II.

SCYAJTD=R, 1friede. Secretary to RA:CH at IX -LVIA.

Career: See Annex I.

4. AGENTS 

D'EGAND, French. Run by S7ECK, iK CLERMONT-FERRAND.

cf: DENISE, French. Run by SCHIELE, NK 1 LYON.

LEGIUND, Frei-oh. Run by SPECK, lk,i1( CLITaiONT-FERROD.

EADBLEINE, French. Run by SCHIELE. MC 1 LYON:

1iEYER, Swiss. Run by DEPZBA.CH.

In addition to these, the agents recruited by III-F Ast LYON end its
subordinate units continued to be used. (See Annex II).

5. OPERATIONS 

a. Captured  linitions Dumps in Southern France 

lainitions dumps were discovered and cap tured through. the investi-
gations of v-raenner, interrogetion of enemy agents, and through fights
with the Naquis. The number captured was very large, but it was believed
that a great many more existed because many enemy flights were reported
without discovering what they had dropped. On one night there were 37
flights over a given area. All of the dumps were new, suPplied by enemy
aircraft. This fact was established because the sites of the former French
military dumps were known. In Sprin• 1944 60 continers were captured,
which served to equip with weapons all the personnel of Leit Tapp 351,
Trupps 352 and 359, and the 'TIN Fu detachment. At othcl.r times a sufficient
number was captured to equip whole units, such as the L"tamm Div of Gen/Maj
von ENING. The explosives were given to Abt II and tie Engineers. The
dumps were discovered in the vicinity of the followin „dties: LYON,
TARE, CLERMNT-FER:ND, TALLE, TOULOUSE, ARL]lS, GR.:N0.4LE, kCON, NATUA
and ST :LIT.IE1;;NE.

b. National Committee for Free Germany 

In Southern France this organization was encountered on only two
occasions. The first member found was a man named KUBALLA, a German de-
serter. He was captured With the haquis durin an operation tear VALENCE.
In his possession were considerable material about Free Germany and leaf- •
lets destined for distribution amonq the German troops. The leaflets
came from Switzerland. KUELLA was sent through PARIS to BERLIN for
prosecution, and nothin . further was heard of him.

-
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During Summer 1944, V-Mann HOUBLON met in LYON a certain KRAUSE
and a. person who limped (referred to in the files as Hump elbein). Both
spoke German and French. :KRAUSE declared himself to be a German deserter
_and delegate of Gen SYDLITZ. No attempt was discovered to propagandize

German . troops.. The two men seemed to confine their activities to French'
workmen in German-operated factories and members of the Russian Hiwi
(Volunteer) units. Possibly as a result of KRAUSE l s activities, nuMbers.
of Armenians joined the Macluis and the Georgians became chronic malcontents.
Several of the Hiwi units had to be dissolved. Shortly before the with-
drawal. KRAUSE announced that he was going to STRASBOURG to organize Free
German groups. It was decided to let him go, as he would lead-to dissident

. Germans, which would be of more value than prosecutin=; him for his trifling
activities in Southern France. A rendezvous WPM arranged in STRASBOURG.
with HOUBLON, but the latter could not keen it because he was occupied
with the withdrawal.

• c. Transmitter MARCEAU

In April 1944 a narachutist was captured on landing. Interrogation
revealed that he was a French officer in the service of G7RAUD end called
htaself MARCEAU. He had with him - a transmitter that he had developed in
Africa- It was able to transmit and receive "blind" messages, impervious
td all detectivemechanisms: it was the best transmitter ever seen by
German Intelligence. MARCEAU was sent to DARIS for technical interrogation.

d. Elektra

In April 1944 further exploitation of the materiel gathered in the
31indenheim case (see annex II) was possible. PARIS had been working on
the data and discovered two or three transmitters in Southern France which
were nart of a network whose headeUarters was somewhere in the PARIS area.
Through the identified transmitters EK's VILLEFRANCHE, LYON - 1 and LYON 3
penetrated the network and discovered eight or ten transmitters, in ad-
dition to a Schtreige YetZ (Silent net), a network that had.been
established but was net to begin operations until after the invasion.- The
Germans gave the name 21ektra to the PARIS hQ of the net. Elektr p , with
its subordinate stations, worked • exclusively for LONDON. Later it was
ascertained'thr-t the neutralization of the net Cut enemy intelligence
off from -taportant 7/T connections.

e. Chef de	 TOULOUSE 

Through e. conversation which a V-;a pnn had with a Nilice member
early in 1944, it was learned that the Chef de Milice TOULOUSE' was in
TI/T communication with Encland. PARIS was notified and asked to procure
elucidation from Milice H PARIS. This Was done and it app eared that
DAFEA 1ZD knew of the communication and had permitted it because England
was ectipping the TOULOUS :Alice with weapons, believing it to be a re-
sistance group, n.A.7 i was then requested tO obtain the code and all
messe,aes, as well as to find out how the connection had been established.
This roved. tobe impossible because of difficulties with Gen Pal OBERG,
through whom all negotiations with the Milice were conducted.

In lieu of positive action, the Chef de Milice TOULOUSE was kept
under observation. However, he was soon transferred to the Court Martial
at VICPI, where he attracted attention by his severity. Later he led a -
Milice unit aainst the Mavis in Haute Savoie and was wounded. Upon his
recovery, DARNAND, through his emissary DEGAND (also V-Mann of SPECK),
inquired of DERN3ACH if he had any objection to the man becoming Chef de
Milice LYON. DERMACH replied that his organization had no interest inpolitical matters.

In this move of DARNAND, DEMBACH saw an attempt to involve
Leit Trupp-351 politically and thus get it into difficulties with higher
lig, for it was forbidden to operate in the nOlftical field. Also DAMAO.
wanted to undermine the position of the Chef de Kilice LYON, .Comte de
2312NONITILLII, whom he disliked because of his Lood relations with DERNBACH,
as well as his advocation of a military rather than a political camnaignat;ainst the Mavis. The withdrawal prevented any further developments.
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f, Swiss Courier

In Snrine 1944 MY CLERMONT-FERRAND learned that the French Secret

Police on orders of LAvAL had eeemined the pouches and lue:Eage of the

Swiss diplomatic courier going from VICHY to Switzerland, , because it was

suspected, end the examination confirmed, that information to the detriment
of the French government was bein,7 sent to Switzerland by this meens. The
examinetion 'es made by DEGAND, who, although a V-Iann of SPECK, LK CLERKONT-

FER2LND, trep ted S.71CK with scant resnoct and confidence and gave him no

details of the affair. DERNBACH susneets that DEGAYE may even have arranged
the matter himself in order to send intelligence to GROUSSABD, an enemy
agent in Switzerland.

MEYER

In Spriene 1944 ECKERT, MK VILLEFRANCHE, sent to DERNB&CH a Swiss
netional called MEYER, who declared himself	 to :work for German
Intelligence in Switzerland. He was a business man who made frequent
trips between France and Switzerland. • DEBNBACH gave him the following
missions:

(1) Clarification of the activities of GROUSSARD and his con-
nections in France.

(2) Information pertinent-to British Intelligence in Switzerland.

(3) Penetration of any enemy intelligence in Switzerland for the
purpose of accepting missions against the Germans in France.

MEYER went to Switzerland charged with these missions, but he was
never seen again, and nothinn could be learned of him.

h. Feeler:ex

This operation was started in 1944n but the withdrawal prevented
its beinF carried beyond the preparatory sta;es, SPECK, MIC CLEAEONT-
F3RRAT, maned to have hifiself demobilized, with the aid of his V-ann
=AND, a French Maj, as p . member of the French army. Thus he received
authentic French identity papers, giving Alsace as his native province.
Then, with these papers and usin e the influence of DEGZO, he obtained
the position of economic and ?rope-sane essistent with the v ICHY teovernment.

In vICHY he met a French Baroness, pro de GAULLE,. who had property
in Switzerland, They"olanned to take a. trip together through Spain, and
Portugal contactinn local de GAULLE circles. She gave him an introduction
to the Swiss envoy, von MONT:GrA, to whom SPECK represented himself as a
deserter from v ICRY. .::ONTEGNA gave him a recommendation to certain of-
ficials in Switzerland who were to take him to some enemy intelligence
an:ency for emnloyment.

Lt this noint, it became necessary for the Germans to withdraw
from Southern France, and the affair could not be continued.

i. Captured British Report

In July 1944 RECKEL, NK PERPIGNAN, received a caotured report
from the Germen Customs in PERPIGNAN. It had been taken from an agent,
who had somehow escaped durine the inspection. The report concerned p
conveezetion between a British agent and a German general stationed on
the Mediterranean coast. The general had Made remarks derogatory to
HITLER and the Nazi g:overnment, and denrecieted the ( lerman troons and
fortifications on the Southern French coast, Trunn 359 discreetly identi-
fied the eenerpl end investieted his activities: It was established that
the renort was false, and that no such conversation had taken place. DERNBACH
assumed that the report had been nl pnted in order to sow dissension in
C;ermen circles.

-	
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j. BORGHINI from Monaco 
•

From time te time repOrts were received that enemy intelligence

was operatine from lenaco, but it was . difficult to investLeete, because

ioneCo was an indeeendent state and all executive action was in the hands

of the local police. Finally at the end of July 1944, V-Mann PAOLO,

working for MIChEL:LIER,	 NICE, identified State Councilor BORGHINI as

an agent for enemy intelligence. PAOLO succeeded in getting BORGHINI to
hire him as an agent with the mission of collecting information in
eARSEILLE.. A playback was rejected because any deception materiel given
to BORGhINI by PAULO could be checked by the former within 48 hours.

The German Consul General in MOT E CARLO was notified of the matter,

enoi he arranged thet the local police, accompenied by SD NICE, make a
search of BORGHINI i s office; A considerable number of documents were
taken. These contained information reletive to GerMan oeuipment, streneth,
fortifications and movements alone the Mediterranean coast. The docemente
were given to MICHELMEIER for transmission to Leit Trupp 351,. but before.
they could be forwarded the withdrawal was initiated. Presumably NICHEL-
MEIER destroyed them. They cont&eled no clues as to which intelligence
service employed BORGHINI.

In June 1944 V-Iemn LE'e:OINE of	 1 LYON discovered a courier here
longing to ? courier service oner p ted by the Deuxieme Bureau, Through
this courier throe others were arrested in LYON, whose interree'etion re-
veled that there were 12-15 lines in the service, of which four to six
ran south. The lines were compoeed of segments, and the couriers knee.
only the man from whom they collected the mesentes and the one to whom
they delivered them. Thus it was not possible to determine the origin
and destination of the lines,

The meSSageS captured with the couriers contained precise information
on troop movements and the content •of staff rep orts deeling with shortages
of motor fuel, e7munition, etc. Some of the messages contained the names
of enemy agents employed unwittinely by verious German agencies, such as

. the SD, Abr units and military.HVSe and later contained warnings to those
against whom the SD intended to take action. The messages were wrapped 	 .

t in rubberized paper, which could not be resealed without showing that

i it had been oeenedi but the Germans considered it more important to. learn .
.the contents of the messeges than to prevent the enemy from knowingethat
the couriers had been discovered. This the three couriers arrested, after
beiree persuaded to s py nothinee of their detention, were sent on their way.
i.

1	

At the same time a laree scale p enetrption ''as organized. V-Leute
itiADELEINE and DENISE of HIC 1 LYON were introduced clandestinely to the r
'couriers end to so	 of the aeenis mentioned in the intercepted.renorts,_
,and they arranged to be the letter box for all lines passing through LYON.
From then until the withdrawal, 6-g weeks later, NADELEINE end DENISEf

received a. steady flow of messeges. Shortly after the first interception,
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 These were
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I
were

taken by Leit Truep 351, ehotogrenhed and returned the next day.
I

1	 It was learned from the messages that Col VERNEUIL C LAFONT vas
the director of the courier -service, The information found in the messages.
4s .considerably exnloited, both by the local p e:encies and by PARIS, which ,..)1
tE,lei7ea Ceily 007Jids of T,h.4: 77)hOtraDhOet MOS8P5'

1

1

I

I	
The German plan WS to allow the courier service to continue until

-suola P. time as it could no longer be exnloited profitably, and then arrest
all the p ersonnel involved. The withdrawal nrevente& the fulfillment
of this plan.
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1. : Action egeinst.the Yaouis

The lk aouis in France did rot assume noticea)le proportions until

the summer of 1943, Until NoVember 1942, when the unoccupied zone ceased

to exist-, various rrouns of dissidents , hed been content to go into the.

unoccunied zone and live there without further enitation. But with the
full occuration, 'accomnenied by the connlete demobilization of the French

army and navy, the conscription of labor for Gernony, and the persecution
of Jews and Fretmasons, the d1ssidents found their life difficult end
harassed. Therefore they banded themselves tonether end wore joined by

6070 of the 85,000 foreigners living in Southern France (Snaniereis, Poles

and Czechs). By summer 1943 those persons had menaned to orgenize into
reconnizeble groups, althou gh it was not until nearly another year had

70PSSOd that they attained sufficient strength end efficiency to be re-.

1 garded PS a threat by the Germans. By that time, Snrinn-Summer 1944,
there were four gronns, desi gnated as follows:

(1) FFI. This was the larnest and strongest of the resistance
grounS and dominated the Correze-Centel and South Central re$ons.

(2) FTP. This grour yes second in ininortance and was entrenched
in the regions of Jure. Ain, haute Savoie and vercors.

(3) wild EeouiS. This group was nw.iericlly small, end was re-
jected by the FPI- The FTP succeeded in e. partial absorp tion of them.

1

(4) naquis Blames. This ?,;roun was found in Savoie. It was ex-
tremely exclusive, havin g nothinn to do with the FFI or FT. It was
opposed not only to the ;ermans, the ,VICHY novernment and the Milice, but
also to certain of the Allies. They would not allow the enpronriation
of food and materials from business .en and farmers, as done by the other
Meouis nroups. DER-ASACH '.)elieved that the Maeuis Blanes were : a GIRA7
movement banked by military and industrial interests..

1	 Some eouis detachments received tr pininn from Allied office_s
:sent in by narachute, and they all received the bulk of their munitions
1from Allied planes. They maintained communication with Dnglend with
smn.,1].. transmitters. The messanes were monitored from PARIS, but the
codes could not be broken.

There was a sharp controversy between the Abw and the SD as to how
to del with the naouis. The former maintained that they should be re-
garded as p military organization end dealt with as such, whereas the
latter held that they formed an ideoloOcal movement, nolitically nnsound,
1which should be eradicated by purges.. The SD point of view, sunnorted
by HII1Z2R, was ado p ted as the official rolicy. However, after a. large
number of executions of civilians surnlying the Mavis, with no indication
of a decrease of resistance, the CG of Army Region South accented the
.Pttitude of the Abw and resolved to send troons against the .0.01.1iS.'
DERNBACH estimated the Haouis strength in Southern France at 30,000.
There was an increesinn7 number of kidnannings of German customs nersonnel;
Luftwaffe guards, and smell German detachments.

1
i	 In June 1944, the Volunteer Stamm Div Under Gen/Naj von . HENNING
as ordered by Army Region South to march en:ainst the aquis at NANTUA.

Maj KOCH of Leit Trunn 351 and the personnel of IA vILLEPPANCHE were
attached to the intelligence section. The operation was a success, re-
Sultinin P. total liquidation of the Maquis nroun, as tell asthe libera-
tion of 61 kidnanped Germans and the capture of lerne amounts of weapons,
apmunition and explosives. however, by July another Naquis nroun had
fprmed in the . NANTUA renion, althoUnh it was renorted that it would with-
draw to Switzerland in the event of another German military exoedition.

During the withdrawal, there was considerable contact with the
wILDE of MK GRENOBLE.and RAIJCh and his secretary Elfriede

SCHNEIDER of MK 77L'IN were unable to join Leit Trunn 351 because of i,iaquis
aCtivity. A detachment sent by DEPPBACH to capture a transmitter in
BEAUJ3U , securad the, transmitter, but was then cantured by the Haquis.

(10	
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At FM.ANS/Isere Trann 359 was attacked by the Mavis end all members
were captured except one driver who esceped to the north and reported
the loss to Leit Stelle III West.

The final potion eeinst the 1;equi9 conducted by Leit Trupn
351 was in the vicinity of BADONvILLE7. (east of NANCY)., where 351 had
a. temnorary H erl during the withdrawal. They:were in the house of the Comte

do rIT-P.Y , who hrd been arrested two weeks earlier by SD BACCARAT for having

given assistance to the local Meguis. Luftwaffe ReEt 91 arrived from the
South end reported that they hpd just come through a three-day battle with
the Haeuis, end had some prisoners. Interrogation revealed that there
was a force of 900 well•armed Yaquis hiding in the forest outside BADON-
VILLE, and thet they were led by British officers, the chief of whom vas
a Cent R.A_R."931A3.7.X. Three of the prisoners were turned and led o German force.
to theE.louis HQ, where the Maouis suffered a defeat. Among the killed
was BARRE.LUX.	 peisonal effects were sent via LeitStelle III 7est to
the 7 7ehrMac1t Fuehrungs Stab. The destruction of this . groun led to the
discovery of two lare munitions . dumps, suj.plied with explosives, American
machine pistols, rifles, and amunition, as well as the many parachutes
and containers which had brought them. A British transmitter with several
codes was found and given to 0/It BUCH of V117 Fu, whose unit happened to
be close by. Later Leit Stelle III 'est received a report from,':7N Fu
that this material had provided valuable new WiT intelligence.

m. WILD's Treason 

. As en aftrmath to the withdrawal, DM:BACH received an inter-
rogation report in November 1944 from Leit Stelle III .west of an escaped
German prisoner who had been in the same cemp as ILD. 	 ILDJ had
telephoned to Leit Trupn 351 that he could not zet through from GREN0BL7,
to join them. He was instructed to re port to the I-c of the 159th Div,.
but this also p roved impossible, end he was cap tured by the lacluis and
nut into P nrison CFMr) near 1=0BLE. There, the escaped prisoner re-
ported, "TIDE had not been well-received by the other ; prisoners. He
had then proceeded to found a democratic party within the camp, which
was p roducint; nrona ganda for the National Committee for Frce Germany.
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FAX 313 

Prisoner: DERNBACH, Friedrich	 Obst/Lt in Abwehr
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In September 1944 Abw Leit Trupp 351 arrived at KU BACH . (near WISSEM-

BOURG) accompanied only by Abw Trupp 352, Abw TruPP 359 having been cap-
tured by the Maquis during the withdrawal. Leit Stelle III Nest 

then ef-

fected a reorganization which resulted in the conversion of Abw Leit Trypp
351 into FAK 313 and the placement under its command of the following four
FAT's:

FAT 349. This FAT was activated under the command of 1,iej SCHEn with
personnel who had no experience in counterintelligence work. StHEB2 left

in October and was replaCed . by Lt HILLER, who received Lt NUGRAUER as
assistant in January. The Fat maintained WT communication with the PAX,
but did not have sufficient 7/T personnel to sustain it with the adjacent
PAT' s.

TAT 352. Abw Trupp 352 was converted directly into FAT 352, 7EBER von
OSTWALDEN remaining as CO until his motor accident in October, at which time
Capt BIALKOvSKI assumed command. The FAT was divided into two sections,' .
Staffel I and Staffel II. W/T communication was maintained only with the FAK.

FAT 357, This FAT was created out of Abv Tropp 357, Which had been
under the second Abw Kdo (CO Maj von FELDMANN) in France... 0/Lt NIEBUHR
was retained in command, with HILLER as assistant until the latter was
transferred to FAT 349. In December NIEBUHR vent to Amt VI to become
its liaison officer to Lett Stelle III west, and. Cept MESMER took
over the FAT. He was given RAUTENSTRAUCH with four or five agents.. The
FAT was stationed in KAISERSLAUTERN.

FAT 361., This FAT was converted from Abw Tru pp 361, also of Abv Kdo
FELDMANN. Its HQ, was KRNKASTEL. Cat DES was the CO and , Cept SCHMIIIT
his deputy. In December 1944	 left and SCEMIDT became CO, receiving
SPECK as his deputy, while Uffz's ROESICKE, HART•ANN and KIMBEL were as-
signed to run agents. The FAT was then attached to a division (90th•or
92d) near TRIER for rations. Communication was maintained with the FAX

. by radio and courier.

In addition to the four FAT's, FAK 313 also operated three ?.K's at the
following places:

MK BITCHE. This MK was operated during September and October 1944
by 0/Fw ECKERT end Uffz =BEL. In October the MK had to be abandoned
because of an Allied advance.

p.K. DARN. Uffz B-ERVEYICH and 0/Gefr RUDOLF started this MK in Nov-
ember 1944• It was a replacement for MK BITCHE. •

MK Italy. The intelligence situation in Italy was not good from the
German point of view. Kaj SARACCO, the. Italian Intelligence CO in TURIN
refused to deal with the SD or the FAX under KESSELPING, but he had
personal confidence in DE.:7.B!.CE, whom he had known as Leiter III-? •
Southern France and CO Abw Leit Trupp 351. It was therefore decided by
wehrmacht Fuehrungs Stab to have DEBNBACH establish an MK in Italy. The
MK was commanded by MICHELMEIER end throughout maintrined cordial and
cooperative relations with SARACCO. It operated from both TURIN and
MILAN. 7/T communication with the FAX WS through the 1 141r Fu, and
1MH7,7KEL was the courier.

FAX 313 established its HQ in BAD 73.EUZNACH in the zone of Army
Groun G. It had a registry, evaluation section, school for agents,
administrative section and WT station. DERN:BACH was CO and maintained
supervision over the activities of the YAK and the subordinate FAT's
and 1 711 s. -ae also assigned the missions for . e gents. His deputy was •ej
KOCH until :November 1944, and then Capt 7ALTER, who was not fully trusted
because he was a member of the SD. The deputy did not partici-mte in the
operation of the agents. This was done by the adjutant, Lt SCHIELE, Who
also arranged the courier service to the FAT's and MK's. MONZ and GROSS..
KOFF in the evaluation section were engaged in writinA • a history of.
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counterintelligence activities in Frence, the reistry kept one open.

diary and t yo secret ones. The "/T ttption, in addition to communicption
with the FAT'S end H T 'S, maintained connection with peeents committed.and
assisted the school in "/T training (See 2e, this annex.

In Janup ry 1945 I-c Army Group G pdvised•DEPY3Aaa that FAY. 313 should
be closer to the Army Group H (BAD DURKH:2II : end ACHENHEI ). DERNBACF

therefore divided his s unit into two groups, Staffel I and Steffel II. The

former wp s placed at "EIETHEIIe AM BERG end acted as a forward echelon for
dispatching agents. Staffel II retained the bulk of the FAK end Was estab-
lished in BAD DUEEKHEIM.

Administratively FAX 313 was under Leit Stelle III West until December
1944, When I-c Army Group G assumed pdministrative jurisdiction. Oneration-
ally it wee continuously under Leit Stelle III 'Aest, which was in turn re-
sponsible to l'ehrmacht Fuehrungs Stab. The I-c was kept informed of all
operations, and was allowed to assign missions to the FAK if they did not
conflict with current activities.

The IAT's submitted reports of all activities to PAK 313, as well as
supplying adjacent milit p ry	 with tecticel information. The FAK mede
e composite report of the oneretions•conducted by itself and the and
ers, which we sent to Leit Stelle III "est. This HQ, in turn compiled a
report on the activities of all FAK's in the ' :lest, which wes disseminated
to "ehrmacht Fuehrungs Stab, Army Groups and Armies.

Executive power wes lodged with the GFP units att pehed to the Army
Group s and Armies. Interrogation of enemy aeents wee done by the FAX
because the GFT hed very little knowledge of the enemy intelligence
cervices. As opp osed to the arrangement in France; the SD was nermitted
no executive action in any sphere of FAX activity, although in February
SS'O/Gruf HAUSSER, CG Army Grou p G, brought around SS Staaf MAY, en SD
member, whom he wanted to install as I-c, which would have resulted in
the subordination of FAX 313 to the , SD. However, HAUSSER was relieved
of his command the following month, end MAY was powerless with this sup-
port :One.

2. FUNCTIONS 

The two nrincinel objectives of FAX 313 were the neutralizetion of
enemy intelligence within the Gorman lines and the penetration of that
intelligence behind the enemy lines. These were to be realized by ful-
filling the following functions:

ae Maintainin P school for p ents with instruction in W/T apparatus
and its operation, codes, secret ink, clendestine travel and resistance to
interrogation.

b. Dispatch of agents through the lines.

c. Dispp tch of agents by parachute.

d. Surveillance of French organizations in Germany for the detection
of e..ents.

e. Surveillance of Russian military and labor units.

f. Investigation of the Nati enel Committee for Free Germany.

g. Placement of agents in industry.

h. Establishment of R-Nets in territory surrendered to the enemy..

i. Interrogation of enemy agents.

Recruitment of eeents,

- 50 -
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k.	 aintenance of -/T communication.

1. ''aintenance of liaison with adjacent I-c's and the G77.

m. Assignment and sunervision of missions to 7AT's and

n. Observation i-nd nenetr ption of enemy intellience in neutral countries.

The implementation of cert,in of these missions was delegrted to the
FAT's and 1,X's. FAT 3149 dispatched line crossers. FAT 352 r s Staffel I
vas to es tablish an R-Net in the vicinity of HAGZNAU, and Staffel II to
observe DORIOT circls in NEUSTALT. FAT 357 narticiated with the GF?
in raids in KAISERSLAUTRN and screened the arrestees. FAT 361 moved'
throughout the vicinity of Taiza in order to uncover enemy agents, and
nut agents through the lines in the area betl,,reen Anay Groups G and H.
MK BITCE was instructed to discover resistance elements in Lorraine,
detect eney agents, and determine transit points for line crossers.

DAHN vas to run line crossers and investigate traitorous activities.
The missions assigned to MK Italy included the identification of enemy
intelligence working from Switzerland and Southern France, the dispatch
of agents to Switzerland, France and. Spain, investigation of the BADOGLIO
Intelligence, facilitation of the passage of agents to, and fro. FAX 313,
and the relay to the FAX of all informatir)n concernin Northern Italy.

3. PERSONNEL 

FAX 313 

a. Male

DERNBACH, Friedrich, Obst/Lt. Co until . 11	 45.

DIETRICH, Uffz, Driver.

Career: See Annex TIT.

GRST.OFF, C BUBI, Uffz. Evaluation section.

Career: See Annex IT.

KOCH, 1,iaj. Deputy CO (until November 1944).

Career: See Annex II,

KEELER, Fw. T/T operator for Staf:.el I.

Career: October 1944 assigned to FAX 313 from ,.171- Fu as
oxcert on technical aspects of enemy intelligence.

MEHL, 0/5-efr. Driver and orderly for DERNBACH.

Career: See Annex III.

MONZ, Christian, C CHRISTIAN, 0/Fw Fahnj. Evaluation section.

Career: See Annex II,

NOTSCH, Alois, Fw. Driver and cook.

Career: See Annex I.

. SACK, 0/0efr. W/T operator.

Career: See Annex III.

SCHIELE, Helmuth, r.L: MEUNIER, Lt. Adjutant and V-Mann Fuehrer.

Career: See Annex I.
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SCHLEGEL, 0/Gefr. Administrative section.

Career: Octo l, er 1944 p ssi,med to FAX as driver.

scHirT, Uffz. Mess NCO.

Career: Formerly with Abt I Ast WIEST6ADEN. Transferred to
FAX 313 Autumn 1944.

SCETIZ, Charles, C4 CFARLY, Uffz. Tntornreter.

Career: Sec Annex I.

SEITZ, 0/Gefr. Driver.

Career: Se,, Annex III.

“ALTER, Hytm. De7uty CO (from November 1944).

Career: Leiter of an SD detachment suoervisin aircraft con-
struction in LEIPZIG. Leiter of an Abw Tru7n in the East.
November 1944 assiE:ned to FAX 313.

7.-aaaa, Fw. SgtPaj of FAX.

Career: See Annex III.

'WENZEL, Uffz. Driver

Career: See Annex III.

ZANDER,	 FISCH, Fw d R. W/T aent instructor.

Career: See Annex I.

ZEMER, Uffz. Motor 'P;aintenpnce.NCO.

Career: See Annex III. •

ZOLLFRANN, Uffz. Administrative section.

Career: .si4-4'ned to Fek Sentember 1944%.
stomach trouble in :February 19L5.

b. Female 

33AYDT, Liselotte. Evalu p tion section.

Career: See Annex II.

BREITER. Stenorpnher-typist.

Career: See Annex III.

JORG. Evaluation section.

Career: See Annex II.

KE	 Cashier in St/iJ;ej l s office.

C preer: 1943 worked in finance section of Ant LYON. February
1944 assigned to Abw Leit Trupp 351.

KROENER. In chely,:e of registry.

Career: With Abw since 1934. 1943 transferred from Ast KASSEL
to Ant LYON. February 1944 assigned to Abw Leit Trupp 351.
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RIETH, Chprlotte-Lui se. Secretory to DEPZ.BACH.

Career: See Annex I.

FAT 3)49 

HILL2R, Lt, FAT Leiter (from December 19)44).

Career: 1943 with III-F Alst RAI-11S, February 1944 assigned
to Abw Trix:)? 357. Setember 1944 avxle ac:)uty CO of FAT 357,
December 1944 •transferred to FAT 3149.

'PiUGRAUER, Lt. De-nuty CO.

Career: Sentember 1944 assined to FAT, 313. •February 19145
transferred to FAT 3149.

RIFTKCY-ITZ, Uffz. Finance NCO.

Career: See Annex III.

SCHMZ, 1, al. FAT Leiter (until December 1944).

Career: See Annex II.

Uffz. W/T onerator.

Career: Lezinninz 19 )45 assimed to FAX 313 and transferred to FAT.

FAT 352 

EIALKO"SKI, Hntm. FAT Leiter (fro ,1 October 19)44)

Career: See Annex II.

CNYRIE‘ , Kurt,	 FRANCOIS, Sdf. Interpreter and. 	 Fuehrer.

Career: See Annex I.

IiIOLZICK.W/T olDcrptor.

Coreer: Set! Annex III.

XNAB3, Fw. St/14aj of the FAT.

Career: See Annex III.

SEI3OLD,	 iIChLL, Fw Fahnj. V-inn Fuehrer,

Career: Soo Annex IT.

SOPHA,	 Denuty Loiter,

Career: En0 1944 transferred by Leit Steno /II 'Jest from
Customs Inspection to FAX 313 and PAT 352.

‘.7.11372 yen OST TIALDEN, Hntm. FAT Leiter (until October 19)44).

Career: See Annex III.

ZARITACK, Uffz.	 Fuehror.

Career: See Annex II.
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BUBINGER, 0/Lt. Denuty Leiter.

Career:	 as I-c officer in the Eest. Autumn 1944 aesigned to
FAK 313 and transferred to FAT 3574

GRIESINGER, Hptm. FAT Leiter (from November 1944)

Career: See Annex II.

NIEBUHR, •O/Lt. FAT Leiter (until November 1944)

Career: Teacher. At outbreak of war coiled to Abt III Ast
WISBADEN. Aril 19 40 assigned to III-F Saar MANNHEIM. July
1940 transferred to III-F Alst PARIS. 1941-1942 with Abw•Trupp
in Africa. February 1944 assigned to Abw Trupp 357 as Leiter,
which nosition he continued to occuny after the conversion of
the Trn .,In into FAT 357,

RAUTENSTRAUCH,	 ROT3IN, Fw Fehnj.

Career: See Annex II.

FAT,361 

DRE:S, gptm. FAT Leiter (until December 1944)

Career: First with Ast DANZIG. Spring 1943 transferred to Aet
ANGERS. FebruRry 1944 assigned as Leiter to Abw.Tru2p 361.
September 1944 transferred with his Tru.2, as FAT 361 to FAK 313.
December 1944 transferred to the East.

HARMANN, Uffz. V.-Mann Fuehrer.

Career: See Annex I.

HOLL, Fw. Se;t/Maj of FAT.

Career: Beginnin g 1942 transferred from Ast ST GERKAIN to At
ANGERS as driver. February 1944 assigned to Abw Trunp 361 as
Sgt/Maj tnd remained as suCh with FAT 361.

KNEEL,	 KLEBER, Uffz. V-Mann Fuehrer (from January 1945).

Career: See Annex II,

RO2SIC77;,	 RAPOEM, Uffz Fvhnj.	 Fuehrer.

Career: See Annex I.

SCH IDT, Hntm., FAT Loiter (from December 1944).

Career: 1943 assi,i-Led to Ast ANGERS. Februery 1944 transferred
to Abw Trunn 361. Sep tember 19 )44 essignod to FAT 361.

SPECK, Welter,	 TALL'S, Lt Dr. DEnuty Loiter and v-Menn Fuehrer.

Ctreer: See Annex I.

MK -3ITCHE 

ECKERT,	 LVANS, 0/F' Fahnj. IX Leiter and v-:ana Fuehrer.

Career: See Annex II.

KNEEL,	 KL_ZER, Uffz. Assistant MK Loiter and V-Mann Fuehrer.

Career; See Annex II.

CONFIDENTIAL

V-ann Fuehrer (from January 1945).
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Buz,RvInach,	 GILLES, Uffz Fehnj. NE Leiter end V-. ann Fuchrer.

C p re ‘ r: Sec Annex I.

RUDOLF, 0/Gefr. Assistent PT: Leiter end v-Pann Fuehrer.

Cerecr: Sec Annex II.

MK Itel7

MICH:LK:TER, Sdf. X Leiter.

Crreor: See Annex II.

P72USCH, 0/Lt. Leiter of '17 Fu dotechment.

Cnrcor: Sumner 19 43 Tsai-nod to RpOi ,) Detector Cornany 616 in
Southern Franco. •nrin 194L fell ill. Autumn 1944 recovered
end assiL;nod to Forthern Italy to nrovido ''!/T communication
between M Italy and FAX 313.

70h ?IN TaL, civilien. Courier between :X Italy and 1AX 313.
m	 , .ve4c.or. See AnnexAnnex II.

4. AGENTS 

AGA, Greek, 7,t3rouht from France by Abw Trupp 357 end
by DERKBACE.

.:i)ACHELET	 IC, French, Browtht from France by Abw Leit Trupp 351 and
•	 run by DERNBACH.

01,77ILIE, Comte de, Cci COANDATT JAcqus, French. Brouht from France
by Abw Leit Tru:p 351 end run by DERNBACH.

CPON	 French i - : rouzht from Frrnce by Abw Leit TruTyo 351 and ran
by SCHIELE.

RICE:A.1D , French. Broul-it from Franco by BERNONVILLE and run
by DEFTEACH.

brothers, French. 11;rou0at from France by Abw Loit Trupp 351 end
run y DERNIACE.

HEYRI, .73e1ian. Recruited in Germeny by FAT 361 end run by either
=Ion or HARTANY.

LEEOINE (7 IAH, French. 3rouht from Frence by Abw Loit Trum .D 351 and
run by SCHIELE.

rL1.11

. Sent to FA7. 313 from Holland by FAX 306 rnd run by DERNBACH.

-,4rought from France by Abv Tra2p 357 end run by DERNBACH.

1JACE, French. 3roaqht from Frrnce by Atw Leit Tru .:p 351 and run by DEElaACH.

French. .1.5rouht from by DERKON7ILLE and run by DERNBACE.

.LOGLIA JACLIES, French (also Arentine national). 3rouOit from France
Abw Leit Trul? 351 erd run by SChIELE.

kORITZ, French. 'zrou,...41t from France by Abw Leit Tru-o-!? 351 end run by
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EtrazLEa aEN.TUS, Alsatian. Brow' from 
France 1 5r Abw Trupp 361 and

run by DERNBACH.

C V1721 C I AROH2SE, Itali pn. 3ecruit ,d in Italy end run by NICHELMEra.

NEY 1ELLEP., French. Brought from France by Abw Leit Trunp 351 and
run by =BACH.

C. PAOLO, Italian. aecruited in Itpl end run by :CHELLEIEF.

-Z PIERFE, French. _a-ought from Fren e by BERNON7IL- 3 and run by DERNBACH.

PRATTA, French. Brouht from Prance by Abw Leit Trunp 351 and run by
SCRI-LLE.

20GELIO, French. Irou:ht from Fre cc by Abw Trupp 357 and run by
DERNBACH.

SCH1:ITT Cj. LOUIS, Trench or Germen. R cruited in Germany end run by HILLER.

SCH I TIZER-DIaOLD HOUBLON, Alsatian Brou..ht from France by Abw Leit
Trapp 351 and run by DERNBA H.

SINONE, French. Brouht from Frence y Abw Leit Truln 351 and run by
RAUTENSTRAUCH.

SUSAN-,E, French. Broueht fro:. Fran e by Abw Tru)p 357 and run by DERNRACh.

MOLLS, Dr, C. MICHEL, French. Brout.3h from France by DERNOWILLE and
run by DERNBACH.

TREBOR C PENNORS, French. BrouOit fro
run by SCHIELE.

France by Abw Leit Trupn 351 and

1TIROL, French. Brou,;ht from France by Abw Leit Trupp,351 and run by
SCHIELE and RAUTENSTRAUCH.

5. OPERATIONS 

a. BENDER 

BENDER C wns the Leiter
Abw Leit Trunn 391. In July 10 44 DERIT
and renort to LYON. • At the recuest of
in PARIS to attemp t to enlist the cooPe
or his assistant, Consul NORDIING. In
not successful in this mission, and was
this time it was no nonger possible to
salient south of PAFIS.

I the Nk maintained in PARIS by
CH ordered him to close MK PARIS

'REILE and FELDMANN , BENDER remained
ation of the Swedish Consul General
ugust BENDER reported that he was
c4rain recalled to LYON. But by
et through because of the American

Yothin,.; further was heard of RE
KLIACH with Al-v Trapp 357. He report
from PARIS he had arrested a de GAULLE
German troop movements. 1:aBUHR delive
oo-'mandent in PARIS. Shortly afterward
before the commandant and interceded fo
the reports to NORDLING and released th
of PARIS, :3 -ENDER did not leave with the
affair to Lit Stelle III l'iest, which o
October DEalati was informed by Leit St
NORDLII1G had arrived in Switzerlend in
had been arreEtod by the Swisc but was r
vention. DERYSACF was ordered to nrenar
treason. tforts were to be made to elf
Switzerland.
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b. School for Agents 

A school for aeents WaS meintained by Strffel II of FAK 313.

Here the agents were given generrl training peeliceble to all types 'of

undercover work. In ed6ition etch agent wns given special informetion

perteinizve to his particular mission. The greatest amount of 
time was

devoted to the operation of transmitters and the use of codes. Daily

trial transmissions were conducted for the benefit of the 'IT agents.

For clandestine writing the agents-were given m p tches containing

secret ink. In the event of caeeture the eisents were told that they
could either allow themselves to be turned (insincerely, of course) or

commit suicide. This decision was made 7:rior to leaving on the mission,

and if the latter course were chosen, the aeent was given P. noison Dill.

c. RICHARD 

Early it Sentember 19 )4L CHEvALIER RICHAZD wps sent out with
the following missions:

(1) Determinetion of suitable landing sites for parachutists
west end southwest of PARIS.

(2) Recruitent of W/T o perators to start work immediately with
transmitter and code to be dronned by naradhute.

(3) Recruitment of line crossers.

(4) Investigation of the White M peuis to ascertain their avail-
ability for work with German Intelligence.

(5) Discovery of Allied strength, disposition and AA emplacements.

CHEVALIER was given French food stamps .(obtained at BELFORT)
and 15-20,000 francs. He had no flee Daners. As he refused to be
parachuted, it was necessary to put him through the lines. A first
attempt near LUNEvILLE was unsuccessful because of a current German
retreat. A"second attempt near ST DIE enearently succeeded because
CHEVALIER did not return.

The line crossers recruited by CHEVALIER were to ask the German
outebstsfor Obst/Lt DERNBACH of the Abeyt This. unusual method Was
rdoeeted in view of the fluctuating line and the uncertainty as to the
sector in which the agent would cross. DERNBACH's name was known to
all FAN and FAT personnel.

CHEVALIER knew that LERNONVILLE was to be parachuted later.
They arranged to contact each other through mutual friends in PARIS.

CHEVALIER was never seen again, and no line crosser recruited
by him ever appeared.

d. CO :ANDAITT 

The leadership of this mission wee entrusted to the Comte de
DERNONVILIE e7 CO 71ZDANT JACWES, the former Chef de Yilice, LYON.
Previously he had been a ..aj in the Chasseurs Alnins Regt 102. After
the armistice in 1940 he became a mem17,er of YETAIN I s bodyguard, but re-
signed after a quarrel with ,ENET27.EL, the IYarshal l s physician end sec-
retary.	 then joined the DAP:lc:AND Milice and took over the nost et
LYON, Where ho worked congenially with DERNBACH. He fell out with
DAKeeND over disegreement as to treatment of the faquis and joined the .
German withdrawal, brineing several of his people with him.

Shortly after the departure of CHEVALIER, 3ERNONVILLE (accompanied
by THOMAS kiCHEL, .31 PIIaREs and FARXEL) was drop-eed by parechute north
of RidIBOUILLET, e. reeion familiar to him. His objectives were as follows;
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(1) Ascertainment of the nolitical situation in France.

(2) Investigation of the Ilhite

(3) Discovery of troop disposition, AA positions, and airports.

(4) Recruitment of 'VT operators.

(5) Attempt to discover CZERNIN and OEHLER (who had deserted
durin the withdrawal) and determine their current activities.

(6) Attempt to contact CH:rJYALIER.

(7) Co:mencement of 'T/T communication with FAX 313 on 15 Oct 44.

Their equipment included French food coup ons, about 50,000 francs,

a small British 7/T set with code, 'knives, spades and two or three British
'-oistold. MARCEL and PIE223 were given German labor books for foreiiFners,
with the cover story that they had escaped from Germany. I:ERNONvILLE
intended to stay in a cloister in case of daneer.

On the day anointed for the radio signal nothing was heard.
Sabseouently no information was received.

e =AM MUBLLER

In Sentember 1944 FUELLER RENATUS was sent to nR•aBOURG and
UpnerAlsace to determine the attitude of the Alsatian noluletion. He
returned in several weeks with the information that the Resistance was
circ1ttinc nnhlets amone,- the Alsatian Volks Sturm instructing them
to maintain strict discipline and obey their German officers until the
approach of .',erican troops. At that juncture they were to rebel and
shoot every available German.. The pamnhlets were signed by a French
officer. The Resistance HQ was in SCHIRMECK. MUELLER also discovered
that there were enemy 'VT agents around STRASOURG.

In October he was sent out egain with the cover of a black mar-.
keteer. be WPS instructed to gather more information about the Resistance*
and offer his services as an agent. .Nothing further was heard from him.
DERNBACH deemed him a reliable aqent, working more for conviction than
for money.

f. Attempted R,-Net (Stay-ehind.14et) 

At the end of October 1944 Leit Stelle III l'Test ordered FE'. 313
to establish an R-Net throughout its territory in preparation for a
possible enemy advance to the Rhine. The net was to be composed lareely
of 'VT aents. The missions of the proposed net were as follows:

(1) Collection, of information about enemy troop movements.

(2) Observation of enemy intelligence . activities.

(3) Penetration of enemy intelligence for the purnose of being
hired as agents.

(4) Establishment of contact noints for German agents arriving
at a later date.

(5) Determination of points for line crossing.

.(6) 'Selection of sites for parachute landings.

(7) Investigation of resistance movements.
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The FAX end the PAT'S all mede attempts to recruit agents for

this net. In addition Leit Stelle.III !est . sent P smell number of

Nachrichten Felferinnen (female signal eseistantt). • However ell en-
deavors to .create the net were unavailin. This occured for the fol-,
lowina reasons:

(1) The bulk of the population was bein forcibly evacuated
from the forward arees by the SS and the SD.

(2) Of the few remeiniiv, the eli4ble males were put into the

Volks Sturm or the .rerewolf, from which the local Nazi leaders refused
to release anyone.

(3) Lack of F/T aparptus.

().i.) TheHelferinnen had not been inforned of the mission before,
and became afraid when they learned its nature.

(5) The Helforinnen came from other sections of Germany and
would have betrayed themselves by their acCent.

(6) Also they errived in uniform and civilian clothes were al-
most imnossible to obtain.

(7) . As a result of the evacuation they Could not take the nro-
p osed cover jobs of domestic end secretarial help.

(8) The establishment of the net required innumerable motor
trips for which there VRS not sufficient aasoline..

(9) A Otending order forbade. the use of military personnel as agents.

(10) All foreign workers had been moved back at the beginning
of the evacuation.

Thus FAX 313 had to report to Leit Stelle III West the impossi-
bility of carryin g out itei order. As the above conditions prevailed
continuously, no R,Net was ever established.

LEMOINE

The purnote of this mission WFS to penetrate Allied Intelligence
in Switzerland to discover enemy W/T a,ents operatin from Germany.
SCHIELE sent V-Menn LENOINE, instructin him not to accept employment
from the Swiss Intellience; if encountered, it was to be used only as
a Channel to Allied Intelligenee.

LEIZINE was sent into Switzerland by the water route. The land
route was considered unsuitable because the border WPS guarded- by SS
troops .ene, SD members of the GFP, both accustomed to shoot first and
vuettion later. A lee:al entry could have been arranged, but that would
have notified the Swiss authorities of the agent's good standin,T With the
Germans. The water route was from KEHL up the Rhtnelo BASEL. It was
used daily by hundreds of laborers Who lived alon g the Rhine end com-
muted to work in Smitzerland. The only paper required for entry was a
German labor-book.

Tun days Pfter his denerture from maL, LEOIXI! returned without
success. Ye had entered Switzerland without diffieulty. He had gone to
the Swiss police and inq uired as to the location of tho French Consulate.
The information WPS readily supplied and . LEMOIN3 had an interview. He
told the french Consul that he had fled from his nlace of emnloyment after
en air raid, and, convinced that Germany he lost the war, he wanted to
work for the Allies. The Consul told him to report for a physical exam-
ination the next day, and if found fit he•vtuld be sent to France. LENOINE
did not have the conrae to :,;0 into France so returned to Germany instead
of reportin for the examination.

He was not sent out again.
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h. Anne-Marie KOENIG 'C.Jk.:-Affii'LLAIN

In October 1944 this Frenchwoman 'as nicked up by a GerMan out- •
ebst hear EAG7TAU and. sent to FAX 313 for interroeetion. She claimed to
have been a nurse in ROUEN. Her fiance was a French It who had been ar-

rested. y the FFI in PARIS for collaborp tion with the Germane and incar-

cerated in the nrisnn of CEERCHE-MIDI. KOENIG had then decided to flee
from ROUEN in order to escane arrest herself. She was making her way to-

wards . STRASDOURG, and had come nart of the way in American vehicles. Wear
HAGENAU she ascertained from the local inhabitents the losition of the
German lines, ta which she eroceoded end was apprehended:.

There was nothing in her paeers to diserove this stery, but it
could not	 established definitely that she ties not an enemy agent.
Therefore it was decided not to consider her for use as a German agent.
At her request she was eut to work in a Germenhoseital, end at the sug-
gestion of FAX 313 in one in Centrel Germeny.

1. IUISSON 

At the beeinnine of Novemberew man called BUISSON surrendered him-
self to a German outpost on the Mosel, declerine himself to be an enemy
aeent sent from France. He was sent to FAX 313 for interrogetion.

He claimed to be a French major, about 6o years of pee. During
the occupation he had collaborated with the Germans in the industrial
sphere. After the liberation of PARIS, the FFI arrested him and geve him
the choice of a court martial or eoing to Germany as en a gent(he spoke
German, several German dialects, •Enelish and Rumanian). He chose the
letter and wee told to discover German dispositions alone the Mosel and-
the eositions of AA euns. He was eut across the river in a rub l-er boat
which he had then set adrift because he did not intend to return.

During the intertogatiOn 2rISSON offered to work for the Germans.
As his story•could not be verified and his abilities were unknown, it was
decided not to uSe him as a double aeent, but to eut him on trial workine
within the German lines. He worked for a while with FAT's 349 end 357
under observation of the other V-Mpenner. He • roved himself inept and
WPS dischpreed by FAX 313 to the l pbor service which made him an ine
dustrial interpreter, eresumably in the Opel Works.

J. • ''artisans near T,:ITCHE 

YORITZ and MARCEL, V-Maenner .of MK - ITCH, discovered e. eroup of
partisans which was clandestinely bivouacked at the firine ranee of a,
military traineVillege nerr BITCH. The GP? was ordered to capture
the :rDuo, but the oeeration, was buneled end only two or three men were
arrested. However, all weapons, ammunition and food sueplies were seized.
The majority of the eroue evaded and was not heard of aeain.

Durine the search for the partisans, TeORITZ and MARCEL discovered
an unrelated bit of information. A .locel woman had received a letter from
her husbend, who was a PI! of the Russians. The letter had been mailed at
eEUTH.Z. Leit Stelle III 'Test, when notified, replied that the Russians
eermitted correspondence to members of the Iree Germany Committee.

k. Russian Agents of FAT. 313 

when Hptm ALTER WPZ transferred to FAX 313 in November 1944, he
mentioned the presence in a PW epee? near FRANKFURT/Main of six Russians
who had worked for his Able Trunp on the eastern from. These men were
then recruited by DERNBACH end diseuised as Hiwi (Russian volunteers).
They were instructed to uncover Communists aeitatine among German troops,
to determine the loyalty of Hiwi units, and to Observe Russian Pre and
workers for seditious activities. The aeents were proeised a monetary.
bonus for each reeert. DEPInACH remembers two reports having been sub-
mitted and he considered the agents reliable.
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The first of these reports concerned a Pussies' girl emnloyed at an

'inn in LUDWIGSHAFEN. She had been observed receivin g 
documents from

German emnloyees of I G Farbe, LUDvIGSHAFEN. A search of her quarters

was carried out and papers discovered there revealed the existence of

a cell of the Free Germany Committee in I G Far l)en, LUDWIGSHAFEN. The

persons imnliceted were turned over to the SD for prosecution.,

The second report contained information given by a Russian py

from the camp at FREINSHEIW (near BAD DUERKHEIM). It stated that another
nrisoner named POLITRUK had escaped. He was now circulating among Ger-
man workers and Russian PNArl s spreading propaganda for Free Germany. The
matter was being investiasted at the time of DERTBACH I s departure.

1. EGLY

An enemy agent was captured while attemotinte to get through the
lines. 7nder interrogation he stated that he was r Frenchman from
Lorraine called EGLY. The mayor of his village, presumably directed by
US Intelligence, had commissioned him-to cross the lines and find the

' locations of German artillery. He said that 'he had always hated .the
Germans and had accepted the mission out of patriotism. He had neither
received nor been promised money. He refused to give nay information
on American troops. EGLY was turned over to the GFP of the Army Groun
for prosecution.	 -

• re. Souvenir

TPEBOR PENNORS end NEY Aralaa, Who both came from LYON,
were sent back to that city in the middle of November with the following
missionsi

(1) Descrip tion of money and food stamns currently used in
France.

(2) Observation of political conditions in LYON.

(3) Observation of enemy intelligence in LYO-J.

(4) Observation of troop movements.

(5) Discovery and investLeation of CriRNIN, OEHLER and GaSTER
V—Mann who had refused to join the withdrawal and remained in LYON).

(6) Location of "hite Mequis in laute Savoie.

(7) Collection of information on French Intelligence activities.

(8) Acquisition of a book on the SD written by the French.

(9) Determination of parachute landing sites north of LYON.

(10) Communication with dentist DALLIGAND, DERMACH I s contact
In LYON.

The two a. 	 were parachuted near LYON equipped with knives,
a spade, pistols, a transmitter, secret'ink matches, French food coupons,
francs sufficient for three months, and. a ,00ison pill for TREIOR (at his
request). They had two codes, the second to be used in the event of
enemy control. In case of capture,. they were to offer themselves as
double agents. Transmissions should be done nreferably at niaht.

Communication with FAK 313 was opened end was still going on at
the time of DERNBAOH I s departure. The following messages were received:

(1) Safe arrival.

(2) Food stamps and identification papers in France unchanged
except for the addition of a police control stamp.
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(3) Lare troop movements, mainly tanks, going through LYON

in the'direction of r_ELFORT.

(4) Forced to move location. Further details about afore-

mentioned troop movements unobtaineae.

(5) 5,000-franc notes arouse suspicion.

(6) The French overnment had started to induct men and the
agents were investigating methods of evadin g the draft.

(7) DALLIGAND was contacted and given DERNBACH i s regards'.

(8) The general opinion in LYON Was that Germany had lost the
war. Pro-German circles were diminishing.

(9) Request for more money.

TREDOR and NEY were notified that an acquaintance would come
to them with money and further instructions. Although their reliability
wns not doubted, the agent (MOGLIA) sent with the money and. instructions
was told to check their fidelity.

n. AGAI,MMNON

The nlane that took TREBOR and NEY to LYON also took AGAMEMNON to
MONTPELLIER. He was of Greek origin, but a Spanish and French national,
having papers from both •overnments. Southern France was'familiar,to
him as he had been active in smuglinn across the Spanish frontier. He

-had A wife living in Spain, possibly in NADFIID.

AGAMEIZON was given N/T and code trajninn and then sent off equipped
with a British transmitter, Secret ink matches, smde„ Colt pistol, French
food stamps. French end S panishrloney, $100 US, and a poison pill. It
was arrangad that he would receive 25,000 pesetas additional from his wife
through KO Spain. He was instructed to gather information about troop
movements from MARSEILLE to the north, the oneration of Allied Intelli-
ence in Southern France, the political situation in that area,

and the activities of the Ilito MaqUiS. He was also char ged with the
establishment of three nassaes for alents with the aid of liquor smugglers
between France and Spain, France and Switzerland, and France and Italy.

• The last that was known of AGAMEMNON was his jump from the nlane.
He made this at 1000 feet and the narachute opened.

o. JACQUES 

In January 1945 NOGLIA JACWES, a French national but Argentine
by birth, was taken by SCHaLE to MUNICH for a flight to Italy. He was
too old for a parachute mission and was considered too valuable for line
crossinz. Therefore it was decided to send him to France via Italy and
Switzerland, In France he had good contacts with the French police and
Resistance near MAURIAC. His missions were to:

(1) Contact the Argentine Embassy in BE to arrange for passage
to France.

(2) Establish a passage Italy-Switzerland-Franco under the cover
of a smug4er band.

(3) Recruit reliable WIT operators in Haute Savoie.

(4) Procure French food coupons and identification papers.

(5) Observe conditions in LYON..

(6) Procure the French book on the SD.
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(7) Locate RAUCH and his secretary Elfriede 'SCHNEIDER of MK

EVIAN who had been missing since the withdrawal.

(8) Recruit French aaents and establish at large a net as possible.

(9) Select suitable parachute landin g sites'.

(10) , Penetrate enemy intelligence and manae to have their agents

eitlaer parachuted into Germany or sent to MK Italy.

(11) Become a double agent if uncovered,

MOGLIA arrived in Switzerland throue:h a ?assage established by

NERI (a. V-Mann of MK Italy) He reported to the Argentine Embassy, but
it wanted to send him back to Argentina so he severed relations. Then

through the Swiss police he was introduced to the Swiss Intelli gence and

hired as an agent. He was shown pictures of various personnel of SD MILAN
and told to go to Italy and identify the SD officers, agents and buildings
used, in. return for which he would be allowed to enter France.

MOGLIA returned to Italy and scHIPIR flew down to see him. He
• was given information aboUt SD MILAN to take back to the Swiss Intelli-

gence and assigned the following additional missions:

(1) To contact TYMOR and NEY (who had asked for money) and give
them 100,000 francs.

(2) To observe their activities in order to ascertain their
reliab i lity.

(3) To locate all air 2orts in the vicinity of LYON.

(4) To establish a direct passage between France and Italy.

(5) To contact the dentist DALLIGAND in LYON.

Equiplped with a secret ink pencil, $100 US and sufficient French
francs, MOGLIA again left for Switzerland. He was scheduled to return

' to Italy by 29 March and be met by DERNBACH.

p„ NERI

C NE32 i,ARCHESE, a V-Mann of MICHELMEIER, MK Italy, was an
Italian officer who had served with the French Foreign Legion and later
worked for the DeuxiemaBureau in PARIS, presumably against Italy. He
had a silver skull plate as the result of injuries from an air raid in
19 140. He had settled in MILAN and married an Italian woman, although
it was believed that he already had a wife somewhere in the Western
Hemisphere. As he had good connections with the Swiss olice and other
Swiss authorities, MICHELMEIER had sent him to Switzerland to establish
a passage (later used by MOGLIA).

MICHELMEIER dis-Oatched NEE'S to Switzerland again to uncover Allied
Intelligence, to offer his services to the Deuxieme Bureau (specifically
to GROUSSAED) and to procure Haitian passports. This last mission was
known as Sued See Perle (South Sea Pearl). NERI obtained an introduction
to the Haitian representative in BEEN through a friend of his in.MILAN, the
son of the former Haitian Minister to Italy

When NERI returned from this trip he stated that the Haitian
representative was quite willing to furnish the passports fora modest sum,
but that they would not be valid without a US visa. Had the war been
prolonged, efforts would have been made by the Germans to obtain this visa.
NERI had nothing to report about Allied Intelligence or the Deuxieme
Bureau, and was therefore suspected of being a double agent, especially
in view of his dubious status at the beginning of the war. MICHELMEIER
was • instructed to watch him closely.

7	 .
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PAOLO

Another V4iann of MK Italy was C, PAOLO, a:native of Piedmont.
He was chared with the establishment of two passages int6 France, one
through the Maritime Alps and the other along the coast. In reconnoiter—
in the former route he encountered:members of the FFI. Re managed to

join the iroup and was given identification. papers	 It was planned to

have the FFI conduct German aents unwittingly through the mountains

from Italy tp France, and possibly to Supply the FFI with a transmitter
which could communicate with MK Italy. •

As for the coastal route,PAOLO discovered that the best guides
Were liquor smugglers, who were extremely active at the time because of
the great demand for alcoholic beverages by American troops.

At a later date it was intended that PAOLO contact Maj VALENTI,
whom he knew. VALENTI had been the Italian Intelligence officer at NICE
and entered BADOGLIO t s service after the Italian surrender.

r. DORIER BrOthers 

The two DORIER brothers and their father had joined the German
withdrawal. In 1944 one of them had lost an eye at the hands of the
Moguls. In December the brothers were sent to WERZBURG with the fol-
lowing missions:

(1) To organize a net of agents among French groups in Southern
Germany.

(2) To watch for suspicious activities of French workers and Pitrs.

(3) To observe DORIOT r s party, Francists, etc, for possible
connections with enemy intelligence.

(4) To determine if any of these groups maintained. a line of
communication through 'Switzerland to France.

By March no information had been gleaned, but one of the brothers
was en route to the FAK with a list of the agents. recruited.

s. MACE

During the withdraWal MACE and his wife ODETTE were among those
who 'joined BERNONVILLE and came to Germany. DERNBACH sent him tb Southern
Germany to assist the DORIER brothers in building up a net of agents and
to collect information about the following:

The French Government at SIGMARINGER.

DORIOT's L:7:1-ty (the PFF).

DARNAND t s Milice.

The Francists.

BESSON—RAPP.

MACE supplied the information as follows:

(1) The governMent in SIGMARINGEN maintained connections with
France throu pia MENETREL, PETAIN's physician and secretary. A Member of
the government was negotiating with a GIRAUD representative in Switzerland.
(This p iece of information was 'relayed to Leit Stelle III West).

(2) After the • death of DORIOT, the PPP disintegrated rapidly,
the bulk of it joining the SD and the Waffen SS.
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(3) DARNAND was concerned principally with satisfying his per-
sonal. ambition. Throughout the Milice 

there were pronounced lethargy

and lack of leadership.

.(4) The Francists under BUCCARD formed a small group . They were

all young and suspected of homosexuality:

(5) There was no cohesiveness between the various groups, each
one willing . to sacrifice the others to its own advantage.

, (6) The DORIER brothers were seen twice and reported to be re-
cruiting agents.

t: TOXIN 

In the middle of January TOXIN reported to a German outpost near

HAGENAU and was sent to FAX 313. He was a Sdf and had been a member of
Abw Leit Trupp 354 at DIJON under Obst BRINGER. During the withdrawal he
had gone to STRASBOURG to look after an apartment he . had there. (He had
both German and Swiss citizenship.) He had intended to arrange a few
things in STRASBOURG and then rejoin his unit, now FAX 314, et FREIBURG,'
'cut the Americans took the city too suddenly for him to get away.. Three
days after the US occupation he wes atrested,.which he believes resulted
from a denunciation by his neighbors.

. First he was interrogeted by a US officer who spoke with a,Swiss
accent, and whose name may have been ALBRECHT. TOXIN woUld say nothing
and. was turned over to another officer a. small.man built like a boXer. Ac-
cording to TONIN, this interro gater tortured him and he confeased everything.
His decision to talk was Confirmed by having seen Krim at UHRINGER in the
next room and assuming that the latter had already been broken. UHRINGER
had been a police . official in STRASBOURG hired. by Hptm SCHNEIDER of SD PARIS,
and TONIN had worked with him in PARIS. During the interrogation TOXIN
wes shown a photograph album containing picture of most of the officers
at the Hotel Lutetia, HC! of Alst PARIS. DERNBACH was not amon g them. •

After the interrogation TOXIN was given the choice of working for
US Intelligence in PARIS or Germany, or a court 'martial. He elected the
work in Germany in order to return to his unit. This choice was also
made by four others who had been arrested at the same time, 	 nj them
an SS 0/Stiff working for SKORZENY. His mission had been to blow IITY a
castle near pARIS. He likewise had alleedly confessed only under torture.
TOXIN was taken by a US scoutin4 patrol to the vicinity of HAGENAU, where
he reached a German outpost without encountering anyone. He had been as-
si,paed the.following missions:

(1) To return to FAX 314 and say that he had escaped from STRASBOURG.

(2) To stay with the unit and collect information about the ac-
.tivities of ell FAK's and FAT's.

(3) To ,c to his brother in Switzerland in the event of an urv,ent
and important message and give it to US Intelligence there. The latter
woula . prevent his arrest by the Swiss police.

(4) In the event of capture, to report to the nearest US Intelli-
gence officer.

TONIN's story was sent to Leit Stelle III West and to FAX 314, and
TOXIN himself sug gested that he be used for a playback throu11 Switzerlapd.
This project was rejected because of doubts as to TONIN's reliability. He
was retained by FAX 313 without being arrested.

REILE of Leit Stelle III west then furnished the information that
UHRINGER was a. V-Mamn of Hptm SCHNEIDER and had remained in France on a
mission. He was exnected to return shortly. Early in March UHRINGER
returned and made incriminating statements about TONIY. Leit Stelle III
nest directed that TOXIN	 nut before the court martial in KREUZNACH.
UERINGER himself was arrested, as well as the SS 0/Stiff who had returned.
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• DEREBACH believes that TNIN did not tell the whole truth. Pro-
bably he stayed in STRASBOURG in order to make his way beck to PARIS at
a later date to look after a business he had there, and to use his Swiss

citizenship ae a safeguard against arrest ? although his alleoed rofusal
to work for US Intelligence in PARIS contradicts this theory. TONIN1s

offer to 6.e to Switzerland as a double aoent was interoreted as a desire
to escape to that country. In a:oo case, DERNBACH feels that TONIN'would
have proved a traitorous double aoent in the face of danger.

u. Escaped German PW

In the middle of February 19 115 a line crosser was picked up by an

outpost in the SAARBRUECKEN soctor. I-c AOK sent him to FAK 313 for inter-

rogation.

The prisener claimed to be a German soldier and said that he had
been captured during the withdrawal near CARUSSONNE. He was sent to a
PW camp near BEZIERS where a Fw MUELLER made speeches advocating the Nation-
al Committee for Free Germany. A part of the PU l s were persuaded to join

the COmmittee. One day a French officer pro posed to the prisoner that
he go to Germany as a Trench aent to coilect information on the west bank
of the Rhine. .After some hesitation, the prisoner ao2Teed because he wanted
to get to his family in ITNICH. He was taken to the lines near METZ and
told to observe what wes traveling. on the railroads KOBLENZ-TRIER and
MAINZ-KAISERSLAUTERY-SAARBRUECKEN. lathin two to three weeks he was to
return to METZ and aive his information to a certain Frehch officer.

The nrisoner presented an identification t: of I G Farben, LUD-
"IGSBAFEN, hut the tag was snurious because it bore no birth data. The
missions which he had been assigned were more suitable for air reconnaissance
because the information was obtainable from a plane and could be renorted
immediately, whereas a ground agent would consume so much time in traveling
that the information would be useless when he returned to renort it. He
was delivered to the COP in BAD DUERCKEEIM for positive identification.
A report from MUNICH was awaited at the time of DERNBACH t s departure from
FAX 313..

DERNBACH assumed that the prisoner was an agent of the . Deuxieme
Bureau sent to Germany to work in I G Farben, .LUDWIGZHAFEN, and aoitate for
the Free Germeny Committee. This view was shared . by Leit Stelle III West.

v. HOUBLON 

SCH7EIZER-DIEBOLD HOUBLON was one of the best agents DERNBACh had,
and he demanded remuneration accordingly. He was an Alsatian and expected
to receive German citizenshi p as an additional reward for his service with
German Intellience. He had a mistress - called LAMURE, from DIJON, who ac-
comoanied him on all his missions. Both of them were known in Alsace so
a mission in or through that are could not be considered. At the end of
February they were escorted to MK Italy by VOHNINKLL to proceed from there
to Southern France with the following missions:

.(1) To establish a T:T/T station in a secure location and open
communication with FAX 313 via s HK Italy.

(2) To renort all military movements out of t,ARSEILLE to the north.

(3) To p enetrate enemy intelligence in order to discover its .
channels of communication.

ascertain whereabouts and activities of CZERNIN, OEHLER
reported doing propaganda for Free Germany in a PW camp).

By 11 Mar 45 (DERMACH's departure) no report had been received
from HOUBL07.
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w. FLIC

BACEELET FLIC and his wife were taken to I Italy on the same

trip with HOUBLON'and LAIJJP.E. LIC had been sentenced by a French court
martial for esniona,e in MARSEILLE and subsequently released by the'Ger-

mans when they moved into the unoccunied zone. Therefore he was not to be
given any mission which involved more then . peripheral and temporary en-

trande into France. KK Italy charged him with the following:

(I) Creation of a coastal nassae from Italy to France.

(2) Establishment of a water ...)azse.e.e with smugglers' craft be-
tween Italy, 7rence and Snain.

(3) Recruitment and trainina of aesnts for iX Italy.

DERNBACH left befcre any report was received.

x. KORENZKI 

In the bac:inning of March 1945 a Fliea-er Soldat named KORENZKI
was arrested in KAISERSLAUTERN by the Feld Gend in P. raid conducted during
an air attack. He had insufficient identification papers, which he ex,-

plained to the Feld Gend by steting that he had escaped from a PW camp
in France. He was sent to FAX 313 for interroation.

KOFINZKT claimed that he hed been captured in Southern France during
the withdrawal. Fe wrs selected by a US Intelli gence officer who took him
to Chateau Colonizes. Here he met several other Germans, and ell of them
were well treated. Late in February he was offered, and accepted, the job
of aent in Germany to locate the HQ . of Army Group G and collect information
about the First Army, esnecially its field and AA artillery.

KORE1TZ7I and a w/T o p eretor, with whom he was not to work, were
parachuted near STUTTGART. From there he went to FRANKFURT/Main by train.
Here he was detained for an investigation,. i$/hich he passed, but forgot his
identification papers there. He then proceeded to NANNHEI:.. where he crossed
the Rhine in sp ite of the nutherous guards. Once across the Rhine he pro- .
deeded to collect the information desired by US Intelligence. (He gave the
HQ, of Army Group G as '7ACHENHEIM and BAD DUERKHEI, although the sections
in the latter town had moved to KREUZNACH). He claimed that during the air
raid in KAISERSLAUTERN he had suddenly made un his mind to return to,FRANK-
FURT and ive hilself un, but he was arrested by the Feld Gend before he
could put this plan into effect.

KORENZKI was wearing an infantry uniform. He had no notes ai the
information he had collected. FAX 314 reported that there had been an
enemy parachuting in the STUTTGART area. ,A request was sent to FRANKFURT
to find the lost identification papers. It was obvious that KORENZKI was
lying, and it was sus p ected thrt he was working with the W/T operator.
Probably the latter could not transmit and KORENZKI wanted to cross the
lines in order to inform US Intelligence of what had happened.

As KOPENZKI had the qualifications for a good agent, it was con-
templated turning him, in spite of the impossibility Of determining which
intelligence service he would serve more faithfully. At this juncture,
DERNBACH left. Later he saw KORENZKI en route to STUTTGART and learned
that Hptm WALTER had decided that turning KORENZ7I was not worth the
risk and had sent him off to be court martialed.

y. SIMONE

SIMONE had been brought from ST ETIENNE by RAUTENSTROCH. As she
was not considered suitable for line crossing she was put in I G Yerter4
LUD,'IGSHAFEIT, to observe the French workers. But it was soon noticed that

- she did not take her work seriously and she was recalled to the FAK. Here
she became pregnant and was delivered into police custody until the Labor
Office found work for her.
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z. PRATTA

SCHIELE sent PRATTA to a factory in LEIPZIG as an interpreter to
observe the foreign workers. This was accomplishe d with the aid of the local

III	 section. After a while PRATTA. became dissatisfied with the work and
was released at his request to work for the press department of the French

Government in SIGEfARIYGEN.

ea. LOPEZ 

This agent was a Spaniard, suspected of having fought for the
Loyalists during the Spanish Civil 'ar. He had been working for the naval
GFP in Holland, end when FAX 306 toot,over that area it could not use him.
LOPEZ then came to FAK 313 to be a line crosser. For this purpose he was
sent to FAT 361, but his use was precluded by excessive drinking.

bb. REBOUL 

REBOUL was the wife of Uffz TNYeEL. As she dia not went to live
with his family in the Ruhr because of air raids, she remained at the FAX,
where she was employed as an interpreter with the Russian volunteers'.
In addition she received "/T and code training in order to go to NUERZBURG
to establish permanent radio communication between the FAX and the DORIER

■	 brothers.

cc. RrGMIO

Under the PETAIN government ROGELIO had been the warden of LA
SITE prison in PARIS, and then had become an agent of Alst PARIS working
for NIEBUHR. He was a native Frenchman but his parents and wife lived in

. BARCELONA, where his' father . awned- a paper factory and a printing press.
As he had these Spanish connections, he was,assigned-to the FA 7, for long—
range missions. In January 1945 it was planned to parachute him near .
BARCELONA with the following missions:

(1) To contact his father inBARCELONA and have him print French
1 identification papers and food stam ps for the use of ROGELIO and future agents.

(2) To proceed to . CHALOY cur Saone; in the vicinity of which he
owned a small estate . with a stone varry, and select a parachute landing

Lsite and provide it with light signals.

(3) To set up a transmitter in the stone .quarry.

()4) To continue on to PARIS and find his friend BARTOLONE, who•
was active with enemy intelligence. Through him ROGELIO was to penetrate
the service and arrange to have agents parachuted -near KREUZNACH, so that
they could be caught Ipk FAK 313 and. played bacie.

(5) To collect information concerning the Allied front from
Switzerland to •Luxemburg.

(6) To discover Germans working for Allied intelligence.

(7) To ascertain the political and economic conditions in France.

It was impossible to eut this operation into effect because neither
6 plane nor sufficient gasoline were procurable. Later an attempt Was
made to get a plane to parachute him near CHALON, but this also proved
iTipossible. It was then decided to start RflGELIO from Italy, but here
akain new :.iffioulties had arisen.. Since the beginning of February the
ENICHILAN air route had been abandoned, and vehicles capable of making
such a trip were becoming daily , scarcer. It becaee necessary at times to
make the journey by walking and hitchhiking. This .T.OGELIO could not do
because he was not in geed physical condition. Eventually DERNBACH ,de-
cided to go to Italy himself. He planned a trip for 29 Larch, and was to
take along ERIZIO and another agent, @ LOUIS.
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From Italy there were also difficulties. ROG-ELIO was not strong
enough to use the land route •int6 France, and there were no submarines
to transport him by son, so he was to go to BARCELONA by the water route11,	 that FLIC was sunposed to have established. From Spain it was intended

that he go to France ,and send a postcard to LOUIS, who would be in MONT-
PELLIER by that time, informing him of his arrival. This information

	

'	 LOUIS would relay to • 71f. Italy by radio. ROGELIO was to receive 250,000
pesetas and .a three-piece "/T set to be operated from his stone Quarry.

I	 dd. LOUIS 

& LOUIS came from IONTRELLIEP. He had been a good agent of I-L
Alst PARIS, working for Sdf PRAGER. The latter had sent LOUIS as a WIT
agent to the LORIENT,sector in case of an invasion. 1 hen the withdrawal.
occurred, 'IIAGER had made no efforts to assure LOUIS' escape, so the latter

	

■	 had attached himself to Abw Trupp 357 and had come to Germany with it1

	

1	 DERNBACY' kep t . him in spite of attempts by Leit Stelle I west to reclaim'
him, • mainly because LOUIS did not vent to return to PRAGER after the
latter's abandonment of him.

At FAK 313 he was trained further in -IT operation, coding and
decoding. he practiced daily with ROGELIO. It was intended to .drop him
either at EONTPELLIER or southeast of PARIS, where he had clandestine
connections, and from there he would go to MONTPELLIER. However, ' as with
ROGELIO, it was impossible to get a plane and . it was decided to eommit him
from Italy. From there he would take the land route. His objectives were
as folloWs:

(1) To ascertain what had happened to AGAELNON.

(2) To discover ,alied Intelligence stations along the Southern
coast of France.

(3) To discover Germans working for Allied Intelligence.

(4) To report the safe arrival of ROGELIO from Spain.

(5) To observe troop movements in i•ARSEILLE.

(6) To locate the gasoline pipeline running from MARSEILLE,
to the North.

( 7 ) To establish contact with the Talite Laquis.

;crGate

LOUIS was to have one to :Italy with DERNBACH on 29 March, but
the letter's arrest on 11 arch interfered.

ee, SUSANNE 

Formerly cT ST TSANNE had owned a bistro in Normandy, pcssibly in
CAEN. During the war she was recruited by Sdf BLEICHERT of Alst PARIS,
.drid she was assigned to FAN 313 after the withdrawal. DERNBACH intended
to send her into France from Italy in 4ril to establish a 'VT station
near DIJON where she had friends. Later she was to be joinbd.with.ROGELIO,
,thus creating a check on both•of them.

6i VISIT OF SS H/STUF'SIMMER 

In November 1944 SS H/Stuf Sh..ER. of Amt IV, accompanied by the,Leiter
of the Stapo station , in BAD KREUZNACH, paid a visit to DERNBACH. He said -
that he had been sent by HIZER to find out what routes, 4. any, FAK 313 .
Maintained into Switzerland. The RSHA had none. at its disposal and the SD
wanted . to send some agents into Italy. Also SIMZER mentioned something
abut' an SPD official who was either to be sent to Switzerland or to be
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contacted there. Further HI ...LER wanted to have all possible information
on the Yational Cemmitte for Free Germany because the RS HA files on the

subject had been destroyed d.ring an air raid.. SFILER stated that some
time earlier an entire Stapo detachment had been killed while engaged in
an operation against the Committee. It was imperntiVe that the western

R(Z be located.

D=BACF told S I MM-311 that reports from LYON pointed to STRASBOURG
as the center of the Committee's activities, and that the information had
been given to FAT. 314 for exploitation. There also was a • report that the
Committee maintained a radio station at Er - GEN, but constant air raids
had prevented investigation. SIR proposed that FAK 313 organize an
op eration to exterminate the Committee, but DJ-3=ACR replied that such
an objective was in the political field, and authorization would have to
be obtained from Leit Stelle III vest.

As to the Swiss routes, DEPNBACH told SIMER that they had been.
established for the exclusive use of agents collecting military intelligence,
an permission for their use by SD agents would have to be secured from

.Leit te1le TII 'lost. simmEa replied that he would get the proper clear-
ance from that

DERNBAC reported this visit to the Leit Stolle, which in turn made
inouiries at Fil Amt, but no information was available, and FAK 313 heard
nothing further from SIL:%ER. DERYBACH believes that the visit was part
of an Amt IV stratagem to determine whether FA units were concerning them-
selves with.political matters, as well as to check. on the loyalty of the
FA commanders. DERNBACH had been brought into the Abw by Gen OST-42 who
was involved in the 20 July plot, and presumably Amt IV wanted to neutral-
ize the members of OSTER's circle. Of these GARTHE had been ill for a.
year, LOHRCHEIDER was executed for dereliction of duty, and RUDOLF had
been arrested, released, rearrested, and finally rep orted shot while •
fleeing to Switzerland. DERYBACH's turn came on 11 March when he was
arrestedfor court martial.

C 0,1\T:f	 ":
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oFFIczas  OF AZT ANGERS (exclusive of III-F).

ANSTZTT,	 III Leiter, September 1940-arch 1942.•

Career: •September 1940 transferred from. 1st
to ANGERS. ::arch 1942 sent as III Leiter to Ast AtILPS.
Abw in 19143 to join a combat unit.

STUTTGART
Left

--BARTH ,	 III-C

Career: Before the war was with III-C Ast YURIIMERG and oare to
•Ast AaiERS u-con its activation. 1941 left the Abw to become a
welfare officer in NUB..G.

BAUPHLISTEa, hptm. Administrative officer.•

Career: -Came to ANGERS from ,st DA. : ZIG. .1543 Was still in ANGEP5.

BONIN, Tido von Eptn • z S. Ast Leiter, July 1941-Aueust 1942.

Career: July 1940-July 1541	 Leiter last PARIS,. August 1942
.transferred to OSLO r, s .Lst Leiter.

BRACHT, Frck,tn. Act Leiter, August1942-February 1944.

Career: Ast Leiter.DA .LZIG until August 1942. February 1944 went
to Hpfen Xonrando in 7ILHELYSHAVEN.

;	 :.:ADEN,Obst/Lt. II-Wi.

'Career: Before the war 	 in FRklaTURT/Main, then. with Ast
NT7113Haf.

KIRCHITR, i:aj. III-H.

Career: III-H assistant Leiter Ast KASSEL. 1943 transferred to
-,1st P.IS s III-H Leiter. •

YUaTH,	 III-Xef.

Career: In September 1939 was called to Act DRESDEN as III-Kgf
Leiter.	 as transferred to ,st AY:TERS upon its activation. After
the dissolution of i car-s in 1543 returned to Germany.

Lir , Arthus, CbstiLt. I Leiter.

Career: licf ne the war was e I Sachb 'r)eiter with .,st OZ,LCON:.
August 1940 transferred to ANGERS. June 1541 assigned to Nest

Arc01' es Leiter.

MEISSNER, Hans, Freg 4t.. Act Leiter, August 1940-July 1941.

Career: Before the war with Amt Abw in BERLIN, III-F 7'!est.•
February 1540 assigned to OSLO es HO Norway. BecareeASt Leiter
OSLO after the invasion in April 1940. August 1540. transferred to
ANGERS. July 1541 became III Leiter Alst PARIS. June 1942 until
the end of the war X0 Switzerland.

i EUELLER-FRIEDING, la.,je III-H.

:ii.reer: Before the war probably with Ast I7.,ILNSTER
• Beinning of 1941 became AO to an AOK neer MUNICH.
'transferred to an army group as AO. .

- 72 -
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:ANS•N Httm. I technical assistant.

Career: Unknown.

PFEIFFER, Dr, Freg Ktn. I-M Loiter 'Nest BRES1.

Career: 3efore the war I-11 in WILHELSEAVEN. August 1340 assigned.
to BREST under Ast ANGERS as Nest Loiter and	 Leiter. June 1942
transferred to A1st PARIS as III Liter. :iddle of 1943 sent as
I-H Sachberbeiter to Amt Abl'a BERLIN. Later reported to have
become KO Turkey:

R.AUSCHER,,rank unknown. T..th reistry.

Career: Transferred from Lst VIENNA.

7tozia, 0/Lt. III-N.

Career: 1940 transferred from Ast KOENIGSBERG. Returned to KOENIGS-
BERG in 1942.

smizirza, N,tn/Lt. Administrative officer.

C p reer: Transferred from I-Y BORDEAUX. Left Abw in 1941..

SCFAFT, Maj.

Career:	 sSigned to ANGERS in 1941 and maintained his .office near
the RENNES airport.

SCHUNACE1:R, Kotn/Lt. III-Rue • (Ruestung - Armaments).

Career: At the beginning of the Wr,'T was III-Rue in KIEL. 1940.
transferred to ANGERS and sent as III-Rue to Nest NANTES. 1943
still in NANTES.

SOKOLOWSKI, Freg K:;, tn. Nest Leiter BREST.

Career:	 efore the war was with 	 "IIT:ELMSRAVIN. June 1942
. assigned to ANG4RS and sent to BREST es Nest Leiter. Later
transferred to DANZIG as Ast•Leiter:.

RAEGER, Lt. I assistant.

Career: Unknown.

-E3ER, Opst. I Leiter.

Career: Defore the war was Nest Leiter KAISERSI,UTERN. Augutt
1540 assiened to Ast ST GERMAIN as I Leiter. March 1942 trangferred
to	 Earch 19]414 sent to lel .'e -Gebiet I 7IES-11:=5F.

7I33EL, 0/Za.h1meister. Finomce officer.

Career: !Tas finance officer for Ast WIESBADEN before the war.,
1940 transferred to ANGERS, amd still there in 1943.

'10LLERS, Hp .tm. Administrative officer.

Career: 1941 trangfer?-ed from Amt Abw BERLIN. 1942 re-
turned to BERLIN and left the Abw.

WUENSCHE, Obst, III Leiter, March 1942-October 1942.

Career: August 1946 transferred froM Ast NUREMBERG to Ast
ST GERMAIN as III Leiter. March 1942 assigned to ANGERS.
October 1942 became Ast Leiter SALZBURG.

y
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2::IL2MT, Maj. III-C.

Career: Reported to have left the army in 1943 to settle in the
Est.

2. MISC=il.:PEOUS FLRSOM,LITILS 

GROEITING, von, Rittm.

Career: 1941-1942 served in NANTES for II Alst PARIS (Obst/Lt von
33AIMENST1IN). Reported to have been transferred to Norway in
1545.

JUE12:=,

Career: Wes chief III-F evaluation officer for Alst PARIS. In
1544 visited LYON to investige.0 m-terial relPting to Elektra and
RITZT. After the withdrawal with the 'evaluation section of Lett'
Stelle III 'Test.

XITISE7L2T7R, Hptm..

Career: Until end of 1944 with III-F At 3RUSSELS. Than assigned
to the FAX of von FLIDM.:.N1T and Obst/Lt GIESKE. February 1545
appointee liaison officer from Leit Stelle III Test to L.il Amt.

0/Stubaf.

Career: 7ith the SD in PARIS. Probably worked on the procurement
of foreign currency. BENDLR had occasional talks w*ith him on this
subject.

HERK, 0/It.

Career: Assistant to Obst EEINGER at III-F DIJON. 7as especially
concerned with resistance groups, end care into conflict with Ast
LYON by working in the latter's area without permission. Attempts
were made to have him transferred, to III-F LYON, but the conversion
into Abw Kommendos and Trupps occurred at the sane time, and YERX
was given the command ofa:Trupp •IlneerLeit Trupp 354. After the
witharawa.1 he became a FAT Leiter under FAX 314.

Obst/It.

Career: llorked with Ast PRAGUE. Transferred to III-F West BIRLIN,
relieving Maj 7ERRLR. .At the. beginning of 1944 transferred at his
reouest to Alst PARIS where he worked in the evaluation section.
He withdrew with the Ieit Stelle to Germany and reolacea.EHINGER
Ps Leiter FAH 314. This was the only III FAX containing I and II
Trupps.

PFLUG-KARTUNG.

DE- 7:17-..CH knows of no such name in the Abw. An individual of this
name ,res saie to have been killed in a fra(s in BERLI1T.

7i=p=a, Hptr.

Career: Worked with III-F Ast USLLS un .r Mai MOLRING. 1941-
1942 eraaicPtea the ..Eote Knpelle (W/T net f Russian Intelligence)
in the Luftwaffe: This operation involved the Prrest of about 200
Luftwaffe officers which resulted in their execution. Some arrests
were made in the Air ::inistry. Later the SD ?nd 17V Fu look over
the affair and it . ws saia that a pl Pyback known. as Rote Drei was
conducted by Krim Rat B2.U.R (or BRAUN) of the RSH21, assisted by
L:efr Dr L-NZ from - TIT Fu. They were in NICE in 1944. After the
withdrawal PIZPIR presumably became a FAT Leiter under GIESKE.

- 714 -
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RADECK6, 0/Lt.

' Career: Was motor officer for Alst PARIS. Later h was put in
Abt I to run V-1 .:annOTTO . This occurred under . Pressure from

which le& to the 'teliefthat rtiziicx,IL was a m,mber of the
SD. OTTO had. been imprisoned 1939-1940in France orBP1gium. He
was released after the armistice and became P 1T-.nn of Obst
RUDOLF, Alst Leiter PARIS. In the.course of time III-FAITGE.RS
noticed that doubtful elements were being introduced into the
organization, and this information was relayed to PARIS. But
.investigation wes:orevented by the transfer of the case to RikrECKE,'
He enlarged the organization considerably and. left the Abw in 194-A.
Later it was reported that RI:DICK: had difficulties with the' RSHA
'but the causes Were not discovered,

Rut cHf- 71Y .

Career: RUSCHI'SY was a business man, and V-Mann of Obst RUDOIF.
He was presumed to work in Spain end Switzerland. DE7NBACH sew

. him in AIX LES BAINS in 1944. RUSCHEWEY was known by tost,Abt
officers. He came from the Rhineland, possibly COLOGNE.

SCHPAER, Hptm.

Career: By profession SCHMER wet a lawyer (from FRANKFURT/Main).
From 1940 to Autumn 1942 he Was I-c of Military Region B (Hg, ANGERS)

• At the latter time he was assigned to Ab'w and rut in III-F ANG:F.S.
'Tlhen , DEBACH Went to LYON in February 1943, SCHRADER succeeded him

• as Leiter iIIF ANGERS. After the t-,'organtation of the Abw .he was
given the command Of an AbW Trupp in RENNES. He withdrew to Germany
and was temporarily with Leit Stelle III west and then transferred -
to the Fuehrer Reserve. At the end of 1944 he asked DIRNG:CH for
employment in FAX 313 but was refused.

SCHRILKR,

Career: She was the Sachbearbeiterin and secretary of Obst TEBER
but was not with him. She worked at MX 1 PARIS of 1 .Kst ST GERYAIN,
which was disguised as an office of the Heeres Waffen Amt. The MK
was near the .?4-c de Triomphe.

3. HISC4LANEOUS UNITS

a. Ast ARRAS 

Ast ARRAS was constituted at the end of 1942 directly under the juris-
diction of Amt Ibw. It had an organic CFP detachment for executive action,
and maintained its own court martial. Obst HEIDSCHUCK was brouir,ht from Italy
to be the Leiter. Previcusly he had worked. for Amt Abw on GTE matters end
bean the Leiter of Nests BIARRITZ and FDYE. After the use of 7-weapons
Was begun L Ast AREAS wes placed partially under a special section of the OXW
dealing,with V-weapons. The Ast was reouired to maintain the security of
launching sites end pertinent establishments.

During the withdrawal,. HIHZLER ordered the SD to tak commend of the
Act. D:RNBACH does not know what became of the Ast personnel. REIDSCEUCX
Was neither with Leit Stelle . III rest nor With any western PA unit.
SCHIBBACH had been sent from TOULOUSE to Ast ARRAS. He arrived at the time
of the formation of the Abw Kommandos and Trumps and was put in command of
•a Trupp stationed near ARRAS, probably under von FUMANTI .. Later he was
assigned to Deit Steno III 'Test.

U. Aet 3ORDEAUX 

A Nest was established at DORLEATO. in 1940 prior to the activation of
ANGLRS. In 1,41, with the advent of a i3ezirks Chef, BORDEAUX became an

— 75. —
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Ast, but was made a Nest again in 1942 end placed under the jurisdiction

of AITGERS. Obst/Lt LOHRSCHEIDER was Leiter and Obst/Lt FUCHSBAUER was
I Loiter. The latter Was later reolaced by RUDOLF of Alst PARIS.
BORDEAUX had four Nests: BIARRITZ, HENTAYE, POITIERS and LA ROCHELLE.
The III-F section had little success.

Aust REYFES'

Properly soeking REYNES was not an Aust. During 19 10-19 111 Alst
PARIS maintained an Aust of Abt II which was administered by Act ANGERS
but remained operationally under PARIS. It was commanded by Hp tm KOHLHASS

assisted by Lt 70IGT. KOHLHASS left the Abw and it 1943 became I-c_of
]ilitary Region South (ilq LYON) . vOIGT remained in Abt II, and was re-
ported to have joined Ref:A,S00 (Brandenburg). DERNBACH met him in Kay
l9 45 in the PW camp BOEFLICELHEIE.

After Alst PARIS had closed its Aust, Act ANGERS set la? a III-I
office in REYEES.

d. SD LYON

In addition to the activities of the SD described in Annexes
II and III,,it was charged. with quashing Strikes among French workers,
su)ervision of the Kripo, GFP and all French police organizations, and
collaboration with DORIOT 1 s PPF and DARNANDS's Mince. For assistance
an Oro Kdo under Pol Obst von SCTIEINICHEN was placed at the SD t s dis-
posal. The purpose of the collaboration was to gather political intelli-
gence and control the political situation; end included the persecution
of Jews and Freemasons, as well as individual extermination of members
of the Resistance.

Stubaf Dr KNAAB was the Leiter, H/Stuf HOLLERT deputy Leiter,
0/Stuf BPI executive officer, and H/Stuf ORITZ 'gathered the in-
formation on undesirable minorities.

—76—
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1. Ea FERENCES 

UST HIS Center CI-PIR/138, dtd 30 Sep 46

2. FERSORilL DATA 

a. SURIVI: SOlarER

b. CHRISTIAN NA•E: Hans

c. ALIASIS: SENNER, Herbert and. STEPHAN, Hans

DATE AND PLP.C1-: OF BIRTH: 25 Jun 14 in NOT.TORF (near KIEL)

e. NATIONALITY CLAII.ED: German

f. 0CCUP.6.TI0N: Merchant

g. RELIGION: Protestant

h. DESCRIPTION:

(1) HEIGHT: 1.71 in

(2) 'SIGHT: 140 lbs

(3) BUILD:	 di=

(4) FACE: oval

(5) brown

(6) EYES: brown

(7) PHYSICAL PECULIARITIES or DISTINGUISHING FEATUREF: None

1. IASI' FEREANENT. ADDRESS: Celia Ve 1 8 scuez 134, MADRID

j. LING'UAGES: German, French, Sranish, English, some Italian

k. FATHER: Theodore SOFKER, XIEL

I. 2'.0TE:R: Anna SM':1"ER. nee ROLSCH/..AN (53), KIEL

m.. IDENTITY DOCITMENTS: None

3 . ADH I S	 I 1:7, 

F.. SOURCE OF PRISONER INCLUDING ARRESTING AGENCY: Dire9cion de Seguridad,
.1.LkDRID

b. ACCEPIT,D ON PECOMITENTION OF REQUEST OF: G-2 (CIB) 'UST

c. :DATE OF ARRIVAL: 22 Aug 46 from CIE 76, ASPERG

•RESUIS OF ANY REPORTS AND/OR DOCUlaNTS SENT IN WITH PRISONER: S01.1aPrS
report on his intelligence activities, written at CIE 76.

e. RESULTS OF 1 	 CHECK•AGAINST PERSONALITY CARD INDEX: Pink Cards 6).g-
and )47229	 •

f. BRIEFS UPON WHICH PRISONTLR." , WAS INTERROGATED: Briefs from the Office of
Military Government for Germany, APO 742, Exploite.tion of German Archives
Branch, dtd. 31 Jul 46:

- 2 -
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g• NAMES A1-D UNIT OF INTERROGATOR: Louis FISCHER, 'ID Civilian, 7707 MIS
Center, APO 757.

h. PRISONLR'S .-11 11TUDE AND REACTIONS: SeeminEly,cooperative.

EVALUATION OF PRISONER f S RELIABILITY: Not reliable. The information
g iven by SODIER appears to be genuine, but Various considerations make
its 1005 accuracy doubtful. .

4. REPORT 

a. Pr_e-GIS Cpreer 

26 Jun 14

1931

May71533

October 1934

Born in NORTORF, Germany, where he remained until May
1933: Finished high school et , PENDSBURG in 1932.

Joined the HJ.

Worked for the Paul Kunat export firm in HAMBURG.

Went to HOLTENAU, 'near KIEL; where he found work.as a
clerk in the Arbeitsdienst.

June 1935	 Joined the NSLAP. Went back to NORTORF 	 staydd with
his family, working in his fathers bank.

October 1936
	

Joined the Wehrmacht and was sent to HALL for an
English language course lasting eight Weeks. Spent a.
week in LONDON on furlough.

'December 1936	 Stationed at PASEWALK with the 2 Sig Bn (attached to the
2 Inf Div of STET1IN) as a radio operator;

October 193S
	

Dischared from the Whhrmacht as POA (Reserve Officer
Candidate): Went to lire with his family, Which had
MoVed to KIEL. Unemployed until May 1939.

1939	 Called into the 48 Sig Bn in BRESLAU as a sergeant.
Fought in Poland.

b. GIS Career 

April 1940

July 1540

October 1941

Through the efforts of Helm4th LOOKS, whom S0P1TER had
met in P.ISEWALK in 1936, he was requested by the SD
after an exchange of letters between 50hTE9 and LOOKS,
who worked in Amt III, BERLIN. SOIZER was discharged
from the Wehrmacht and reported to SS-0/Stuf Heinrich
3ERNE1aD1' of Amt VI, .where he was given three months of
intelligence training.

Sent to PARIS, where he was attached to the German
Consulate as as Amt VI Deputy under the guise of an
assistant to the Cultural Attache. He had four agents,
who furnished him with information on political, Free
Mason and ecclesiastical matters. Promoted to SS-U/Stuf
and later to 56-0/Stuf.

Jailed by the SS for having a French fiancee. Began
sentence at FRSNLS, later removed to BERLIN.

-3--
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April 1942 .

September 1944.

Ap ril 1945

:A.teeust 1945

February 1946

April 1946

Released end re-employed by .L-mt VI. Sent to the German
Consulate rt i:ARSLI1I_, where he had 20 agents who keret
him informed on nPtters pertaining to Switzerland and

-ent to BERLIN' becPnse of the invasion of Southern
France. Assigned to the German Consulate in SAN
Italy, as an Ant VI Deputy in charge of 30 agents
collecting information on Italian internP1 affairs.

Went to NICE. and contacted the French Denxieme Bureau)
(French Intelligence Service) as to possible emloyment
with them.

Started to work for	 Deuxieme Bureau and was sent to
Spain. Arrested at the border and interned.

Freed by friends end, proceedecyto l'ADP.ID to begin his
intelligence work.

Rearrested at the reouest of the US Embassy in MADRID
Pdia flown to Germany.

c. SOMER's Connection with the Deuxieme Bureau 

It was in October 1941 thPt SMER allegedly first became aware of the
nerrow-mindedness of the Nazi regime. He could not grasp why, for 11.171_11, e-Frerich
fiancee, he was classified as unworthy to hold a responsible job and even jailed.
This infringement on his personal liberty and freedom of movement made him realize
that something was amiss with what he believed was a just war waged bk Germany
against the Allies. At the same time he recognized the insincere game Germany
was playing with France. Having lived in France and knowing the mentality of the
French, he suddenly lamented their short-sightedness in not perceiving how Germany
was dup ing them. he felt obligated to his fiancee end to his conscience to make
amends and decided to shed his affiliations with the GIS and the SS. SOPTER•
claims that he intended to join the Deuxieme Bureau immediately upon -his discharge
from prison in April '1942, but, aware of the omniscience of the GIS, he dared not
attempt it. His first chance cane in February 1945 while he was Amt VI Deputy
in SAN REMO, Italy, when a French agent by the name of SOLETTI was arrested by
the Germans on the Franco-Italien border, SO/laP. sUcceeded in having SOLETTI
released in his custody and . dispatched him to NICE with e. view to establishing
relations for , him (SOMMER) with the Deuxieme Bureau. Because of the intervening
collaese of the Italian front, no .thing further came of this connection.

SO leK:a . -withdrew with the German troops from SAN REMO towards GENOA in April
1945, le.ft the trooPs at SAVONA and reached. NICE 'about 1 ;.e Y. 45. his colleagues
ef	 VI,	 SAN REMO, '4erner NEISSIR• And GurDELIOUX, went with him. Once in
NICE, SCI-l•re3R contacted an old friend, Paul KOEHLER, living at PAGOMAS (nr CANNES)
.ane learned fren . him that he (KOEHLER) was now a member of the Deuyieme
Bureau and could bring SOMMER in . if SOtaiiR so desired- SOMIER agreed, under the
stipulation that French citizenship should. later be provided for him. KOEHLER
indicated that this would be an easy metter. DZISSER end DELIOUX also decided
to join the Deuxieme Bureau.

The following day SOI .:17eR. met the Deuxieme Bureau Chief of NICE, who was
known to everyone only es Le Capitaine. Nothing defin'te was decided at this
meeting, hoT rever, as the Regional Chief at 'MRS:ILI:1-i, Commandant Georges HENRY,
Was exp ected momentarily in order to pass on all applicants. SO T MER was approved.
and was to go to Spain via TOULOUSE. NEISSE.71. was to go to Italy via NICE end.
DELIOUTC. t s territory was to be SWitzerland, with headonarters in LYON.

When SOMMIa arrived inTOULOUSZ, he was put up at the, Hotel Terminus, usng
the . false French carte d l identite made out to Hans.Sfei-HAN which had been given
to him by the Deuxieme Bureau in NICE'. According to plan, SOMMER reported. to the
Commissaire de la Securite Militaire where he was told to sit tight until the

_	 _
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arrival of Honsieur LEON, the Deuxieme Bureau's Branch Chief at PERPIGNAN. '''hen
LEON arrived, accompanied by his deputy, Eonsieur EICHEL, SON.17ER. was taken to

i;LIt2BOA.6E, put in a hotel e are'. told to remain there for another four weeks to
await further instructions. In case of emergency he was to call P=HPIGNAN
or get in touch with the Captain of the Gendarmerie, who would notify YICEL.

Three weeks of idleness passed before small was ordered to proceed to
CARCAS7:ONNE eaout 1 Jul 45• He met LEON and HICHEL in a private house near the
ER station. For his immediate task, he was instructed tb go to S pain and there

to contact old German .Lbwehr and SD agents. He was to tell them that he had escape
from SAN 1=0 and newwished to be of service to them, preferably in France, as
the one place intimately known to him. LEON wanted the names and addresses of
German and. French agents who had formerly o perated between MARSEITI7 and BORDEAUX

and were still not arrested by the French.

As LEON was fully convinced of the existence of the remnants of the GIS in
Spain, employing French nationals, it was also to be SOIreTER's task to uncover
them and under some pretext bring them back toFrance.

The possibility of SO=R's joining the Spanish Intelligence Service was
also touchcd on by LEON. This plan was only to be ilsad if all others failed.
LEON told SO:: .:7:P. not to worry too much about the Spanish intelligence Service,
which he termed fumbling and impotent; SOIRER received no Schooling on the
present Deuxieme Bureau and its methods, but was told to' go ahead and operate on
the heels of his many years' experience as an Abwehr OffiCar. It was understood
that SOIER was not to be a paid agent, but he did receive 20,000 pesetas from
LEON as expensn money: ACcoding to SOl'aiiR, his motives for joining the Deuxieme
Bureau were personal and not monetary;

LEON informed SWEEP; that, he could be readhed through Pauline. ALTUVE2, 44
Calle Villadornat, BARCELONii.	 the letters sent through this address were to
bear the signature •Uaan e but no replies would be gent to SOMITEP. On 10 Aug
45 LEON drove .S01 .1aR down to the border town of PUIGCERDL, at which point he
was to enter Spain.

LEON, counting on the inefficiency of the Spanish Government, believed
that SCHEER, as a former intelligence officer, woeld encounter no difficulty
whatsoever in Spain and ehould therefore be able to retort back to PLRFIGNAN
with the desired information within six weeks. LEON's miscalculation, however,
resulted in the arrest and detention of SOMHER by the Spanish at Camp T.iranda
from August 154,5 until February 1946. It was relatively easy for SO1T .TER to send
letters to LEON through ALTUVEZ, because many peoale entered and left the camp
without being searched.

When somR was finally released, from the camp , he went to HADRID to carry
out the long-delayed mission for the Deuxieme Bureau:

d. The Alleged New Spanish Intelligence Service 

so:-EIR came to S-oain under the false French carte d'identite of Fans STEPHAN.
It wes suoposed to ex-lain his success in reaching Spain after a flight from
SAN REY0 via France. Ilhen he was arrested at PUIGCERDA, scp,laR revealed, his reel
idEl-itity, which LEN had told himto do, It was a necessary step , because SOitTER .
was known in Spain . as a GIS agent and his future plans made it imperative for
him to be recognized.

•	 •Then SO:iLei was released from Camp• irande. in Yebruary 1546, he went to
RADRID. His attention was first called to the matter of a New Spanish Intelli-
gence Service through a meeting with a. former agent of the Central Abwehr Agency
in France, Raymond HEVRARD, :Lk ANDRE, 2 GAIIAPDO, now living in HADRID. HEITRICRD
had been sent to Italy by Ni Amt in Narch 1545, had been overtaken there by the
defeat of Germany, ha d infiltreted into the Italian Partisans as a Spanish
Loyalist, and had then escaped to Spain. He is married to a Spanish woman and
took an active pert in the Spanish Civil 'er on FRANCO's side. On his arrival
in Spain in February 1946, PIE VRkRD ran across the Spaniard PENA,. whom he had
known in the Central Abwehr Agency in France.

CRIET
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PENA told HEVRARD that his friend VICENTE was forming a new S panish Intell-
igence Aency -in:. agreement with FRANCO. VICZNTE is a Falange leader and is

in close contact wi .th FRANCO in his capacity as head of the Falangist Servicio
de Investiaacib:ne informacion, an organization serving internal security. vICENTE

proposed to FRICO that an intelligence service on an entirely new basis be
formed. He believed that the Servicio de Informacion idiitr an army informatio
service, had proved a failure, that its officers were corrupt, and that it was
regularly penetrated by enemy intelligence: He thought that after the downfall
of the Axis Powers, Spain was fated to play . a leading role in Europe and would
therefore need an efficient intelligence serVice. His plan was approved end the
necessary funds made available: The sum must have been considerablei since
VICENTE paid KEVRLRD, who had been hired as an agent, 8000 pesetas monthly Plus
e ypenses and the other agents were receiVing 5000 pesetas, an unheard amoUnt in
previous Spanish intelligence circles.

As his first priority project, VICI'f,TI applied himself to building up a
net in France and North Africa, together with the establishment of contact with
possible German and Italian resistance movements. . -p ing the methods used by the
Germans, he intended to integrate his people regularly into the Spanish Foreign
Service, plant agents in Spanish embassies and consulates, an ri rake use of the
Falangists already in the service of the government. He envisioned the use of
many former Axis agents of Spanish nationality and made some of his men take
diplomatic courses and e vaminations for future assign-ents. Juan de ARENZANA,
son of the Spanish Consul-General in ILAIZEILLE, remarked to SOIMR that these
future intelligence agents, passing as diplomats in the eyes of the'world, wdUld
destroy whatever reputation Spain might still have in other countries. VICINZE
repeatedly high-pressured the Foreign Office to make the dirlomatic examinations
e a sy for his men.

had only one interview with VIC:NTE, shortly before his second arrest
in April 1946. He gave SOLIaR the impression of being a man of exceptional
energy and capability, an a convinced Falangist and idealist who was stubbornly
set in his political outlook. VICE= was unable to recognize the de Gaullist
rightist tendency in present-day France, but insisted rather on helping end
Jna:',na a! of theerenci2 aollaboreionists now living in exile in Spain. Some
of these people were:

nomIa, Yves,	 MAGICIER, Gilbert
::UTLAU, Adrien

TICHEYR, Jose

127CH0U, Paul

VOINEAU, Robert

G_JCHARD, Guido

DODO, ichael,	 LIRA

i•NAILL:, Andre

AUGUSTI, (fnu)

SOi:iER believes that AUC=11 73TIY, succeeded in bringing two agents, (:TLYRAT-
and	 into VICETL's service.

For the building of
by PENA and received ident
from VICEYEe. hl-iVaARD is

. his worki„and.lrecruits his
- he knows very well. He ha

en r7 3.A.RCE,L01\TA and, a net is
B0RDLIW77,, LYON, PARIS, RBE

the organization in Trance, HEVRARD was brought forward
ity documents bearing the Spanish name of GALIARDO
an agent of many years' experience, is very careful in
agents from the fertile field. of French emigres, which
s already installed wireless stations in SAN SEBASTIAN
soon to extend to France, covering TOULOUSE, PARSEILIE,
INS.and LIME. As radio operators', REVRARD intends to •
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use old Ab•ehr agents, known to him through - his past connections with that

organization . Preparations were also being made for intelligence coverage of
most of the other European and American countries.

in 3...=.CLLOiA, HEVRARD had already succeeded 'in establishiniaconteat
with a commissaire (name unknown) of the Securite 7:iilitaire who was to be trans-
ferred. from MARSEILLE to PARIS. This commissaire offered to collaborate for

money. VICEZTE approved the spending of this money and when SO:::MER was arrested,
HEVRRD had just come from BARCELONA to close the deal. HEVPARD brought SOMTER
together with VICENTE and an agreement was worked out whereby SOrNER should go
to France. It was planned to have him go through Switzerland. SONNER's idea
was to set up radio stations with trained aersonnel and work together with the
Deuxieme Bureau, thereby assuring the control of the whole net, while at the
same time ostensibly collaborating with the Ssi anish. ' I-en the wireless net was
in operation, satHER was to inform VICENTE on the following matters:

tron- concentrations on the: 	 bordar from Bo paallx
to tha	 aitrranapn,

2. The uncovering and removal of Spanish Loyalist groups now exiled in
France.

3. Establishment of contact with French anti-CoMmunist eleMents not satis-
fied with the present French regime.

Another plan of VICENT: I s was to have a. strong organization in North Africa
fostering unrest among the Arabs against the French. He wanted Quick results
in order to justify his brain-child and its large expenditures to FRANCO.

. SCY.r;._.;P_ never had a chance to return to France and see LEON and MCHEL
again. Before he was arrested and brougnt to Germany, he wrote them one, letter
through the 3.Earclana address advising them of his work. He also claims that
no one in Spain knew of his connection' with the Deuxieme Bureau and that he
enjoyed the full confidence of VICZNTE. Owing to the *short time SO=R was in
Spain, he had no chance to learn the identity of VICENTE's other German collab-
orators. VICEN:E was known to prepare a monthly progress report of his findings,
which went to FEANCO PS a secret report. Shortly before ST1127': I s arrest, he had
a glimpse of one of these retorts.

a. The Departure of Former GIS Officers from Spain to Argentina 

SOliE]riR was interrogated on the above subject, but in view of the fact that
his stay and associations with various groups in Spain were limited to P. few
Weeks, his information is sketchy.

SOIIR did not know alout the departure of these former - Abwehr Officers
until he went to visit HORCHER in DRID, during the latter part of 1945.
HORCHER is a well-known restaurateur, part-owner of the famed Cabaret Maxime in
PARIS. He was active in the abwehr for many years and was later amployed by
Amt VI . In 1944 Amt VI planned to open a new restaurant in CANKES, along the.
same lines as axime's, managed by HORCEER, which was to have been used as an
intelligence gathering agency. The Hotel Nartinez was being considered for the
the puraose. while in Southern France SOMHER was introduced to HORCHER in
LAPSEILLE and was told to make the necessary arrangements. The Hotel Martinez
was owned by an Italian of that name, who worked for the Italian Intelligence
Service until 1943, when he switched over to the GIS. SOill'aR last saw MARTINEZ
in =aN in the latter part of February 1945. He is believed to be in Switzer-
land at the present time. Nothing everdeleloped in connection with this nrppos-
ed deal between HORCLER-and E.A.RTILTEZ, so HORCHER went to iDRID and opened a
restaurant there situkted at 6 Celia Alfonso XII and it is now a rendezvous for
Axis Intelligence personnel.

After S01-TER's release from Cana 1:iranda, he went to HORCIR, who informed
him of his' 'earnest intention to go to Argentina instead of returning to

- -
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Germany. This wp s to be accomplished through a certain RUTER, an Argentine
citizen who had ben .employed. in PARIS during the war as an agent of At VI.
T_is Argentinian was used by Amt VI to recruit likely cOntacts for the GIS among
the Iatin Americans living in France. SOIlaR knows of t wo of these agents,

rAPTHILI, the Argentine Consul in FARSEILLE, and a Cuban, Anibal de rssA, who
were rounded up by REUTER.

According to SO1NER, REUTER was caught when the American troops marched
into PARIS in 1944, but after some six weeks' internment he talked himself free-
on the basis of his Argentine citizenship . REUTER was in contact with HORCEER.

from December 1944 until February 1946, at the end of which month ha succeeded. in
embarking for BUINOS AIRES. BET-ma haa some difficulty with navicerts, but in

the end he managed to get away safely. HORCIiLR told SOKITER that he had asked
REUTER to look around in .e1.1XS. AIRES for a suit;,ble building in which to install

a restaurant.

1Jhen HORCELR informed SOMU-R of his intention to go to Argentina, SOMZER
sensed immediately that something importamt was going on. Since Gen MUER,
H/Stuf FULNES, Obst/Lt FUCES, 0/Lt HOLD and cuite a number of other . officers in
active service W,:xe hidih.: in Spain: ( S01=1-. claims that he hd. a list with
addresses of hidden officers which he destroyed when arrested by the Spanish
police) and since SOI.R had found it impossible to contact them at that time,
he got in touch with ESCAT, a Frenchman and former, member of the Action Frpncpisc
and the editor of the ma L azine "Jo Suis Partnut" in PARIS.. ESCAT is known as an
active pro-German Frenchmen and had-the closest contact with 	 General
'Staff and with the Foreign Office: He was arrested during the wax (1939-194o)
in PARIS and put in e concentration camp because of his pro-German feelings.
after the armistice, .ESCAT appeared in leading positions. In December 1944,
LSCAT, together with his wife Dna two of his co-workers Lanes unknown to SOYflER),
were sent to :;:A_DRID by p lane with a special mission. There was P general rumor
to the effect that ESCAT, by order of the German Foreign Office, was to sound out
the Allies cn the possibilities of a separate peace. Now, however, S01E-P. is
convinced that ESCAT's true mission was am entirely different one, possibly that
of finn ncing the Germans who were already in Spain end those who -would have to
hide there in the future. :SCA: had allegedly received large sums of money in
3iRI1T for just that purpose.

2he course of notion p lannJ, by sol . ,: Ea 1,Ps to contact ESCAT in order to
find out the names	 th	 of Ger- , n offic,rs

.-.uugn them uncover	 .4nereauouts of some frencn nationals working with
the GIS.

SOEIER	 ESC.T from France and met him again in HADRID through his
intimate friend, Robert VOIPEAU, in whom ESCkT. had absolute confidence, having
known him for many years. Before the' planned meeting with EScAT, VOINEAU inform-
ed SOHER that he had very good news from VIC_]:;TS. VICZTE had given VOINEAU
the confidential information that now, after PERON's vit7tory in Argentina, the .
plan concerning the dep nrtura of Germans for th !, t county had taken a tangible
form. The problem of securing false pa-pc-re in order to deceive the Allies.had
already been solved. VOINLAU gave SOMLE estimates th between 150 and-200
Germans were to be shipped from CADIZ to Argentina,-e '1,.w at a time. The first
shipment would start in .hugust or September 1946. som::,,Ris presumptions on this
were further confirmed by HORCHER.

t the meeting with SCT, which took place in a omall restaurant in
DRID about 27 rar 46, SONNER proceed::d carefully on the subject of gentine.

ZSCj;T told S01 .11-21R tha t he hna known pLau for rany yeas and . that the: were close
friends. zisc.LT dia not go any further into his friendAip with'P7R0 r , but gave
the impression that at one time or another-he had been in Argentina id that the
friendship had started there. SOrHER believs that ESCAT had been ' communica-- .
ion with PERON through the Argentine 'Embassy in EADRID. During the ::.eting,

ESCAT told SOILSR that he -imself would undoub,tedly leave for Argentina soon.
SNEER does not know whether or not he did actually go there. The conversatioa
was interrupted at one roint by a phone call for ESCAT. when he returned he
said, "Still another one who cannot stay in hiding any longer. Everybody is
asking when things will get going." This remark confirmed SOMEER.'s opinion that

_ g _
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LSCAT eight be leading the departure of Germans for Argantina. ESCAT is-known

to be 7,,n •fictremely careful and. intelligent man,. SOlikaR aid not feel at the time
that he could safely probe too far into the subject of Argentina, inasmuch PS

this was his first meeting with 	 and it might have raised doubts and suspic-.

ions..	 After the convers ation ESCAT questioned VOINLAU on SO:d'aR t s reliability,

which V0I11LAU ,!=ssured. him to be 100%.

SOI,IMER had arranged another meeting with ESCAT'for the coming week, but in
the meantime he received a letter from an Abwehr agent, Hens MARTIN, 	 Juan
MARTIN. He was active in FIGUiRAS as a German agent until March 1945, at which
time he became the German Red Cross representative. At the end of . 1945 he was
warned by his Spanish friends to go into hiding, because the Allies wanted to
extradite him. He hid in BARCZLONA and presumably remained there, since SOHMER
was asked to reply to his letter through Antonio RUIZ, Plaza Recomir 6, BARCELOnl..
P5r - thrqugh b - e,ortain KUHN; Letra13,.Call,- Iolins . Rey, BARCELONA.

In this letter, :-'11.RTIN informed SO11111 that friends had arrived at his
hiding place and that they were all making preparation for a trip to their
friend PERON, to start in two months. He also advised somaR to hide, as the
pressure of the Allies was .increasing every day. He therefore proposed that
ST=R join him in BARCELONA. A few days after this letter, SOIT? ,aR received
another one from Jose TICREYRE, a Frenchman who had been an Abwehr agent in
PARIS and who was sent to 'Spain at the beginning of 1944. He worked in Spain
together with Lopez MORENO, a. member of the S panish Intelligence Service and
now of the Spanish General Staff. The last known address of TICEYRE is 58 Ronda.
San Antonio, ac.RCELONA. In the letter TICEeYRE also mentioned his intentiOn of
going to Argentina.

At the second meeting with ESCAT about 10 A .J.:r 46, there was talk about hid-
ing the German officers, especially Gen KRAMER, who, betrayed by a German, had
just managed to be brought from his hiding place in MADRID to the rural estate
of a Thamish officer .. It was mentioned that all those Germans who gave the
'American authorities information were known to these men in hiding and to the
Spanish and were listed on P. black list. It was further stated that proper
measures haft been taken and that the situation could be regarded as safe. The
.:roblem of AraITtina was not touched upon that night, because the Meeting took
place in a much-frecuented locale and had to be brief.

iSCAI"s group, consisting of political fanatics joined together by a
common bond of friendship extending over many years, is not an easy , circle to
penetrate. SOMMER feels himself fortunate to have been able, as a newcomer, to
gain knowledge, little as it is, on the Argentine ouestion.

This entire group is also closely tied up with the Spanish authorities,
police and a±-my. Any member of this group wanted by the Allies is being warned
ahead of time by the Spanish police, giving him time to go into hiding. SUM:ER
is firmly' , convinced that in back of the whole Argentine scheme there is a. well-
conside•ed plan to quietly create a central German intelligence agency with the
aseistance of the Argentine government. 10 athr country ±S trusted. , 6 muchYby-,n
the F-:, cists s"Argentim::. TLes:Fscistcircles , re'of theeopinion,that-thel
relations between the Allies will grow steadily worse and that another War is
inevitable. T-ey would take the greatest possible advantage of such a situation'.
to realize their own hopes.

SOMER could not attend the proposea third meeting with ESCAT, because he
was arrested. In the prison of Carabanchal he met Standfiviiquel-ESVERRA,Spenash
citizen in the Vaffen SL who had seen isictiOn with the Blue Division which fought
on the 7:astern Front, iS2U:RaA also mentioned Argentina, having heard something
on the subject through his wife when she had visited him.

f. French Collaborationists Now in Italy 

During his work with the GIS in i,LIRS:ILLE and. later in SAN EM.i0, SOMER had

many oportunities to observe the infiltration of former French collaborationists
into Italy. This observation was augmented by information received by him from
SS-Stubaf GOEL, Amt VI Chief in HILAN.

s
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In august 1544, daring the Germrn evacuntion of France, meny leeding
figures of the French, collebor ptimiStzrpups, together with , agrePt ,number of

other members, withdrew to Germany with the retreating German troops. An.
estim,ted 5,000 i1ice (Eilitia) members, 6,000 PPF .(Partie Populaire FrancPise)
members and sevzral smPller groups boosted. the Pgreg P tc figure to 15,000. ,These
so—celled French refugees constituted a much sought—Pfter reservoir of potential

material for tee Abwehr end Amt VI.

DORIOT, Chief of the PPF, Joseph DA .E,NAND of 	 ilice, Xercel BUCARD,
leader of the Fascist "Fr a nciste" r.ñd ]tercel BEAT of the RI P (Rassemblement
'National Populaire) were approached. by Abwhhr officers, who had already mede
plans for the use of these Frenchmen. They were to return to their native land
and engage in intelligence work for the (.ermans. The party chiefs agreed to the .
Plan with the proviso that transport P tion Was to be assumed by the GI S and, once
the agents were back in France, that they should be permitted to take Up the
reorganization of their respective parties. The plan was approved by SCHELLEN=
BERG, Chief of Ant VI. SOMieT.R claims that the 15;000 Frenchmen in Germany did
not comprise 10 of the Fascist—minded open collaborators still living in Erance.
It would have been an easy matter to undertake reorganization with a receptive
body of such magnitude, es pecially since countless other ?rench .People were not
too enthusiastic over losing their homes end other possessions as their price
of liberation. In Germany it was decided to send agents back to France via
Italy, through INNSBRUCK, VaRONA andlilL4 instead of through Alsace—Lorraine,
thereby reducing the chances of apprehension. • The Amt:IrI offices in =AN,
TIN and SAN Ran were instructed to look oat for these agents and as c ist them

in every way possible. SOILLR met some of them in September 1944 and Ipril
1545.

The Ellice, possessing the most capable men of all the collaborationist
groups, had an agency in 7 :IaS3aDEY under the leaaership of two former French •
officers, D-aGaNS end FILIOL, who selected prospective candidates and instructed
them in future work. . Both DIGANS and FILIOL had formerly acted as. liaison
officers with amt VI. another office of the lilce was established in YUAN
under KNIPPING.

The PPF maintained an office and wireless school near CONSTANCI on Lake
Constance in charge of BARTHOL1 .1Y,, who, also had a smell office in HILAN. Still
another office wa s in SAN azlio, operated by the former FPF Ohie4 Pierre PETIER.
The office in SAN RENO was eouippad with wireless devices.

at the end of the w-r in May 1945, iARTH0LE:1Y had about 4C or 50 finished
agents in Italy who never had n chance to be set up in France. Among the-se
P gents wer, leaders of the PPF, many of them chagrined at being stranded in
Italy. Some of them were eeui pped with radios and all of them had automatic
weaeons and l r rge sums of money.

In addition-to the aforementioned agents, more than 400 other members of
the party were brought to Italy during January 1945. Practically all of the
above—mentioned 15,000 Frenchmen in Germany were living on the German economy,
already taxed to its capacity, so it was convenient and expedient to relieve the
burden by dumping these people on their relatives in Italy, after establishing
the fact that relatives in Italy did exist. They were not schooled in intelli-
gence and were to play subordinate roles in France. It is SOMMER's opinion that
because of their Fascist-minded political outlook, their.knowledge of the
Italian langaege, and connections gained through their relatives, the continued
presence of these men in Italy constitutes a pernetual hazard to an orderly,
peace.

The same situation is true with the Mille°. In February 1945, DARNAND
and SOO of his followers . arrived in MILAN with the idea of establishing an in-
dependent brown ma•atis grovp to fight alongside the Brigade. Nem against the •
Italian Partisan groups, Later on, the same group was to fight the Allies in
France, with special attention paid to sabotage and the disruption of oil lines
between MARSEILLE and the front. That no more than SOO came to Italy out of the
5, 000 Who entered France was duo to the fact that 3,000 of them joined the SS
Infantry Division Charlemagne and another 1,000 were put in war plants.

C RFT
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No more the n approxirritoly 15 agents succeeded in reaching Fra nce. They

were transtorted under cover of darkness in smell speedboats from SAW 2 .10 to

thc,ir destination, 5.AN RAPHA3L. According to SO: •IMLR, the other agents are still

in hiding in Italy . .Socauso nEGANS, FILIOL and GOEBIRT, a good friend of DARNt,RD

and R. regionel chief of the Hilice, were former members. of Eugene DELONCLE's
Cagoulards (former pro'-Fascist French party) end as such were in contact with
the Italian Intelligence Service. in 1936 and 1937, s .t)cifcraly. with I3LIANC0 and
PLTINATTI, SOMHZR assumes that these contacts e.r • now being renewed.

Marcel DEAT with his entire steff is supposed to be in Italy still.

Joseph GATT, leader of the Jeunesse EurOpenne, a collaborationist youtl
movement, is known to be in Italy, as well as about 15 of his staff, all of whom
were trained by two Amt VI agents (names unknown to SOMMER).C.TRETTL's main
mission in France was to reorganir the youth group and fight the Allies in the
area around the Pyrenees.

PALMIERI, P former agent of the PARIS Abwehr office, Came to Italy about
the first week in March 1945, accompanied by five men, including a certain COTY,
P. restaurateur in PARIS. This small group is of Corsicen descent, speaks fluent
Itelien,and arrived in MILAN with false Swiss papers. Their lest address was I__
MILAN..

SOMMER estimates the number of trained Prench agents now hiding in Italy
to be about 100, With approximately another 1,400 active politicP1 collaboration-
ists scattered throughout Northern Italy. Knowing the mentality of these reople,
smaR convinced that their work did not end with the cessation of hostilities
and that some clandestine activity 'must be going on.

5. CONCLUSIONS 

SOMMER came to this Center under the name Herbert SIZNER end the interrog-
ation proceeded according to the knowledge brief, with SOMMER seemingly Co-oper
eting 1009. It was not possible at this Center to check the veracity of his
information. Even now, although in possession of the French date on SOM/ER, which
hardly differs t all from our version on the general intelligence aspect, e14-
though it shows discrepancies in Saft.E.R l s real name,birtlitlace,r4ad other:pie,-
GIS data, it should be borne in mind that he still may be witholding information.
from us.

when confronted' w ith the new evidences somiza. readily admitted that the name
SENNER, as well as all the other details of his pre-GIS career, were given to him
by Amt VI at the time - he joined them. He was told to forget his real name
completely and to be known only under the name SENNER:

'Then SOISER joined the Deuxieme Bureau, he revealed his family name, but
et CIE 76, allegedly because of harsh treatment, he decided to withold the truth.
At this Center, in site of self-admitted satisfaction with the treatment, • he
still concealed the true facts. scx:zR claimed that he feared•comrlications,
solitary confinement, anda . pIolonged stay in this Center, if he revealed'hia real
name.

SOMIL.R. as a personality is not to be considered reliable, but his informa . .
tion as given in this report is seemingly genuine. He is shrewd, calculating and
opportunistic. He is reedy to work for his former enemies and at the same time
professes to be a nationalist. At all times he is ready to hunt with the hounds
and run with the hare.
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6. COMMENTS AND RECOMEEMMATIONS 

In compliance with the automk:tic-arrest policy, S0111:1-:a should be interned,
Unless recommendations are made by US Intdligence agencies to exioloit his
contacts. .

LF/HC/rh

For the Commanding Officer:

, /to	 g	 /
JOHN H:INIG
Cart	 aS
Chi,lf, CI Section
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HEADVARTERS

7707 MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SEBVIC“ENTER
APO 757	 US• ,IRMY

ANNEX I.

!IBE STORY OP STEVENS ;I:ND BEST 

Frisonr: SS-0/Stuf SOliMZZ., Hans
	 SD man in France and Italy

S012 ,727.s version of this story probrbly dhes not differ grePtly from the
facts already known, but considering that Dr FISCHIY-. himself related the entire
story to SOV.T.:•:..R, it nay perhaps add informetion, however small, to the history
of this kidnapping.

'Then S0I'ila7. cane to PARIS in Jul.' 1940, one of the four agents undEr him
in Amt VI was Dr F:ISCH1T Y, a man about 50 years.old, whose appointrv-nt to the
FariF4 office of Amt VI was not so much a recognition of his talent, as . a. reward
to FISCHLR for his conscientiou.sness.

FISCHZa was the editor of a Catholic paper in Germany until 1933 when,
realizing the anti-Catnolic tend.nci.-s of the ZUA.P, he left Germany Pnd settled
in France. In the ne-t few years his cmigre life took him to many countries
before he finally reached. hollnnd in 1938. J.t this time homesickness overtook
hip Pnd he decided to return to Germany. Not knowing whet kind of recention he
might encounter there after his voluntary exile of many years, FISChiR thought
it necessary to do some servicefor his country, thoreby assuring his re-entry
into Germany.

He concocted e fantPstic ttory about en underground movement in Germany
and presented it to STLViNS end B T, the leaders of the British Intelligence
Service for "estern Europe, in THE HAGUE, Holland, FISCHER proved to them that
he was an anti-Nazi by having been away from Germany since 1933 and after gaining
their confidence rroceeded to draw P. picture of a wide movement embracing people
from all welks of life. STEVENS and BEST, sensing something big, apparently
swallowed the story and gave operational directions to FISC7LR, who Simply wrote
a letter to the ND office in BERI,IN explaining the whole matter and asking their •
help in making the hoax look like the reel thine. A certain OHRISTETEN was
sent to Holland by tho ND with a list of alleged nc, rsonalities engaged in the
anderground. movement (most of them were fictitous, but soMm real names of higher
"ehrmacht end Party pco7le wre included, in order not to arouse susp icion in
STI: 77ENS end. BST. FISCHER introduced CH7TSTILNSIf as one of the leaders of the
movement and in the ensuing conversation it was decided to establish direct radio
contact,between BERLIN and THE EitGUE for cuick communication. A radio station
was rut in operation by the ND and a. disfuised officer was sent to BERLIN in
charge of the station. He was arrested ead forced to transmit material handed
to him by the GIS. In the tenntime, German intelligence agents made frecuent
trips to Holland. end consulted with STEVLNS and BEST. The agents always present-
ed. themselves as 7ehrmacht officers of the underground_movement, while trying to
obtain information from the British which they could use to their advantage.
SET:NS and BEST still suspected nothing. The GIS player a cagey game end soon
sugl:.msted that they might meet some hir,:h leaders of the -lovement at the border
town of VIN:0, because the continuous flo w of people between Germany and Holland
might become suzicious and could easily jeopardiZe the aaccess of the movement.
Unsuspecting, STEVENS and BLS: traveled to VE gLO, Where ,n a designated house,
they vere'.arrested by German troops and taken to Gerr,am,

The Netherlands General Staff knew about the cont t STEVENS and BEST had
with the bogus German underz;round mo vement end, while no opposing it, they
viewed the negotiations with skle5)ticism. IThen this meet ng took place at VEELO,
the :jetherlands General staff, sus-oected foul play, dispatched some troo-os to the
border, but events mo,rea too rapidly for them to go into action and. prevent the
arrest and removal of the two men.

SOiliER claims that STLVLNS and. BEST subsecuently gave the GIS a thorough and
precise picture of the entire :iritish Intelligence set-up.
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TEIPHOi CONVERSA.TIOF 	 1i.L1 CHLIQIIILL ..‘• ND IZZYILIUD

	Prisoner: SS-0/Stuf SMILER, hang	SD ran in France . Fend. :te.ly

Late in 1939 b/stuf Lon= was sent to Itely by Itnt , VI with the task of
reaching Frence F.! S. soon as possible. ;,..t thet time the GIS eossessed no intell-
igence	 on France end wa g unable to provide LORENZ with oven one agentls
peeress. Handicapped by such odds, LORENZ succee6ed in reaching PARIS with a •

false Swiss passport, but with bona fi0A-3 ViEWS obtained in Italy. One evening,
strolling in the Bois de 3oulogne, he engaged P young girl in conversation in the •
course of •-vhich she mentioned that she was e telephonist in RLYNAUD I s• cabinet.
lh the ensuing conversetion, much to LORENZ t s surprise, she told him about P.

telonhone conversation between ClIURCRILL and PEThieZ which had taken :lace sever—
el deys previously, in which CHURCHILL gave his consent to a plan to partition
Germany. She allegedly overheard the entire conversation at the swithhboara.
LOALNZ, with this good 7iece of chance information in his possession, returned

• to Germany, where the whole matter was • widely p ropagendi zed. LORI:NZ received
the Iron Cross for this piece of work.

claims thot itnt VI g.ainea tremendous prestige with this one chance
item alone, but in reelity had very little intellieence success until the arrival
of. SCHELLEUBERG, Under whom 4e.lt VI becrme a . smooth running organization.

SECRET
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ANNEX III 

tHE ESTABLISHNENT OF :IIRELESS INVASION-NETS IN FRANCE 

Prisoner: SS-0/Stuf SM.:NEB, Hans 	 SD man in France and Italy

At the beginning of January 1944, Amt VI ordered a wireless invasion-net
to be established in France in order to be posted on the moves.of the Allies.
Commissioned for the jobs were Stubaf LANG, 0/Stuf KOENIG and 0/Stuf Werner
YEISSER, all of Amt VI, BERLIN. SOlvITER at MARSEILLE was ordered to give all the
assistance he could in this undertaking. French collaborators with technical
knowledge were recruited and given a course in wireless onerations at Matson
Laffitte, PARIS, but this school later moved to Holland. According to SOIa,
stations were actually installed in TOULON, ARSEILLE, MONTPELLIER, TOULOUSE,
BORDEAUX and PARIS. Because of the relative danger these stationonerators
constantly faced, they were sIxoplied with large sums of money and 051d. There
were some stations installed in other localities too, but .S0A,IER is unable to
identify them, with the exception of two stations on the French-Spanish border,
at SAN SEBASTIAN and FIGUERAS. tfter the occupation of France by the Allies,
only the YONTPELLIER and PARIS stations still o perated, as well as the two
Spanish stations, which were maintained by former members of the &Danish Blue
Division. One operator is named LARTIGUE I still livos	 in Skil SEBASTIAN -
and is .known	 to have hidden his radio equinment.

This invasion-not was the greatest failure of the GIS, according to SOMMER.
Its members were not carefully selected and, after being installed in a. locality,
many disappeared with the money. Some others just set idly by and did no
broadcasting, because it was too dangerous.
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PENETRATION OF THE STANISH I1TELLIGE1C1 SIVICE 

Prison-r: .SS-0/Stuf S011aa, Hans	 SD man in France and Italy

The following ra a n is S012Ea l s idea:	 e thin1CS th r t the Spanish I . tell-
igencelaervice can be penetrated. by Contacting OIILAU and FRECHOU, Frenchmen
when	 knel,,r in SAN RE1i0.

After VL day VOINLAU and FRECHOU (See Annex V) escaped to Spain, because
. they feared punishment if they stayed in France. They would both like to make
' their homes in ArA:,:ntine, and SCY:flirl:R thinks that if they were approached by

the US with concrete assurances of their eventual departure to South America.,
' they would reveal all they knew about the Spanish Intelligence Service. T5c)th
are trusted by VICENTE (Chief pf the SIS ) and are high enough in the organiza-
tion to be able to give the most detailed information on the entire set-up.

SO11ER preposes to write 8. letter to FRECHOU telling him to have the utmost
confidence in the bearer and in what he has to s py. FRECHOU could be reached •

: through an old friend of SO=LR's Juan de .APENZANA, Calle VeazqueZ J34, MADRID.
' or through Fermius ARNILTAGU. Paseo de is Florida 1S9 (or 19S), MADRID, The
latter is a. business associate of FRECHOU's father.

Great caution 7ust be exercised when trying to contact FRECHOU and VOINEAU,
as VICENTE has an organization founded on people who are always . spying on each
other and whe5 are well-enough schooled in inte1li1,-ence work to be able to spot
• an enemy agent on sight.

An alternate p lan which might produce better results is the following:
In P letter* to FRICFOU or TOINEAU, SOMER would p rop ose that they be sent to
'Italy by VIC=TE in ore: to stIen. then the connection between the Spanish
Intienc.e Service ,, nd the Ias .:ists. A meeting could be arranged in MILAN
with much less danger than in am, using the same method. with this plan,
not only the Spanish intelligence Service would be uncovered, but also a
ros6ible Fascist underground movement.

* The letter would	 either to SOMEEE. t s fiancee or VOINEAU's wife, both of
Irhom are	 PARIS, and 'would then be delivered personally to the Spanish
Consal•Creneral, Juan de ARENZANAs father, in MARSEILLE, who in turn would
take the letter to FRECHOU or VOINEAU.

et'	 6n1T
trw,
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ANNEX V 

PERSONALITIES 

Prisoner: SS-0/Stuf SO 1 .27, Hans

1. Personalities Mentioned In the report 

AUGUSTIN, (fnu) Milice member Lbwehr agtnt Spanish Intelligence agent

Present Address: Unknown. Last seen in MADRID. Born: 1901 1.66m
oval face -Idroninont cho:Abonss' dark
	

hDir- blue eyes

Career: Went to Germany in August 1944. Flew to Spain in June 1945.
Arrested and interned at Camp Miranda, Spain, until January 1946.
to FADRID and joined the Spanish Intelligence Service.

ATJI ,i0t1D, (fnu) Milice member , Spanish Intelligence agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1912 1.86m slender dark brown
curly hair Oval face

Career: Tradesman. "orked on the "estwall. Enlisted in the French SS
and fought on the Russian front as an U/Stuf. Captured by the British.
Got to Spain and joined the Spanish Intelligence Service.

Misc: wife living in TOTTRS, France.

BARATCO, (fnu)

Present Address: Unknown. Last seen in MILAN. Born: 1901 1.82m
oval face black hair dark complexion

Careen With the Italian Intelligence Service at NICE since 1933 with
the Italian Consul-General. .Liaison'man between the Cagoulards and the
Italian General Staff. In MILAN after June 1944.

• Married.

BARTHELEMY, (fnu) PPP member

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1494 oval face bluish eyes dark
brown hair

Career: Had a leading position in the PPF. After DORIOT I s death, it
was rumored that he took over the PPF.

cl LL CAPITAINE Chief of the Deuxieme Bureau in NICE

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1904 1.70m dark blond crewcut
hair blue eyes slender prominent cheekbones

COTY, (fnu) Italian Intelligence agent Abwehr agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1891 1.76m oval face greyish hair

Career: Owns a restavrant in Rue wagr, PARIS. Connections with the
Paris underworld. Also a dope peddler.

SD man in France and Italy

ilent
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DEGANS, (fnu) Deuxieme Burenu ngent

'P resent Address: Unknown. Born: 1906 1.66m oval face bleok heir
brown oyes squat figure

Career: Former member of the Action Francais° and later p prominent

leader of the Cagoule in Southern France. Fought with the French Army
in 1940. Milice member after 1941. Made the leader of General Intelli-

gence.

Misc: Married. 'very clever man.

DELI gn, Guy Amt I agent from 1940 to 1945

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1912 1.78m oval face curly blond
, hair blue eyes

Career: Former member of the Action Francaise and later of the Cagoule.

Misc: Wife lives in PARIS.

DODO, Michael,	 LARA Amt VI agent from 1944 to 19115

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1514 1.74m oval pock-marked face
brown eyes dark blond hair .

Career: Fought with the French Axmy in North Africa. Volunteered for
the anti-Bolshevist Legion in 1941. Promoted to Lt and became an agent
of Amt VI in 1944. Sent to SAN REMO in February 1945 and went to France
in a speedboat in April 1945. From France he flew to Spain, was imprison-
ed, was released, and joined the Spanish Intelligence Service.

lase: 'lie and child live in PARIS.

ESCAT, (fnu)

Present Address: 'Unknown. Probably MADRID. Born: 1891 1.74m stocky
build . curly gray hair neat dresser

Misc: 1Jife lives in MADRID.

ESQUERRA, Miguel Standf in the Spanish Waffen SS

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1908 1.84m oval face blond balding
hair slender figure

Career: . Took Dart in the defense of BERLIN and was given the will of
Gen FAIPEL, the former German Military Attache in MADRID, who committed
sv.icide. Is a fanatical follower of FRANCO.

Elsa: Wife living in MADRID.

FILIOL, (fnu)

Present  Address: Unknown. Born: 1902 1.76m oval face medium build--
black hair

Career: Was one of the founders of the Cagoule. After the Cagoule was
disbanded, he flew to S pain and offered his services to FRANCO. He
volunteered for the Deuxieme Bureau in 1939 end worked in Spain until
1940 for that organization. He was arrested by the Spanish in 1940 and
was released through German intervention and returned to PARIS. , Joined the
ESR (Mouvement Social° Revolutionnaire). Arrested by LAVAL in 1943, but was
released by • DARNAND and began to work for the Milice. He is a confirmed
Fascist.

Misc: Wife living in PARIS. SECRET
- 18 -
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FRECHOU, Paul Deuxieme Bureau agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1918 1.74m oval face black hair
beard

Career: lember of the Cagoule. Fought in the war until the middle of

1940 and then became a Deuxieme Bureau.Officer in NICE. After the closing
of the Deuxieme Bureau, he worked in the Milice Intelligence. Went.to
Germany end then to Italy and was arrested by Amt VI, but escaped to Spain

through France in April 1945. Now working for the Spanish Intelligence
Service.

Mise: Wife living in TULLE, 'Frazee,

GARETTE, Joseph Amt VI agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1914 1.82m oval face black hair
brown eyes.

Career:	 ember of the Action Prancaise and later a. Cagoulard. As an
agent for 'Amt VI he searched for talent suitable for Amt VI work. In
August 1944 he went to Germany with some of the followers of the Jeunesse
Europeeuane where some of them. were trained for intelligence work and then
sent to Spain.

Misc: wife and one child living in NINES, France.

GOMBERT,. (fnu)

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1898 1.74m oval face grayish hair

Career: Old member of the Action Francaise. . Volunteered for the French
Army in 199 and became a captain. Became a Regional Chief in the Milice
in 1941.

Misc: "'3xcessive drinker.

GUICHARD, Guido PPF member Amt VI agent Spanish Intelligence . agent.

Present Address: MADRID. Born: 1914 oval face very wavy black hair

Career: Becae a member of the PPF in 1941: Was arrested on the charge
. of helping to assinate DORMOY, the former Socialist Minister of the In-
. terior. Set free in 1942 for lack of evidence. Worked for Amt VI in
France and later in Spain. Dropped for being inefficient and joined the
Spanish Intelligence Service.

kisc: Wife living with him in NADRID.

HENRY, George Commandant

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1.78m oval reddish face dark blond hair

HEVRARD, Andre, @ GALLAr,RDO Abwehr agent Spanish Intelligence agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1913 oval face long nose dark blond
hair

Career: Fought with FRANCO in the Spanish Civil War. Vent to Obst/Lt
RUDOLPH in PARIS in 1940 and was trained in wireless operation. After
working four years in France, he withdrew to Germany with the Abwehr and
was sent to Italy in Wa.rch 1945. He infiltrated into the Italian Mavis
and was sent back to Prance as a red Spaniard and finally went to Spain,
where he joined the Spanish Intelligence Service.

rise: Wife and one child living in aANTANDER Spain.

Re
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RORCHER, (fnu)

Present Address: 7:ADRID. Born: 1893 1.74m oval face balding blond

hair

Sc:Yi 	 Fife end two children living with him in MADRID.

•KNI7PING, (fnu) Regional Chief of the Ellice

Present Address: Unknown. Born 1896 1.75m angular face prominent .
cheekbones balding blond hair blue eyes

Career: Career-officer in the French Air Force. After the Armistice he
became a close friend of DARNAND. Became Regional Chief of the Milice•in
MARSEILLE and later deputy to DARYAND in PARIS.

Paso: '-7ife living in PARIS.

TOEHLER, Paul Amt vI agent Deuxieme Bureau agent

Present Address: • T.A.GOMAS, Spain. Born: 1907 1.76m blond hair blue eyes

Career: Lived in PARIS after 1924 and worked for the Pernod Co. Joined
Amt VI in 1939 and WPZ dismissed in 1942 for drinking. ,Joined the Abwehr
and was sent to NICE in 1944. Joined the Deuxieme Bureau at the. start
of 1945.

Misc: Lives with a woman named Gil BAUGNIAS in PAGOMAS.

LEON, (fnu) Deuxieme Bureau Chief of PERPIGNAN.

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1.78m grayish close-cro pped hair
lantern-jawed brown eyes military, bearing

MARTIN, Hans, Juan

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1904 1.78m balding dark blond hair
robust appearance •

kisc: 'Excessive drinker. 7ife living in FIGUERAS.

i`ARTINEZ, (fnu)

Present Address:
hair stutters
	 Unknown. Born: 1886 oval pale fete balding black-

Mize: Harried.

MATHEI, (fnu) Former Consul-General of Ar gentina in MARSEILLE.

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1891 1.73m grayish hair stout full face

Career: Studied in Germany and Italy.
Corns; sent his information to the GIS
from sympathy with Fascism. as known
ferred from MARSEILLE, allegedly at the
there, to VALENCIA, Spain, as Consul.

In LONDON with Argentine Diplomatic
and IIS without compensation, purely
to be in contact with REUTER. Trans-,
request of the US Consul-General

LISA, Hannibal de GIS Agent in Spain Cuban

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1886 1.68m ovil face . gray hair

Career: . . Feared internment because of Cuba l s entry into the war and offered
his services through REUTER to Amt VI of the RSHA; sent to Spain where he
p roved a. failure.

- 20-
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MICHEL, (fnu) Deputy Chief of Deuxiemo Bureau in PEBPIaAN

Present Address: Unknown- Born: 1910 1.70m oval face black heir -

wears hornrimd glasses

MOYNIE:S, Anne GIS Agent in Spain

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1906 1-76m oval face brown hair
blue eyes wears very elegant dresses

Career: Wife of Yves "OYNI737-., whom she met in PPF circles. In 1940
accused of taking Dert in assassination of DORMOY, senteAced to two years

in jail. After her release became an Amt VI agent. At present she works

for VICE7rE in BARCELONA, supplying him with information on the French
colon there, under cover as an entertainer et a Cafe.

MOYNIER, Yves, T MAGICIER, Gilbert GIS Agent in Spain

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1913 1.80m Slavic ty-De face reddish
blond heir

Career: . Former member of Action Francaise and Cagoule; arrested when
letter was disbanded and obtained amnesty by joining French Army in 1939.
Joined PPF and became agent for Amt VI in 1942. Sent to Switzerland to
establish contact with de GXULLE's Intelligence office in GENEvA, but
failed in this mission. Fled to BRUSSELS with his wife in 1944. In
July 1945 they went to Spain. Interned at Camp. Miranda and after release
wont to BARCELONA in January 1946.

NEJSSER i Werner Deuxiome Bureau Agent Austrian

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1913 1.80m oval face blue eyes
reddish blond hair

.Career: Ski teacher in France. Became agent for Amt VI in 1939. In
October 44 placed ih Sabotage group end sent to SAN RAMO to facilitate
its entry into France. Later entered Deuxieme Bureau.

Eisc: Has a wife in MILAN.

QUEYRAT, (fnu)

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1901 1.70m oval face grayish hair

Career: Leading member of PPF in North Africa. Came to France in 1942
as member of the Party's Directoriup... Joined French SS in 1944 and later
cap tured by the British. -.2scaped to Spain with AUMOND and interned at
Camp Firanda; freed. through intervention of VICENT].

Misc: May be sent back to 'North Africa. by VIMTE as an expert on
Arabic matters.

(fnu) Dancer Corsican

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1910 1.68m oval face blue eyes
dark brown heir

Career: ' .ived in PARIS where he was well known in gangster circles end
arrested several times. 3ocame Abwehr agent in 1941 and recruited numerous
characters of the underworld for the organization.

hisc: A shrewd and dangerous man, lest kno wn to live in MILAN with his
friends and mistress.

- 21 -
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(fnu) Agent of the Spanish Intelligenc e Service

Present  Address: Unknown. Born: 1906 1.681:, oval face curly dark
blond hair

Career: old follower of FR2CO's Falangist Party. Until 1944 with
Spanish Embassy in PARIS, he worked at the saw, tie for the Abwehr.

went to Germany in 1944 and escap ed to Spain at the end of the 7ar.
Since he was well acquainted with French affairs and had good contacts

with former collaborationi s t s , ITIC=TE employed him tO recruit French

agents among the refugees streaming into S pain at SAN SEBASTIAN. He

has greet influence and access to substatial funds in Spain.

Else: Sbeaks French with a strong Spanish accent.

PETIER, Pierre

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1906 1.68m oval face . curly dark

blond hair

Misc: Sp eaks fluent Italian. has a wife in NICE.

PETINATTI, (fnu) Agent for the Italian Consulate-General in MARSEILLE

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1902 1.75m oval face black hair

Career: Returned to Italy late in 1943 and allegedly maintained contact
with the Spanish IS.

Misc: Married.

PUTEAU, Adrien Agent for Spanish IS

Present Address: Unknown- 1.80m long face proMinent nose dark
brown heir

Career: Former 'ember of the PPF. From 1942 until August 1944 Abwehr
agent in 1,LARSEILL:. Then wont to Spain and was interned at Camp Miranda.
Released in January 1945, he first worked for Lopez IORENO in BARCELONA
and vas then engaged by VICE-T3.

Eisc: Speaks French with a t5Tical Mediterranean accent.

REUTER, (Thu) Parisian banker and GIS Agent

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1891 160m black hair

TENAI=, Andre Agent for Spanish IS

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1903 1.80m long face grayish hair

• Career: A former Cagoulard and good friend of 7)ELONCLE with whome he
was arrested in 1938. Releazod in 1939, he volunteered for the French
Army. After the armistice he becrme a leading member of the newly formed

(Mouvement Sociale Revolutionnaire). Received an assignment in DIJON
by the Abwehr and Was trained as wireless op erator. '3uilt a radio station
in the Ardennes in August 1944. :2scaPed to Spain after the war, and after
a brief stay et Camp Miranda, he found employment with VICENTE.

Nisc: Has a wife in PARIS.

TIICENTE, (fnu) Head of S panish IS

:P resent Address: Unknown. 1.82m oval face black hair slender

Career: ITiolent Falangist. Founder of FRANCO l s new IS and leader of the
Servicio de Informacion e'Investigacion.

- 22
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voIN:2X, Robert Journalist end Agent of Spanish IS

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1911 1.80m oval face black hair

Career: Fought with the French Army es a Lt in 1939-1940. In 1943,
he received an import p nt post from DARNAND in the Ministry of the Interior

In 19 44, escap ed to-Germeny end later was 
in Spain, employed by VICENTE.-

Misc: Clever 771en pna confirr::ed , ,mti-Communi s t. Comes from a militry

femily, his father still being a fk,lonel • in the French Army.

2. list of Personalities not '?.entionod in Interrogetion Report 

BAGRATION-410UHRLNI Sr, Prince (fnu) Georgian

Present Address: Unknown. Lest seen in CANNES. Born: 1E81 1.78m

oval face greyish hair

Career: Considered spiritual leader of Georgians among emigree circles
in France.

Misc: . • arried and has two children..

BAGRATION-MUKHRANI .T r, Prince (fnu) Georgian

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1902 1.84m oval face black heir

Career: Married into Italian royal family and supplied GIS with informa-
tion through PMR07. ' rent to BERLIN frequently to discuss his femily's
re-insttement in Georgia after the Germen occupetion of the Caucasus.'

BAGRATIONOT:CHRANI, Princess (fnu) Georgian

Present Address:. Unknown. Last seen in	 in April 1945. Born: 1901
1.72m oval face black hair

Career: Sent to Spain by PETRO'j in. 1943.

Else: Married to an Englishman.

BASTIANI, (Thu) RSHA Agent in MARSEILLES French

Present Address: Unknown. Born: 1881 1.76m oval face bald.

Career: Colonel in the French Army and Commandant of MAINZ after World
T:Ter I. Being retired he joined Amt VI for purely financial reasons.
On friendly terms with PETAIN end visited 1TICHY freouently.

Misc: Married. Probably still lives in NICE with his wife'.

BOYNARDEL, (fnu) RSHA Agent in 1.ARSEILLES French

Present Address: Unnown. Born: 1912 1.82n oval face blond hair

Career: Tmployed with US Consulate in 1A.RSEILL-2, until 19 42. Then,
after Ger7an occupation of 1:ARSEILLE, he Offered his services to Ant VI
from fear of reprisals for his former affiliations ard. &lso for financial
reasons. Ho was sent to Switzerland to penetrate the US Diplomatic
Corps, but failed. After April 1944 he suffered froz., tuberculosis end
wes too sick to be employed.

'Lise: -A bachelor, he lived in ARSEILLL 	 his mcer.

BR=ES, Otto Intelligence Officer in German Embassy in BEUSS4LS •

Directed activities of 13e1gian Amt vI agents. After German occupation
of France, he headed purdhesing office of the .7ehrmacht in PARIS, called
Einkaufs Organisation Otto, This office also served as an intelligence
Ethering agency.

S Fetal
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KELLER, Pater Dr P eter Benedictine monk Att TI agent

Present Address:
EARCMONA. :Born:

Unknown. Perhaps in the 1:,ontserrat 1:pnastery near
1906 1.66m Oval face curly blond hair gears glasses

Career: KE7LE. is a member of the 3enedictine order and was abbot of its
only monastery in Germany. He . worked for the Abwehr in. STUTTGART as far

back as 1936, mostly on Year East and Italian questions. He was transferred
to Amt' VI in July 1940 and was sent • to PARIS. His intelligence duties were
the penetration of high ecclesiastical ,rcles in France and the gaining.
of any intelligence material available in his talks with the clergy. He
was also to maintain liaison with the Benedictine monastery in MONTSERRAT
near BARCEL0N2,, as Sir Samuel HOA173, the former British ambassador to
Spain, often went there tp visit his close friend, the abbot of the
monastery. KELLER also made frequent trips to ROi .dE in order .to obtain
information on the missions and talk i. of the Special American Ambassador
Myron C. TAYLOR with the Vatican. Prof STOLZ of the Vatican was one of
the sources. KELLER was quite friendly with the confessor (nu) of ',MAIN
and LAVAL who very indiscreetly conveyed some of the confessions . to KELLER.
TELLER influenced Cardinal BAUDRILART, head of the Institut ' Catholique
in PARIS, to such an extent that he became P rabid Germanophile and the
protector of the Anti-Bolshevist League. The same influence was exerted
on Cardinal SUHARD.

Misc: Speaks fluent German, Italian, French, Arabic and Hebrew. Has a
mistress, but is often seen in the cheapest brothels.

KUTSCHMAN, Walter SS HiStuf Border Police Commissioner of HENDAYE

Career: , He and itte CHANEL of the famous perfumery.made , frequent trips
to Spain in 1943 and 1944, allegedly in the interests of the FIS. On one
occasion, 7UTSCFAN was told to deliver a large sum of money to Mme -
CHANEL in 1,ADRID. In August 1944, he was ordered to the Russian front, but
fled to Spain, Where he had formerly fought with FaINCO in the Civil War.

was arrested and is believed to be in Camp Miranda in Spain.

LAF0=, (fnu) p ress Attache at the Vichy French Embassy in t;ADRID
Amt VI agent

Career: In SeptaAlber 194L LAVAL entrusted LAFOND with the organization
of a relief agency in Spain for the French collaborators who had to flee
there. He was given five or six million Pesetas, part of which he gave
to the collaborators and part of which he kept, He is believed to be in
Spain still, hiding in .a little fishing village.-

MARTIN, Ludwig Amt VI agent

Present Address:. e'ty be in BARCELONA. Born: 1908 1.82m 'oval freckled
face curly blond hair blue eyes

Career:	 a member of the Intercommerciale, a large trucking agency in
France which was liquidated in May 1943. Joined Amt VI as an unpaid ,agent
and was sent to BARC2L0A to observe the politics and tendencies of the
South .American diplomats. He was dropp ed by the GIS when the reger-
cussions of the Intercommerciale-became too great and was ordered to go
to Germany, but disobeyed and stayed in BARCELOHA.

Misc::arried to Baroness KORFT, a white Russian. Has Panamanian
citizenship
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PETRO	 (mu) Abwehr agent •

Present Address: Believed to be in Switzerland. Born: 1691 1.66m

oval face ruddy complexion blond balding hair

Career: PETROW was first employed by the Jawnese Intelligence Service
after the collapse of the Czar in Russia. Even before 1933 he worked for
the Abwohr in Germany and in 1939. for Amt VI. His main job was to . pene-

trate I Thite Russian circles and select capable and willing ones to work
as agents.

1,ASC: HFS a mistress.

REICHL, Dr (fnu) Austrian journalist Amt vI agent

Present Address: Unknown. Perhaps in France or Austria. Born:' 1696
1.70m oval face prominent nose yellowish complexion gray hair

Career: After Germany's occupation of Austria, REICHL became affiliated
with Amt VI and was sent to PARIS in 19b0. He was to renew his contacts
with French Free Hasons and through them establish contact with the .
British Free Masons, who were then to be exploited for GIS. He was un-
successful in this task, but did manage to pick up some intelligence
formation on the vichy regime.

Hisc: Prominent Free Mason in Austria before it was occupied.
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